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cover A small ironiron safe inin the western reserve historical society museum
in cleveland ohio listed inin the museum accession book vol 1

189419241894 1924 page 49 as one ironiron safe once owned in kirtland by
joseph smsmithith the prophet donated dec 8 1900 by mrs charles more
ly cleveland the safe measures 25 x 24 x 2920 inches the only mark-
ing on the safe is on the doorknob it reads DELANO PATENT
N Y the background shows kirtland safety society notes being
donated to the brigham young university library by C delynn heaps
of orem utah
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guest editors prologue

TRUMAN G MADSEN

the response to the mormon origins and the coming
of the book of mormon projects which BYU studies em-
bodied in its spring 1969 and 1970 issues has been more than
generous fronfromfronii one hihistorianstorian has comecorne praise for the candor
objectivity and poise that characterize the new mormon
history 0off which these studies are a part fronfromfronii others there
has been a stream of suggestions and leads on related topics
and from still others the response has been more in the vein
of gratitude for the intensifying of a sense of heritage and
religious consciousnessconsciousness the demand for an annual issue to
present further findings has been encouraging

moving in geographic and chronological sequence the
institute of mormon studies isis now involved in a two year
effort to deepen and broaden our sources on the ohio period
of church history somesorne twenty scholars are presently at work
on the period and this volume presents about half of the signi-
ficant product

artifacts and photographs are again part of the foformatforinatfortnatrinat
among these is the discovery by dr jarnesjames R harris of a holo-
graph letter from the prophet joseph smith to his wife emndmnemmala
written inin mid 1832 haunting inin its direct style and the inward
stresses it reveals

in a similar vein three of the articles are essential to closer
understanding of the intellect and spirit of joseph smith earl
olson s robert matthews and hugh nibley s

earl olson has studied and carefully classified the order
and locus of the revelations recorded during the church s stay

dr madsen director of the institute of mormon studies is professor of
philosophy at brbrighami ghamahamg young university former president of the new england
mission for the church he has lectured and published widely in the history and
philosophy of religion
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in ohio since nearly half of the published doctrine and coven-
ants originated there the tools olson s article provides will
facilitate more specialized work both on the text and the con-
text of the prophet s work

robert matthews who has been studying the inspired re-
vision of the scriptures for nearly twentyfivetwenty five years and has
merited the trust of utah historians no less than those of the
reorganization presents what is sometimes ignored or forgot-
ten the evidence that the prophet was himself learning and
growing as he proceeded to translate and revise A unifying
insight results that his revelations and his biblical translations
are interrelated and that he intended to do more all of which
one would expect of a prophet committed to continual revela-
tion

hugh nibley shows us the prophet and his companions
freely speculating and disagreeing as they try one approach
after another to the egyptian papyri that nobody on earth
could read As the brethren broke with the prophet the vari-
ous projects were dropped but they mark the first milestone
in a path of serious study which LDS scholars will sooner or
later be obliged to continue

other avenues are also explored robert layton s approach
to environmental perception shows in a geographer s terms
the threads that connected the motives and patterns of situa-
tional meanings when new yorkers became ohioans and ohio
ans moved west his research has continued and will culminate
in a book atlas tracing the impact of environmental conditions
on the minds and hearts of the early saints

kirtland was both the target and the departure point for
heightened missionary effort richard lloyd anderson deals
predominantly with the one themetheine davis bitton with the other
dr anderson gives us a closeupclose up of the first impact of the
message of mormonism in kirtland the building blocks that
made possible the later expansion dr bitton singles out the
most salient qualities of the effort and the most vital roles
kirtland played inin nourishing it bitton generalizes the events
anderson brings us in touch with the personalities especially
with the conversion prototypes of sidney rigdon lyman wight
levi hancock and john murdock

central to the whole historical enterprise a themethernetheine that has
needed doing for decades is dean jessee s study his mas-

tery of styles of handwriting constant exposure to early origin
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al documents and familiarity with the prophet s activities
especially in dictating his recollections and current detail help
to make his article indispensable here is what to this date is
the most helpful disentangling of the threads that compose the
manuscript history or documentary history of the church

chad flake special collections sleuth at BYU presents an
important bibliographic footnote on the newly acquired newell
K whitney collection

stanley B kimball well known to historographers for his
index of bibliographical sources for the nauvoo era has now
done the same for the ohio period focusing on sources east of
the mississippi among the finds that are far reaching is
the original ledger book of the kirtland safety society its
absence has led to conclusions which will now need revisionrevision
papers on this are underway for the summer 1972 issue of
studies

we continue to welcome inquiries suggestions and research
aid from laymen and specialists alike



the newell K whitney collection

CHAD j FLAKE

the writing of history always difficult is made even more
formidable in certain eras of mormonism due to the lack of
documentation A review of the material published during the
last two years on the new york period demonstrates some of
the problems of solving various historic dilemma due to lack of
adequate source material this same lack of documentation is
critical to the study of the ohio period such problems as the
mass apostasy in kirtland and yet the seeming contradiction of
the relatively little apostasy of zion s camp which has been
usually portrayed as rather a debacle the position of the kirt-
land safety society and affiliated banks in the total picture of
ohio settlement the shift in consecration during the period
and the seemingly unnatural violence of the anti mormon act-
ivities on the western reserve where innovative religion was
not that uncommon are a few of many events for which docu-
mentation is less than adequate it is because of this lack of
source material that the acquisition of the newell K whitney
collection by the BYU library is so very important the whit-
ney collection is an aggregation of several hundred manuscripts
and some rather important early imprints kept together by the
family of newell K whitney who as presiding bishop was
given the responsibility of trying to settle some of the financial
accounts first in kirtland and later in nauvoo the collection
is important both for its scope and for individual items

newel K whitney was born at marlborough vermont
february 5 1795 by 1814 he was a settler at plattsburgPlattsburg new
york and by 1817 had settled at kirtland where he joined with
algernon sidney gilbert in a merchandising enterprise later
called gilbert and whitney early in 1831 he joined the mor

professor flake is special collections librarian at brigham young university
and editor of mormon americana
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A unique copy of a kirtland broadside a letter of instructions from the presid-
ing bishopric to the saints abroad 1837
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mon church and soon was appointed as a bishop inin the church
from then until 1848 he was vitally involved in the financial
affairs of the church

the most important and exciting group of documents inin
the collection are early copies of eighteen revelations included
inin the book of commandments as well as two that were never
published these revelations are inin the handwriting of such
scribes as oliver cowdery frederick G williams newell K
whitney sidney rigdon orson hyde and john whitmer

the importance of these copies is attested to in the collection
by a letter to newell K whitney by oliver cowdery as fol-
lows

bishop whitney

will you have the kindness to send us by the bearer the
original copy of the revelation given to 12 elders feb 18511831
called the law of the church we are preparing the old
star for printingreprintingre and have no copy from which to correctcorrect
and know of no other beside yours
your obtabt serv t oliver cowdery kirtland feb 4 1835

J
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the implication is that cowdery had copies of the other
revelations but the whereabouts of these copies remainsremains a
mystery so that the newell K whitney copies though possibly
differing slightly from the official copies used to print the
book of commandments remainremain the earliest copies owned by
the church

historically as important are the records which give
glimpses into the problems of the financial structure of kirtl-
and kirtland that is the mormon kirtland was being built
in much the same manner later used in nauvoo except that
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veriVErJveniverilyVEMLYLY I1 say unto you colicconcsrmngining codryodryour brethren troddenundtrodden undunderer the feetfeetofmenofinen beholdsbehold here is wisdonwisdoiu

who110liollo11o have been afflicted and persecuted and cast outol01 concerning the cillclilchildrendren of zion even many bbutsitvit not
from the land of their inhericherinheritancestance I1 the lord have saisal all they were found transgressors therefore they mussmustrussust
ceredfered4eredthethe affliction to come upon them wherewith they needsdeedsmeeds be chastenedchasteneychastened he that exaltethexaltethlifinselfexal teth himself shall be

havehava been afflicted in consequence of their transgres-
sions

abased and he that abaseth himself shall be exalted
yet I1 will own them and they snallsnail be imnemiiieamnemicie in and now I1 will show unto yon a parable that you

that kayaayday whenhen J shall come to make up my jewels may know my will concerning the redemption ofzion
thereforetheythereforeThereforetheythey must needs be chastenedchasteneychastened and tried A certain nobleman had a spot oflandeflandofland very choice

even as abraham who was commanded to offer up his and he said unto his servants go ye into my vineyard
only son for all those who will notendure chasteningchastening even upon this very choice piece of land and plant
butdenyburdenybut deny me cannot sanctifiedbesanctifiedbe twelve olive trees and set watchmen round about them

behold isayI1 say unto yonthereyouyonsouyorsor there werewerejarringsJarlarjarringsearringsrings and con-
tentions

and build a tower that one may overlook the land
tentions & envymgsenvyingsanjstrifesand strafesstrifesstrifes and lustiullustlullushiul andani cov-
etous

round about tobeto be a watchman upon the tower that
desires among them therefore by these things mine olive trees may not bebb broken down when the en-

emytheytheypollutedpolluted their inheritances they were slow tou shall cometocome to spoil and take unto themselves thetha
hearken unto the voice atpt thelordthefordthe londlord theirtheirheirgodheirgoodgod there-
fore

ftfruifcuit ofmy vineyard

ford the lord their god isslowisalowis slowsiow to hhearkenparken unto their now the servants of the nobleman went and did agas
prayerprayersprayerstostoto answer them in thedacthedaythe day of their trouble their lordordeommandedthecommanded themin andandplaiitedplanted the olive trees
in the day of their peace they esteemed lightly my and built a hedge round about and set watchmen and
counsel but in the daydayaay of theirtheL trouble ofnecessity 0 egan to build the tower and while they were yet
they feel after me layingayingabing the foundation thereof they began to say

verily I1 say unto you notwithstanding their sins among themselvesthemselvesy and what need hath my lord of this
inymy bowels are filled with compassion toward them I11 tower and consulted for a lo10longiongng timeytime saying among
will not utterly cast them deandoeandoff and in thetheday4fowrathday ofwrath 1I themselves what need hath my lord of this tower
will remember mercy JI1 have swornswom andtheand the decree seeinwthisseeingsesing this is a timetimed ofpeace I1 might not this money
hath goneone forth by a former commandmentcommalidment which 111 be given to the exchangers for there is no need of these
have givenlivenilven unto you that I1 would let fall the sword of01 things 1

mineanine indiaindignationnation in the behalf ofmy people andwidhidbid even and while they were at varvabarrencevarrenceTiencerenoerence oryeoneorze with ananotherother
asraslas I1 have said it shall cometocome to pass minaxinaxinminmiaeindignati&aa indignatianignatianindignationind they became very slothful & they hearkened not unto
is soon to be poured out without measure upon all na-
tions

the cocommandmentsnupnunandments of their lord and the enemy came
and this will 1I do when thethcjhcau6ucancadcudP oftheirof theuthey iniquity by nightright and broke down the hedge and the servants

is fhilfall of thenobthenonthetha noblemanlemanlamanieman arose and were affrighted5 andfledand fiedliedfled
and inn that day all wh131lorloi are goundfound upon the watch anidtheandaud the enemy distroyeddestroyeddis troyed thetasirthsirzworworksks and bbroker0he down

tower or in other words all mine israel shall be saved the olive tretreesm
and they that have been scattered shallshalishailshaubebe gathered nownow bholdbeholdabhold the nobleman the lord of the vineyard
and all they who have mournednioumedshallshallshalishail be comforted and called upon his servantsservant and said unto themthern whywh
all they who haveha e given their lives for my name shall what is fhe causemuse of this great evil ought yeyd nothotfiotilot to
be crowned havehavhavedoneedonedone even as I1 commanded you and after ye

therefore let yourheartsbeyour hearts be comforcomfortedterlteilteri concerning had planted thervineyardthether vineyard and built the hedge round
zion I1 for all flesh is in mine hands be stillatidstill and know about and set watchmen upontheupon the walls thereof built
that I1 am godgol zion shall not beffibe moved6i6d bufooufoout of lerhereer the tower also andalid set a watchman upon the tower
pplaceiace notwithstanding her children are scattescathescatteredred they and watched forfrror myrnyrpy vineyard and not have fallen
that remain and areara pure in heartshallheart bhailshall return and asleep lestagelesmhelestahe enemyenemyehouldshould come upon you and be-

holdcome to their inheritances they and their children the watchman upon the tower would have seenen
with songs of everlasting joy to build up the wastewasta the enemy while he was yet afar off and then ye
places ofzion and all these things that the proph-
ets

could have made ready and kept the enemy from

ettightmight be fulfilled brbreakingeakim11 down the hedkehedge thereof and saved my vine-
yardandnd behold there is none other place appointed from the hands of the destroyer

than that which I1 have appointed neither shall there and the lord oftheodtheofthe vinyardsaidvinyardvineyard eaidealdsaid unto one of his
behe any other place appointed than that whichwech I1 have I1 servants go and gathergathertogetherthetogether the residue ofmyofayofmy ser-

vantsappointed for the work of the gathering of my saints and take all the strength otmineohmineot hainehiine house which
until the day cometh when there is found no more are my warriorswarriorS my young men andandtheythey that are of
room lorfor them and thenthanth n I1 have other places which 1I middlenuddlemiddienuddie age also among all my servants who are the
will appoint unto them and they shall be called stakes strength of mine house save those only whom I1 have
for the curtains or the strength ofzion appointed to tarry and go ye straightwayintostraightway untointo the

behold it is my will that all they wilowitownocallallailali on my landjandgand of my vineyard anaandand redeem mavinemyvinemy vineyardvineysvineyaotardytardrd for it
name fe worship me according to mine everlasting gos-
pel

isis nimemine I1 have boughboughttitit with moneymonsy therefore get
should gather together and stand in holy places ye straightway unto my land break down the walls of

and prepare for the revelation which is to come when mmeamemine enemies throw down their tower and scatter
the veil of the covering ofmy temple in my tabernacle their watchmen and inasmuch as they gathergratherorathergeather together
which hidethaideth thetha earth shall be taken off and all flesh against you avenge me of mine enemiesenemi7senemies that by and
shall seesse me together and every corruptible thing by I1 may come with the residue of mine house and
both ofmanofman or of the beasts of the field or of the fowls possess the land
of heaven or of the fish of the sea that dwell upon ofallaliail and the servant sasadsydd unto his lord when shall these
the face of the earth shall be consumed and also that ththingsrs be and hahe said unto his serssrsservantvant when I1 will
ofelementofelement shall meltmeitmeI1t with fervent heat and all things go0 o yeyestraigstraightwaylitway and do all things whatsoever I1 have
shall become newahatnezahatnew Ahatthat my knowledge and glory may commandedcomman dad you and this shall bege my seal and bles-

singdwell upon all the earth uponuton yoa A falthfaithfaithfulfulfalfui and wise steward in the
and in that daythebaytheday the enmity of man and the enmity I1 midst of minemine house A ruler in my kingdonkingdo

A prepublication copy of doctrine and covenants section 97 1835 now section it

man and there shall be no sorrow hpnntsphp jtbptbehrpthrp iis nn I1 friedrnriedrid il11 fbpito otmrlic
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land transactions the early base for both kirtland and nauvoo
so interesting that robert flanders in his kingdom by the

mississippi became so involved in the transactions that he lost
sight of the accomplishment and spirit of nauvoo was not
the whole base in kirtland the kirtland safety society formed
in 1836 was also very important the manipulation that the
leaders had to perform inin order to try to build a kingdom
virtually out of nothing was here further complicated by du-
plicity and the national bank failures of 1837 documents of
this period and also correspondence between newell and his
brother samuel F who remained in kirtland help one under-
stand the modus operandioperand of the financial structure of kirtland
as well as the attempt of the church leaders to extricate them-
selves from legal problems arising from its failure after leaving
kirtland

some of the individual documents are fascinating one
cemetery plot seems to show members of the church speculat-
ing on funeral plots quite possibly one of the most important
historical documents isis one of the indictments brought by will-
iam parrish and the johnson brothers against the leaders of
the church in may of 1838 the one in question reads

to the bishop & his council inin kirtland the stake of zion

we prefer the following charges against pres joseph
smith jr viz for lying and misrepresentation also for
extortion and for speaking disrespectfully against his breth-
ren behind their backs
lyman E johnson orson pratt kirtland may 29th 1837

c tyftzyft afizdi kfi i
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later in the century after the death of heber C kimball

orson hyde became president of the quorum of the twelve
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apostles and the two people next in succession to brigham
young were orson hyde and orson pratt both of whom brig-
ham distrusted therefore at the general conference of octo-
ber 1875 the quorum was reshuffled so that these men were
dropped in seniority the reason given for this was that these
two men had lost seniority due to the fact that they had been
dropped from the quorum during the missouri and nauvoo
period while the orson hyde difficulty ie his testimony
against joseph smith in the missouri trial was certainly enough
to arouse brigham young s distrust the problem of orson pratt
in nauvoo in 1842 is more complex brigham young held that
his excommunicationhisexcommunication from the church in august 20 1842 was
questionable under the circumstances history of the church
vol 5 ppap 254256.254256254 256 it may well be that his memory went back
farther and that this incident was the real reason for orson
pratt s loss of seniority along with orson hyde s

the acquisition of this fine collection as late as 1969
raises hopes that there are other documents in undisclosed
closets bank vaults and attics that will help us piece together
the history of the church during its early periods
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the chronology of

the ohio revelations

EARL E OLSON

kirtland ohio bears the unique distinction of being the
locality where more revelations were given to the prophet
joseph smith than any other place with 46 sections of the
present doctrine and covenants being received there fayette
new york falls into secondplacesecond place with 20 revelations while
hiram ohio and harmony pennsylvania tie for third place
with 15 revelations each close to one half of the sections in
the doctrine and covenants were given in ohio many of these
contained fundamental doctrines and principles which were
of major importance in the development of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in its formative years

of the 136 sections in the doctrine and covenants 64
or 47 percent were given in ohio during 1831 to 1837 as fol-
lows

kirtland 46 sections 415041 50 525652 56 63 64 70 72 849984 99 101-
104 106110106 110 112 134

hiram 15 sections 1I 65 676967 69 71 73 74 768176 81 133
thompson I11 section 51
orange 1 section 66
amherst I11 section 75

the remaining 7722 sections or 5533 percent were given in other
states as follows

new york 182318311823 1831 25 sections
pennsylvania 182818301828 1830 15 sections

earl olson is the assistant church historian
the term revelations in this article isis used in a broad sense to include
the various sections of the doctrine and covenants recognizing that some
of them were minutes of a meeting prophecy explanation of scripture etc

329
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LOCATIONS OF OHIO revelations

missouri 183118391831 1839 20 sections
massachusetts 1836 1 section
illinois 184118441841 1844 10 sections
nebraska 1847 1 section

of the 64 sections given in ohio 18 were published in the
1833 book of commandments 38 sections were added in the
1835 doctrine and covenants 2 more sections were added in
the 1844 edition and 6 sections were added in the 1876 edi-
tion many of the revelations were printed in the early periodi-
cals of the church

in order to better identify the ohio revelations which will
be treated in this article a list is included to show which reve-
lations were received there when they were printed the section
numbers in the several editions of the doctrine and covenants
and the manuscripts which have been located of these sections
which are currently on file in the office of the church his-
torian the initials given in the manuscript columns identify
the handwriting of the scribe or scribes who wrote these docu-
ments see table 11.
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identification OF THE manuscripts
for the past several years personnel in the historian s

office have been searching for original handwritten copies of
the revelations A number of documents and early compilations
have been located or procured and are now on file in the
church archives

foremost among these is a bound volume which was many
years ago given the title kirtland revelations it contains
35 of the ohio revelations this volume is approximately 124121

inches long 1734 inches wide and 343 inch thick the scribe
who recorded most of the entries in the volume was frederick
G williams orson hyde added a few pages and joseph
smith and oliver cowdery recorded thediedle others on page 20
appears the first signature of the scribe frederick G will-
iams signed his name to an article dated august 29 1832
his signature appears again on page 31 at the end of section
84 and on several other pages on page 32 is an interesting
statement in connection with section 86 given by joseph the
seer and written by sidney the scribe and councellor and
transcribed by frederick assistant scribe and councellor
the following page contains section 87 and the words given
by joseph the seer written by FG williams orson hyde
identified himself as scribe on page 107 at the end of section

the manuscript volume kirtland revelations
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104 when he wrote recorded by 0 hyde IS18 aug 1834 upon
this book similar words were entered on page 111 at the
end of section 103

three small books each approximately git6146 inches long
33434534 inches wide and 14 inch thick or less were presented to
the historian s office in recent years they had been well
preserved in a family collection for which historians are most
grateful

the first of these small books is labeled on the cover
book of commandments laws and covenants because

the three manuscripts are somewhat similar in format and
are part of the same collection and for purposes of easy
reference the same title has been used for all three with the
individual designations being books A B and C

book A contains five of the ohio revelations recorded by
orson hyde and joseph smith

book B contains twelve of the ohio revelations one entry
in this book which helps in determining when the entries were
made appears at the end of section 86 and states copied at
zion 12 june 1833

book C contains three ohio revelations section 103 is re-
corded first and is in the handwriting of orson pratt at the
end of the revelation entered with a different ink are the
words copied by 0 hyde 18 augtauga 1834 at the end of sec-
tion 104 are the words copied from the original by 0 pratt
the last revelation entered in this book is section 102 at the
end of these minutes of the council of twenty four high priests
held 17 feb 1834 appear the original signatures of orson
hyde and oliver cowdery clerks followed by the words care-
fully examined 27 augtauga 18341854183185 4 and recorded on the book of
rev by 0 hyde the edge of the sheet containing the 4 in
1834 has broken away but as this entry is studied in connection
with the recording of the same section in the book kirtland
revelations it appears that 4 would be the number origin-
ally entered these two entries of the same section were pro-
bably entered within a short time of each other

various other handwritten manuscripts have been located
some are individual sheets some are entries in early journals
and some are recorded with other documents most of the rev-
elationselations are also recorded in the manuscript of the documen-
tary history of the church and would have received the at
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tention of joseph smith these copies in the DHC manuscript
will not be discussed further in this article

the four manuscript volumes and the other manuscripts
have been carefully examined by dean C jessee of the his-
torian s office staff who has become familiar with the in-
dividual handwriting of the early scribes mainly due to his
efforts identification can now be made of the scribes respon-
sible for most of the writing once it had been determined
whose hand had recorded the document research was then
undertaken to identify the period of time each individual served
as scribe at the present time it cannot be accurately stated
which if any of these manuscripts are the originals written at
the time the revelations were received or which are subsequent
copies of the originals

THE PROBLEM OF ERRORS IN RECORDING

an interesting subject to be considered in connection with
the revelations is a study of the differences that exist between
these manuscripts and the printed revelations in the doctrine
and covenants such a study is now being carried out by robert
J woodford for a doctoral dissertation at brigham young uni-
versityversity the results of his research should be helpful to the ser-
ious scholar

it may be briefly mentioned here that a comparison of some
of the manuscript copies of the revelations with the 1833 book
of commandments and the 1835 doctrine and covenants in-
dicates inin some instances very few changes in words and those
changes which do appear are negligible in meaning or inter-
pretationpretation being mainly grammatical improvements in other
instances there are insertions of paragraphs or sentences have
been omitted some differences appear in the headings and
dates of the manuscripts

when documents are copied by hand errors have a tendency
to occur this is verified upon examination of the existing
manuscripts the manuscripts appear generally to predate the
1833 or 1835 printingspaintingsprin tings and the changes which were made in
these printed editions did receive the personal attention of the
prophet joseph smith the one person who would have the right
to make corrections or additions there are also some correc-
tions made in the entries in kirtland revelations and these
are in the handwriting of joseph smith his corrections appear
in diedletiletlle 1833 and 1835 printed texts
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another aspect that deserves attention is the accounts re-
garding the way in which revelations were received and re-
corded one statement comes from parley P pratt who was
privileged to be in attendance when some revelations were
received and concerning which he wrote in may 18183118513 1

each sentence was uttered slowly and very distinctly and
with a pause between each sufficiently long for it to be re-
corded by an ordinary writer in long hand this was the
manner in which all his written revelations were dictated
and written there was never any hesitation reviewing or
reading back in order to keep the runran of the subject neither
did any of these communications undergo revisions interlinenterlin
ings or corrections As he dictated them so they stood so far
as I1 have witnessed and I1 was present to witness the dictation
of several communications of several pages each autobio-
graphy of parley P pratt p 665666566.566566.65556666

this statement however is modified by B H roberts who
states that

some of the early revelations first published in the book
of commandments in 1833 were revised by the prophet
himself in the way of correcting errors made by the scribes and
publishers and some additional clauses were inserted to throw
increased light upon the subjects treated in the revelations
and paragraphs added to make the principles or instructions
apply to officers not in the church at the time some of the
earlier revelations were given DHC 111731173.173173.175

an examinaexaminationtion of the existing manuscripts verifies that
there were differences or errors which occurred inin copying some
examples of which are given in the following paragraphs

with the manuscripts of section 42 is a photocopy of a
letter dated february 4 1835 kirtland the letter is addressed
to bishop whitney and signed by oliver cowdery in it oliver
asks bishop whitney to send by the bearer the original copy
of the revelation given to 12 elders feb 1831 called the law
of the church we are preparing the old star for printingreprintingre
and have no copy from which to correct and kno of no other
beside yours see p 324.324524 the heading of the manuscript of
section 42 has the words the laws of the church of christ
kirtland geaugageaugh ohio may 23d 1831 A commandment to the
elders these lines do not appear in the present printed edi-
tion in 1833 and 1835 publications give the date as february
1831 and the present dac has feb 9 1831 the copy of this
revelation in book B gives the date as february 9 1831 an
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other difference in this manuscript is that a series of questions
is included starting with the question shall the church come
together into one place or remain as they are in separate
bodies this is followed by verses I11 to 10 then appear the
words question 2dad the law regulating the church in her
present situation till the time of her gathering answer fol-
lowed by 11 through 69 other questions follow

the manuscript for section 45 is headed A prophecy to
the church of christ given the 6thath march 1831 the 1833
publication gives the date as march 1831 the 1835 the current
dacd&c and the documentary history of the church all give
march 7 1831

the manuscript for section 52 is dated june 6 1831 where-
as the 1833 and 1835 publications give june 1831 and the pre-
sent dacd&c gives june 7 1831

the manuscript for section 78 is dated march 1 1832 kirt-
land the 1835 and the current dacd&c have only march 1832
at hiram

there are three manuscripts of section 87 one is dated
july 3 1835 and two have december 25th 1832 as does the
present dacd&c section 87 was not published in the doctrine
and covenants until 1876

the manuscript for section 88 has the words the olive
leaf 16 of april the 1835 and the present dacd&c give dec-
ember 27 1832

both manuscript copies of section 92 contain the name
frederick and do not include the name shederlaomach

the 1835 edition gives the name shederlaomach but does
not include frederick or frederick G williams in the early
publications the anonymity of the individuals concerned was
retained through the use of these special names

there is yet much research to be done on the manuscripts
of the revelations and it is hoped that additional manuscripts
may be brought to light and made available to scholars con-
tinued research and study should contribute to a greater under-
standing of these important documents and support their claim
to be divinely inspired

THE historical SETTING OF THE OHIO revelations
there is also a great area for further research on the his-

torical setting of the ohio revelations what brought about the
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revelation how important were the contents where was the
prophet at the time who recorded the revelation originally
As many of these questions will be discussed as can be the
rest will be left to be answered through additional research
and writing

the young prophet joseph smith arrived in front of the
gilbert and whitney store in kirtland ohio on february 1

1831 he had only a month earlier celebrated his twenty fifth
birthday persecution intolerance and misunderstanding had
followed this young man in his earlier moves from palmyra
new york to harmony pennsylvania and thence to fayette
new york where he was living when a letter was received
from john whitmer desiring his immediate assisassistancetance at kirt-
land to regulate the affairs of the church there As he had
done many times before and as he would continue to do in the
years to come joseph inquired of the lord concerning his will
to which he received in answer a revelation dacd&c 37 com-
manding him to go to ohio because of the enemy and for
your sakes dacd&c 571373711

he and his wife emma together with sidney rigdon and
edward partridge prepared for the move to the west and in
the cold winter in the last week of january 1831 left the peter
whitmer home in a sleigh the two hundred snow covered
miles were traversed within a few days and on february 1 the
sleigh drew up in front of the store where the travelers were
welcomed by the newel K whitney family joseph and emma
smith were shortly located in two rooms of the whitney home
which was located on the corner across from the store they
lived there for several weeks during which time a number of
revelations were received

four days after his arrival in kirtland joseph received thedie
first of the 64 ohio revelations the saints in kirtland had
generally attempted to live the teachings of the new gospel
but some strange notions had crept in among them and this
revelation was received to answer the situation they were
commanded to assemble yourselves together to agree upon
my word 412

five days later february 9 section 42 concerning church
government and how transgression should be dealt with was
given in the presence of twelve elders

during february a woman came to joseph with great pre
tentionstensionstentions to revealing commandments laws and other curious
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matters Ms of ohio in answer to her claim joseph received
a revelation section 4543 stating that none but joseph smith
was appointed to receive revelations and commandments as
long as he lived and remained faithful this woman had de-
ceived some members who lacked the spirit of discernment
also during february he received section 44 which commanded
the elders to meet and to assist the poor

five revelations were given in kirtland during march 1831
in section 45 the lord declared 1 I have sent mine everlasting
covenant into the world to be a light to the world and to be a
standard for my people and for the gentiles to seek to it
459 section 46 pertained to the holy ghost and gifts of

the gospel while section 47 appointed john whitmer as church
historian with a commandment to keep a history in section
48 instructions were given to the saints in kirtland to receive
those saints who were emigrating from the east and to divide
their lands with the newcomers until the lord commanded
them to gather to the land of their inheritance lemon copley
a convert to the church from the shaker faith still retained
some beliefs which conflicted with his new religion and in
section 49 he and others were called to preach the gospel to
the shakers

of the two revelations given during may 1831 one sec-
tion 50 was given at kirtland to a group of elders who did not
understand the different spirits manifesting themselves in the
land and upon inquiry of the lord for further light this section
wasvas received

only one revelation was given at thompson ohio sec-
tion 51 A group of members known as the colesvilleCo lesville branch
had obeyed the commandment to gather to ohio and had jour-
neyed from colesvillelesvilleCo new york and settled as advised in
the small village of thompson about sixteen miles northeast
of kirtland due to difficulties which arose among them as they
attempted to live the order of stewardship and consecration of
properties they requested that joseph smith assist them in their
distress his visit with them resulted in this revelation which
instructed that bishop partridge was to appoint unto this
people their portions every man equal according to his family
according to his circumstances and his wants and needs 51

3 not long afterward the colesvilleCo lesville branch received further
instructions to go to missouri 548 to settle in the land of
the new jerusalem which they did arriving there in july 1831
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five revelations were given in kirtland in june 18511831 sec-
tion 52 commanded some thirty elders to preach the gospel
section 53 concerned the work and appointment of sidney gil-
bert in the church section 54 was to newel knight command-
ing the Co lesville branch to continue their journey to missouri
section 55 was given in response to an inquiry by william W
phelps who was told to assist oliver cowdery in the work of
printing selecting and writing books and section 56 contained
direction to several elders

in accordance with instructions given to joseph in section
56 to journey to missouri he left kirtland and arrived at in-
dependence july 15 1831 after arranging for the organization
and welfare of the saints who were migrating to independence
he returned to kirtland arriving there august 27 during the
remaining days of august he received section 63 which in-
structedstruc ted some brethren to preach the gospel and others to move
to the land of zion in missouri as part of the gathering

section 64 was given in kirtland september 11 rebuking a
number of leading men for not having kept the command-
ments through this revelation it was made known that kirtl-
and would be retained as a stronghold in the land for another
five years 6421

preparations had been under way for several days by joseph
and emma to move to hiram thirty miles southeast of kirt-
land this move was accomplished september 12 and the
family then made their living quarters in the home of john
johnson this was to be the home where a number of import-
ant revelations were to be received fifteen in all were given
in hiram also while living in the johnson home joseph
translated a portion of the bible

the first revelation given in hiram occurred during october
section 65 and has been designated by joseph smith as a

prayer
at a conference held in hiram october 11 1831 it was

decided that the next conference should be held at orange
ohio about twelve miles south of kirtland where a branch
of the church was organized this conference convened at
orange on october 25 1831 william E mlellinmcellinMLellin who had
only recently arrived in kirtland was in attendance at the meet-
ings in orange and sought the will of the lord concerning him-
self upon inquiry to the lord joseph received an answer direc-
ting that mlellinmcellinMLellin should go on a mission to preach the gospel
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section 66 the minutes of the conference as recorded by
oliver cowdery in the far west record verify that the meet-
ings were held in the home of brother sirenessirenus burnett and
apparently the revelation was given in that home it was voted
to hold another general conference january 25 1832 at am-
herst lorain county

november 1 1831 a special conference was held at hiram
to consider matters which should be attended to by oliver
cowdery and john whitmer who had been appointed to go
to missouri attention was given to publishing the revelations
which had thus far been received up to this time there had
been no publication of the commandments they had been
copied by hand sometimes inaccurately or carried by word of
mouth with attending inaccuracies and difficulty of obtaining
proper interpretation As early as the summer of 1830 joseph
saw the need for publication of the revelation and soon after
the revelation known as section 26 was received he began to
arrange and copy the revelations received up to that time dur-
ing the conference a decision was made to publish 10000
copies of the revelations section I11 was received in the johnson
home during the recess between the morning and afternoon
sessions of the conference it was to be a preface to the publica-
tion the revelation was read to the conference the next day in
the revelation is declared behold this is mine authority and
the authority of my servants and my preface unto the book of
my commandments which I1 have given them to publish unto
you 0 inhabitants of the earth 16 from this verse came
the title to the publication book of commandments which was
printed in independence at a later conference may 1 1832
it was decided to print only 3000 copies of the book

november 3 at a special conference in hiram another of
the important revelations was received which became known
as the appendix to the book of commandments section 133

it has been called the appendix because it was presumably in-
tended to be printed as the last section in that publication

three additional revelations were given in hiram during
november section 67 containing a testimony of the truthful-
ness of the commandments section 68 calling several elders
to preach and section 69 wherein oliver cowdery and john
whitmer were commanded to take the commandments to in-
dependence for printing
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at a conference held in hiram november 8 comments were
made pertaining to some mistakes found in the revelations
made either by the slow method of recording by the scribes at
the time the revelation was originally dictated or errors by the
scribes themselves in connection with this joseph smith wrote

my time was occupied closely in reviewing the command-
ments and sitting in conference for nearly two weeks for
from the first to the twelfth of november we held four
special conferences in the last which was held at brother
johnsons in hiram after deliberate consideration in con-
sequence of the book of revelations now to be printed being
the foundation of the church in these last days and a benefit
to the world the conference voted that they prize the
revelations to be worth to the church the riches of the whole
earth speaking temporally DHC 1235

in answer to an inquiry section 70 was received giving inin-
structions on the management and printing of the book of
commandments

although the revelations received up to this time were now
to be published and the prophet spent some time making cor-
rectionsrections there has not been found a written manuscript volume
into which the commandments were copied in the order in
which they appeared in the book of commandments nor has
such a manuscript been found for the 1835 doctrine and coven-
ants it appears that the revelations were first recorded on in-
dividual documents some of the original documents could have
been used by the prophet in making his corrections or such
corrections could have been made on subsequent copies

december 1 at hiram section 71 was givdivgivenen instructing
joseph to travel and preach in consequence of which he
visited kirtland where section 71 was received december 4
on the temporal and spiritual welfare of the church

the first revelation in 1832 was received at hiram section
73 commanding joseph smith and sidney rigdon to renew
their work of translating or revising the scriptures and to con-
tinue preaching while thus involved with translating section
74 was received giving an explanation of 1 corinthians 714

the conference which had been appointed for amherst
lorain county convened there on january 25 1832 at this
conference joseph smith jr was sustained as president of the
high priesthood he wrote of this conference
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the elders seemed anxious for me to inquire of the lord
that they might know his will or learn what would be most
pleasing to him for them to do in order to bring men to a
sense of their condition for as it was written all men have
gone out of the way so that none doethboeth good no not one

DHC 1242

section 75 was received in answer to his inquiry
one of the great revelations in the doctrine and covenants

section 76 was given february 16 1832 in the johnson home
at hiram while joseph smith and sidney rigdon were engaged
in revising the gospel of st john joseph smith writes

upon my return from amherst conference I1 resumed
the translation of the scriptures from sundry revelations
which had been received it was apparent that many important
points touching the salvation of man had been taken from the
bible or lost before it was compiled it appeared self evident
from what truths were left that if god rewarded every one
according to the deeds done in the body the term heaven
as intended for the saints eternal home must include more
kingdoms than one DHC 1252

in answer to their prayer the heavens were opened and they
beheld the father and the son and were informed on the prin-
ciples of the salvation of man and the degrees of glory in the
resurrection one of the frequently quoted scriptures which
has deep meaning for latter day saints is found in this section

and now after the many testimonies which have been
given of him this is the testimony last of all which we give
of him that he lives for we saw him even on the right
hand of god and we heard the voice bearing record that he
is the only begotten of the father that by him and through
him and of him the worlds are and were created and the
inhabitants thereof are begotten sons and daughters unto
god 7622247622 24

only five additional revelations were received in the john-
son home while joseph was in hiram all of which were given
during march 1832 section 77 came while the translation of
the scriptures was stistill11 in progress and explained part of the
revelation of st john section 78 gave instructions on temporal
affairs together with instructions to the high priesthood sec-
tions 79 anda nd 80 contained instructions to individuals and in
section 81 frederick G williams was called to be a counselor
in the first presidency
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the john johnson home in hiram ohio

mob violence increased while joseph lived in hiram to
the extent that on march 24 a mob broke into the johnson
home dragged joseph from his bed and after beating him
covered him with tar and feathers sidney rigdon was also
mistreated at this time joseph was sufficiently recovered by
the next day that he was able to preach and baptize and the
two men joseph and sidney having recovered from the mob-
bing were able to start for missouri on april 1 while in mis-
souri sections 82 and 83 were given the two men returned to
kirtland in june during their absence emma smith following
the advice of her husband removed to the whitney home in
kirtland where she and her husband would be more secure
from the mob attitude which existed around hiram the re-
mainder of the ohio revelations 27 were all given while
joseph and emma still lived in kirtland

five of the revelations section 848884 88 were given during
the last four months of 1832 in response to inquiries of elders
who had labored in the eastern states and were now returning
to kirtland the prophet inquired of the lord and received
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an important revelation on priesthood section 84 section
85 was written to encourage and instruct the saints in missouri
and outlined some of the responsibilities of the lord s clerk
section 86 explained the parable of the wheat and the tares
and its application to the latter days the well known revelation
and prophecy on war section 87 was received at a time ap-
propriatepropriate to the difficulties of the period south carolina hadbad
passed ordinances declaring their state a free and independent
nation and pres jackson had issued a proclamation against
this rebellion the prophet through this revelation was en-
abled to portray the forthcoming events section 88 isis a
lengthy important revelation known as the olive leaf

eleven revelations were given from february to august
1833 in kirtland the first of these section 89 is known as
the word of wisdom from which latter day saints learn they
are not to use hot drinks tea and coffee strong drinks alco-
hol or tobacco and to use grains and the fruit of the vine
in section 90 the position of joseph smith as president of the
church is reaffirmed while revising the scriptures the prophet
came to that portion of the ancient writings called the apo-
crypha and received the revelation section 91 wherein the
lord stated it was not necessary to translate that part of the
bible frederick G williams received instructions in section 92
to join the united order in section 93 the relation between
the father and the son is defined and the well known statement
made the glory of god is intelligence or in other words
light and truth 9336 in section 94 the saints are com-
manded to build a house for the presidency and a printing
house some of the members are chastised and rebuked in
section 95 for not observing instructions that had been pre-
viously given them concerning the building of the lord s house
at kirtland at a conference held june 4 at kirtland consid-
eration was given to the disposal of the french farm to which
an answer was received in the translating room that the
area was to be divided into lots section 96 section 97 con-
cerned the affairs of the saints in jackson county missouri
and in section 98 the lord indicated he was not well pleased
with many of the saints in kirtland section 99 contained in-
structions to john murdock

the prophet started october 5 for new york and canada
and while in new york received section 100 he returned to
kirtland november 4 the last revelation in 1833 sec
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tiondon 101 was given december 16 and pertains to the suffer-
ings of the saints in missouri

only four revelations are recorded for 1834 in kirtland
the first of these section 102 was given in the joseph smith
home and is the minutes of the first high council to be organ-
ized in the church the minutes were considered of sufficient
importance to incorporate them as a section of the doctrine
and covenants in the minutes are outlined some of the basic
responsibilities of the high council and a pattern was estab-
lished which is followed to this day

section 103 was given february 24 1834 in the joseph
smith home as a result of the difficulties which existed in
missouri commanding that the men in kirtland be organized
to travel to missouri to assist the persecuted saints there this
group became known in history as zion s camp before start-
ing joseph received section 104 on april 23 concerning the
united order he left kirtland with the camp may 5 the
camp was disbanded june 25 and the members returned home
joseph arriving in kirtland about august 1 the last revelation
of 1834 section 106 was received as joseph continued his
preparations for the school to be held in kirtland and con-
tained instructions to warren A cowdery

only three revelations are recorded in 1835 in kirtland
section 107 was given as the twelve met in council and re-
cognizingcognizing that they were about to be separated for missionary
activities they asked the prophet to inquire the desires of the
lord concerning them this important explanation of the
duties of the priesthood was received in answer the first 58
verses were given at this time and the remainder added later

while the prophet was visiting in michigan on august 17

1835 a special conference was held at kirtland at which oli-
ver cowdery introduced the book of doctrine and covenants
of the church the title had evidently been accepted by a
committee which had concluded that the former title of book
of commandments was too limited in its scope the printing
of an edition of the revelations in 1835 was to contain more
than just commandments A series of lectures on faith had
been developed and these were included in the 1835 edition
but not as revelations also printed in this edition was an
article on government and laws in general section 134

which was written by oliver cowdery and presented to the
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conference by william W phelps as an expression of the
beliefs of the saints at that time on this subject in the absence
of joseph smith the assembly voted to accept this article for
printing as well as an article on marriage the article on mar-
riage had been prepared by oliver cowdery and was also pre-
sented to the conference by phelps as an expression of the
belief of the saints at that time this article was replaced in
the 1876 edition of the doctrine and covenants with the pre-
sent section 152132 on the eternity of the marriage covenant upon
his return to kirtland the prophet accepted the decision of the
assembly and permitted the printing of the two articles in the
1835 edition

the third revelation given in 1835 was directed to lyman
sherman

two revelations were received in 1836 both of which were
of special importance the kirtland temple had been finished
and the dedicatory prayer was offered by joseph smith march
27 and is included in the doctrine and covenants as section
109log A few days later april 3 while convened in the kirtland
temple in a conference joseph and oliver retired to the pulpit
the veils were dropped and after a solemn prayer they received
a glorious vision of the savior and visitations from moses
elias and elijah the account of which is given in section 110

the final revelation given in kirtland is dated july 23
1837 and contains instructions to thomas B marsh and the
twelve six months later january 12 1838 joseph smith
moved his home from kirtland to missouri never to return to
ohio

the ohio period was one of great development expansion
and inquiry in the church As the understanding of the prophet
joseph smith expanded he was ready to receive a deeper in-
sight into the purposes of the lord the principle of inquiry
which has been mentioned frequently in connection with the
ohio revelations brought about many answers which were to
set the pattern for church procedure for the future the ex-
amples given to individuals in answer to their inquiries might
well be applied today to members of the church who have
similar queries in their minds
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the kirtland egyptian papers

HUGH NIBLEY

insufficient EVIDENCE IS THE BEST KIND

filed together in a gray cardboard box in the church his-
torian s office is a strange batch of early church papers all
in the handwriting of men associated with joseph smith in
kirtland in 1837 and all classified for one reason or another
as egyptian we shall therefore call them the kirtland
egyptian papers along with a number of odds and ends
are two impressive documents one a bound manuscript com-
monly and falsely designated as joseph smithsmithss egyptian al-
phabet and grammar and the other what appears to be a
translation of the first chapter of thediedle book of abraham from
a number of accompanying hieratic symbols A photographic
record of some of these documents was made on a single film
strip by the historian s office some years ago but nothing was
put on the strip to indicate the nature number or relationship
of the various items included so when the film was purloined
reproduced without permission and copies sold in salt lake
city in 1966 the publishers had no means of knowing what
they were dealing with but joyfully accepted the signature of
joseph smith on one piece of paper as proof that the whole
batch was his own handiwork the public was only too glad
to go along with the ruse which went unchallenged by the
mormonscormonsMormons who had unconsciously laid the foundation of a
massive misunderstanding many years before

when a bound manuscript captioned grammar and alpha-
bet of the egyptian language was turned up in the church
historian s office in february 1935 the finders were under

dr nibley professor of history and religion at brigham young university
and well known authority on ancient scritpures and languages has published
widely on many church subjects
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book of abraham and egyptian manuscripts
in the church historian s office

salt lake city utah
egyptian manuscripts
egyptian mssass 1 ca 1837 1 vol 31 x 20 cm Ms

manuscript entitled grammar & aphabetalphabet sic of the egyptian
language in the handwriting of W W phelps and warren
parrish

egyptian mssass 2 ca 1837 21 33 x 20 cm Ms
manuscript entitled egyptian counting inin the handwriting of

W W phelps characters with english explanations
egyptian mssass 3 ca 1837 41 32 x 20 cm Ms

manuscript entitled egyptian alphabet inin the handwriting of
W W phelps

egyptian mssass 4 ca 1837 91 33 x 20 cm Ms
manuscript entitled egyptian alphabet in the handwriting of
joseph smith

egyptian mssass 5 ca 1837 41 various sizes Ms
manuscript in the handwriting of oliver cowdery top has
deteriorated similarity to mssass 4 and 5 indicates it was probably
titled egyptian alphabet

egyptian mssass 6 ca 1837 1 vol 20 x 13 cman Ms
titled valuable discovery of hiden isicsic records in the
handwriting of joseph smith english contents are in the hand-
writing of oliver cowdery

egyptian mssass 7 ca 1837 1 vol 20 x 16 cm Ms
english contents inin the handwriting of oliver cowdery back
cover has FFGWGW and william on it

egyptian mssass 8 ca 1837 11ll 1 fold 32 x 40 cm Ms
egyptian characters and hieroglyphshieroglyphy

egyptian mssass 9 ca 1837 11ll 39 x 19 cm Ms
characters by unknown person

egyptian papyri 10 nd 11ll 33 x 20 cm Ms
egyptian papyrus attached to a sheet of paper

book of abraham manuscripts
manuscript 1 ca 1837 lopiop 32 x 20 cm Ms

translation of the book of abraham 11 to 218 in the hand-
writing of W W phelps and warren parrish obtained from
wilford wood

manuscript 2 ca 1837 4pap 33 x 19 cm Ms
book of abraham 141 4 to 26 in the handwriting of W W
phelps

manuscript 3 ca 1837 6pap 32 x 19 cm Ms
book of abraham 14 to 22 in the handwriting of warren
parrish

manuscript 4 1841 181 29 x 20 cm Ms
book of abraham 111 1 to 326 in the handwriting of willard
richards

facsimile no 2 ca 841 4pap various sizes Ms
includes explanations in the handwriting of willard richards

A facsimilefac simile from the book of abraham no 2 ca 1843 engraved
by ruben hedlockbedlockHedlock broadside 32 x 19 cm
facsimile from the book of abraham with explanation of the
characters on back isis a letter aug 1 1843 to clyde williams &
co harrisburg pa signed by joseph smith and W W phelps
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standablystandably eager to claim the discovery of a major writing of
joseph smith himself and not only accepted the thing with-
outoutquestionquestion or examination as his work but even went so far
as to label it joseph smith s translation of abraham s alpha-
bet and grammar 1 small wonder that the parties who since
1966 have diligently exploited this document as a weapon a-
gainst the prophet have been only too happy to accept without
further discussion and on the authority of the mormonscormons them-
selves the quite untested and untenable propositions a that
joseph smith actually wrote the tilingthing and b that he also
translated that other text the first chapter and part of the
second chapter of the book of abraham from the egyptian
symbols that accompany it

the three crucial documents upon which these false as-
sumptions are based are 1 the one which has been mislead-
ingly dubbed joseph smiths egyptian Alphalphabetahet and grammar
hereafter referred to as A & G 2 2 two manuscripts

ofabrofarrof abr IA14142525 designated as book of abraham mssass 2
and 53 by the historian s office I1 and 3 a piece of paper

egyptian Ms 6 bearing the signature of joseph smith
thus incriminating him as the author of everything when in
1967 the original joseph smith egyptian papyri became avail-
able and it was found that they contained some of the same
characters as those accompanying the english texts of the
abovementionedabove mentioned B of A mssass 2 and 3 the fall of the
book of abraham was proclaimed with the usual orgiastic
ecstasies of the salt lake city messenger mr richard P
howard of the reorganized LDS church then took up the
theme in an article which through the offices of mr wallace
turner and the new york times may 2 1970 received
national attention the discovery and publication
in 1967 of fragments of the original papyri from which joseph

jamesames R clarkdarkoark the story of the pearl of great price salt lake city
bookcraft 1955 p 156 clarkdarkoark s suggestion appp 109f that this may be a
translatltranslationtranslateon of a grammar written by abraham meets with many objections not
the least of which is that the prophet records in the joseph smith diary
kept by willard richards 184241842 4 and still unpublished under the date of wed-
nesday nov 15 1843 P M at the office suggested the idea of preparing a gram-
mer of the egyptian language from which it is plain that it was his idea for
this and other references to follow to unpublished materials in the church
historian s office we are beholden to the researches of brother dean jessee
whose investigations into the variousvarious handwritings involved inin the kirtland
egyptian papers are indispensable to any progress of understanding

obtainable2obtainable under the title of joseph smiths hiclsiclsic alphabet and grammar
from the modern microfilm company in salt lake city published in 1906
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smith produced the book of abraham has given us the
key to an authentic appraisal of the process by which the book
of abraham was formulated by joseph smith 3 it is assumed
without question or examination that joseph smith produced
the book of abraham from these very papyri though mr
howard would be the first to insist that any such derivation
is impossible but what does that tell us of the process by
which the book of abraham was formulated for that we
must go to joseph smithssmiths original alphabet and grammar
where according to howard even a quick glance discloses
the modus operandioperands of joseph smith in determining its con-
tents he assures us that all of the text from abraham 14-
218 has been verified as having originated in this way 4 in
what way what is the process the modus operandoperandi which
mr howard finds so obvious if he knows so well how it was
done let him give us an independent translation of some of
these texts using the same method anyone undertaking such
a salutary exercise will quickly change his mind and begin to
ask himself Is this really the very text is this the very alpha-
bet and grammar is this the very process and if he honestly
wants an answer he will soon discover the fatal defect in these
documents as evidence namely that they are both random and
fragmentary there is a lot more to the story than they alone
can tell us mr howard s unawareness shows impressively
when as a clincher he points to an entry in the joseph smith
history the remainder of this month I1 was continually en-
gaged in translating an alphabet to the book of mormon and
arranging a grammar which for howard is an indication of
how and when he proceeded to do it 5 but no matter how care-
fully one reads the passage it tells us neither when how nor
by whom the kirtland egyptian papers were produced the pe-
riod referred to was only ten days in july 18183518553 5 while our papers
were turned out years later the egyptian materials found in
the A & G are as we shall see not those used in the pur-
ported translations labeled 13 of A mssass 2 and 3 and
where does joseph smith come into the picture by persistent
repetition of his name in every other line and inin every context
and by strict avoidanceavoidanceof of the names of the men who actually

richard P howard the book of abraham in the light of history and
egyptology courage april 1970 p 38 cf new york times may 2 1970
and saitsaltsallsailsair lake tribunetr funebune may 5 1970

howard p 41
ibid p 37 quoting from millennial star 15 may 7 1853 p 297
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wrote the documents it is an easy matter to stick joseph smith
with the whole thing

the trouble is that the stolen film was both an incomplete
and an indiscriminating document though repeated reference
to it as the original film seeks to cover up these fatal defects
there is nothing in the film to show what the various docu-
ments included in it have to do with each other where each
begins and ends how many there are what the purpose of
each is above all these few items do not represent the whole
collection of kirtland egyptian documents B of A mssass

2 and 3 for example are far less important than B of A
mssass 11 and 4 which are not included in the film but
which alone can tell us what nos 2 and 3 are about it is the
missing documents that make all the difference and had the
critics been honest they would have asked themselves from the
first whether the odd and contradictory stuff that their hands
fell into really told the whole story

A STRANGE production SCHEDULE

the kirtland egyptian papers are written in the handwrit-
ing of six men W W phelps frederick G williams warren
parrish oliver cowdery willard richards and joseph smith

the richards text bk of abr Ms 4 is dated 1841
the date is written on the back of it in the hand of thomas
bullock and contains no egyptian characters F G will-
iams s contribution is little more than a signature on thediedle cover
of eg Ms 6 this leaves phelps cowdery and parrish as
the key operators oliver cowdery and W W phelps could
have done their work between july 1835 when the papyri
reached kirtland and early 1838 when both men broke with
the prophet it is parrish who worked closely with phelps
who limits the time span he became a scribe to the prophet
on january 21 1836 and was dismissed in december 1837
when joseph smith discovered that he had been working
against him soon afterwards parrish was excommunicated
and never returned to the church this means that the kirt-
land egyptian papers were produced no earlier than 1836 and
no later than 1837 for all these matters the reader is referred
to dean jessee s article in this issue of BYU studies

joseph smith first heard of the papyri on about july 1

1835 after july 19 1835 the prophet according to his journal
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spent the remainder of the month continually engaged in
arranging a grammar of the egyptian language as practiced by
the ancients 6 on october 1 1835 he stayed at home and
labored on the egyptian alphabet in company with his brethren
0 cowdery & WW phelps the system of astronomy was
unfolded 7 then on tuesday november 17 1835 he ex-
hibited the alphabet of the ancient records to mr holmes
and some others went with him to F G williams to see the
mummies 8 there is no mention of his working on grammar
or alphabet on the last day named indeed in the whole daily
record of his activities only twelve days are mentioned on which
he worked in those fields and the work could hardly have
been more than a preliminary speculation and blocking out of
approaches after the initial excitement other concerns had
priority and a bare six weeks after the work had begun W W
phelps wrote to his wife nothing has been doing in trans-
lation of the egyptian record for a long time and probably
will not for some time to come 9 in december of 1835
oliver cowdery wrote a long and enthusiastic article on the
egyptian papyri for the messenger and advocate promising
more to come yet the subject is never mentioned again in
church publications until 1842 even though articles continued
to appear by the same brethren phelps cowdery parrish
on such subjects as ancient history egypt in two parts
and an account of abraham

moreover we nowhere find mention of joseph smith en-
gaged in translating the book of abraham itself before oct-
ober of 1840 when he reports that though the papyri had been
unrolled and preserved with great labor and care my time has

been hitherto too much taken up to translate the whole of
them 10 after five years the work had hardly got beyond the
physical manipulation of the documents by the end of 1837

joseph smith history classified as DHC Ms blB l1 p 597 in the church
historian s office 47 east south temple st salt lake city in the hand of
willard richards written in 1843

recorded in a number of sources joseph smith s diary sept 22 18518311831851
to april 3 18361856 in the hand of oliver cowdery under date of oct 1 18351855
joseph smith history DHC Ms blB l1 p 622 joseph smith history 183561855618351855 6
p 107 numbering from the back of vol alA l1 written at the time of entry
oct 18551835 by warren A cowdery this being the source we have quoted

joseph smith history DHC Ms blB l1 p 654
W D bowen the versatile W W phelps mormon writer educa-

tor and pioneer M A thesis brigham young university aug 1958 p
68 dated sept 11 18551835

clark story of the pearl of great price p 112 quoting the quincy whig
vol 53 p I11 oct 17 1840
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the chapter and a half that appear in the kirtland egyptian
papers had been translated but in november of that year
the prophet was still after procuring means to translate and
print the records taken from the catacombsCatacombs of egypt most
of the work that is was still to be done long after the men
who wrote the kirtland papers had left the church and none
of it was published until 1842 five years later wilford wood-
ruff was thrilled when in february 1842 joseph the seer
presented some of the book of abraham to a group of
the saints it was exciting news joseph has had these records
in his possession for several years but has never presented them
before the world in the english language until now 12 ten
days later the prophet corrected reuben hedlockbedlockHed lock s engraving
for the issue of the times and seasons appearing on march
15 1842 13 and on the following day read proof of the com-
mencement of the book of abraham 11414mencement two days later he
was again studying the original papyri with hedlockbedlock so that
he might take the size of the several plates or cuts 15 then
after three days he recommenced translating from the records
of abraham and on the afternoon of the following day con-
tinued the translation of the book of abraham and after
some church business continued translating and revising and
reading letters in the evening 16 thus we see that even
the rare occasions on which he found time to translate were
interrupted by business of various sorts james R clarkdarkoark posits
that the five chapters or 13 pages of the book of abraham
were all turned out in the thirty days between february 19 and
march 18 1842 compared with the size of the book of mor-
mon and its rate of production this is quite a minor perform-
ance 17 clarkdarkoark suggests that joseph smith had not until feb-
ruary of 1842 seriously undertaken the translation of the texts
of the papyrus rolls but had concentrated on abraham s sic
alphabet and grammar from 183518421835 1842 17 but to say that he
worked only on the grammar is not to say that he worked

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts ad2d ed rev salt lake city deseret book co 1957 vol
2 ppap 520521520 521 commonly called documentary history of the church hereafter
referred to as DHCIDHC

carkclark ppap l68f168f quoting wilford woodruff diary Ms feb 19 1842
DHC 4519
DHC 4542
DHC 4543
DHC 4548
clarkclarhlark ppap 173f
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long and hard on it we know from his journal histories that
he hardly got started on the project and could devote very
little time to it A note written by willard richards at the
dictation of the prophet states wednesday nov 15 18431845
PM attheat the office suggested theideatheiderthe idea of preparing a grammer
secofsicofsicjof the egyptian Unlanguageguage 18 it is quite clear that any
egyptian grammar by joseph smith never got beyond the
planning stage the translation was never completed either
and in february of 1843 the editors of the times and seasons
could announce we have the promise of br joseph to
furnish us with further extracts from the book of abraham 9

certainly translation had never had to wait on the completion
or even the beginning of a grammar in all brother joseph
spent barely ten days arranging a grammar which along
with his many other duties would allow him only time to line
up a few ideas most significant the only grammar in the
kirtland papers is only a page and a half long a work of no
practical value whatever and never employed in any trans-
lation

SCRIPTURE OR STEPCHILD

mr howard and the timeslimes have informed the nation that
it may be helpful to suggest that the book of abraham rep-

resents simply the product of joseph smith jr s imagination
wrought out in the midst of what to him must have been a
very crucial and demanding complex set of circumstances 20

the prophet is generously conceded the privilege of making
a fool of himself in view of the severe pressure under which
he was operating the book of abraham being a sort of crash
program undertaken in time of crisis but this willneverwill never do
we have seen that the prophet joseph only worked on the
egyptian things when his time was not too much taken up
with other things ie when he was not working in a crisis
such happy times did not come often but they were spread
over a period of eight years so that whether he worked in-
tensivelytensively on the project or not he had plenty of time to con-
sider what he was doing it was not a rushed and crowded
project but one reserved for scattered periods of relative leisure
joseph smith never did anything more calmly and deliberately

see note 6
times and seasons feb 1843 cit clarkdarkoark p 98
howard p 45
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even if the whole thing was done at nauvoo in the spring of
1842 the plan was conceived at the very beginning in 1835
giving the prophet years to think it over

again mr howard looks no farther than his own rhetoric
for proof when he solemnly informs us that the book of abra-
ham was not any kind of inspired translation as the church
has traditionally consideredconsideredtheconsideredthethe book of mormon to have been
and applauds his church for trying to divorce joseph smith
from the ideas expressed in the book of abraham 221 they
will concede the prophet s ability to deal with reformed egyp-
tian but place ordinary egyptian hopelessly beyond his reach

yet from the very beginning the book of abraham was
viewed and discussed by the latter day saints as authentic scrip-
ture As soon as the prophet got possession of the papyri WW
phelps wrote to his wife the rolls of papyrus contained
the sacred record kept of joseph in pharaoh s court in egypt
and the teachings of father abraham god has so ordained
it that these mummies and writings have been brought in the
church and the sacred writing I1 had just locked up in brother
joseph s house when your letter came moreover these sacred
records will make a good witness for the book of mormon 22

in the envelope with this letter the prophet joseph enclosed
his own kind and comforting note to sister phelps back at the
farm in missouri promising her that her husband would in
time be able to teach her hiden things of old times even

treasures hid in the sand citing deutbeut 3319 23 on nov-
ember 17 1835 the prophet reported that an inspection of the
same documents left his visitor mr holmes strong in the
faith of the gospel of jesus christ 2 in his long article in the
messenger and advocate a month later oliver cowdery hailed
the documents as an inestimable acquisition to our present
scriptures 26 the prophet told another visitor josiah quincy
according to the latter that these ancient records throw great
light on the subject of christianity and though he never got
around to demonstrating the point in detail it is nonetheless

ibid ppap 444544 45
22leahleah Y phelps letters of faith from kirtland improvement era 45

1942 p 529 the letter is dated july 19 1835
A photograph of this letter in the prophet s hand accompanies the above

article n 22
joseph smith history DHC Ms alA l1 p 134 numbering from the back

of the book written at the time in the hand of warren A cowdery also in
DHC Ms blB l1 p 654 in the hand of willard richards written in 1843

messenger and advocate dec 1835 p 236 italics added
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true 26 years later orson pratt recalled that the lord told
him joseph smith they were sacred records containing in-
spired writings of abraham 27 indeed how could writings
of abraham be considered anything but sacred this book
of abraham as it was always called that is to be presented
to the inhabitants of the earth in the last days as wilford
woodruff wrote just after a session with the prophet joseph 28

can no more be dismissed as a secular aberration than its
sponsoring as scripture can be denied to joseph smith its prin-
cipal enthusiast

THE ALPHABET AND GRAMMAR A & G

we have seen that joseph smith as early as 1835 and as
late as 1843 11 suggested the idea of preparing a grammer of
the egyptian language and made some preliminary exploratory
motions they could not have been more than that there was
too much else going on and as the journal history shows
chances for serious work were few and far between we also
know that he worked in company with his brethren and
sought their advice and help also we know from the letters
and journals of all those men that they were strong minded
independent and all but one ambitious to shine as revel
atorsaltorsalbors and translators in their own right so when a document
like the so called joseph smith s egyptian alphabet and
grammar comes into our hands the first question to ask
before leaping to conclusions and inventing a title that is cal-
culated and bound to cripple serious research is just who
produced this and right away we begin to notice a number
of interesting things

1 none of this is written by the hand of joseph smith
but it is all in the handwriting of william wines phelps with
the exception of five short appendages to certain sections writ-
ten by the hand of warren parrish

2 the A & G has no title page it lies before us complete
and undamaged in the original binding but instead of a title
page the writer did not even leave room for a title so that the
words grammar and alphabet of the egyptian language

quincyQuirt cy whig oct 17 1840 p 1 cited in clark story of the pearl of
great price p 112

70 pratt in journal of discourses 20 1878 p 65
2seeaseesee note 12
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have to be awkwardly and unevenly crammed in at the top
of the first page as an afterthought when the page was com-
pleted what makes this interesting is that joseph smith was
a stickler for titles as his publications will show 28 indeed the
one proper title page among the kirtland egyptian papers was
penned by joseph smith himself why then does this most
ambitious work have no title page if smith wrote or dictated
it

3 stranger still joseph smith is nowhere designated as the
author he always took full responsibility for what he wrote
or dictated as when in taking over the editorship of the times
and seasons he took pains to make clear just who was respon-
sible for what 29 all the scriptures even revealed through him
bear his name conspicuously at their head however reticent
his disciples may have been the prophet knew that it was im-
portant to establish the authorship of any inspired writing

4 the grammar and spelling throughout the book are
very nearly perfect which means that they are not joseph
smith s this book is in the hands of a literate writer WW
phelps the best educated man in kirtland how much of it is
his and how much smith s remains to be seen and calls for in-
vestigationvestigation

5 it was not the habit of joseph smith to suppress his
revelations he made every effort to see to it that each excerpt
from the book of abraham was published to the world the
moment it was presentable one cannot read the pages of the
early periodicals of the church writes james R clarkdarkoark
without being impressed with the fact that to joseph smith
availability of the new revelations of god where people could
read them and immediately profit by their instruction was more
important than the technicality of having a complete text of
these ancient records at the start hence clarkdarkoark notes it was
his custom to publish them in the form of extracts as he went
along 30 but none of our kirtland egyptian papers was ever
published in any form no one is challenged to put these writ

21aapart from examples in the standard works the indefatigable dean
jessee calls our attention to documents dictated or written by the prophet eg
JS 18323418325418525418523418321852 5434 diary joseph smith jr record book bought for to note all the
minute circumstances that comes under my observation JS 18353618553618351855 36 diary

sketch book for the use of joseph smith jr 1832 history A history of
the life of joseph smith jr 1842441842 44 diary president joseph smiths jour-
nal

times and seasons 3 mar 1 1842 p 710
clark ppap 1734173 4 99
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ings to the test as all the world was invited to examine the
facsimiles and their explanations no claims of revelation are
made for them no one claims authorship for them no one
is invited to inspect or comment or criticize those who have
peddled the papers publicly have advertizedadvertised them as sup-
pressed for 130 years if they were suppressed they can hardly
be given the status of official documents let alone that of a
standard work if the brethren were invited to try a hand at
inspired writing and translation to study it out in your mind
then ask me if it be right dacd&c 98 we need not be
surprised if all sorts of speculative papers diagrams and word
jugglingsjugglings turn up as remnants of such preliminary study it
would be surprising rather if they did not even if the kirt-
land papers were the work of joseph smith their existence
would not refute his claims to revelation unless by his own
declaration they represent his own inspired translation of spec-
ific egyptian texts As it is the A & G in the hand of phelps
has by our indiscriminating editors been mingled with the pages
of three other versionsversions of an A & G which we must consider
before we decide which if any is the responsibility of joseph
smith

EGYPTIAN MSS 3 4 AND 5

6 beside the bound A & G the historian s office pos-
sesses three other documents which have been labeled egyp-
tian mssass 3 4 and 5 all share common contents with
each other and with the A & G but each has its own
special interpretations Ms 3 consists of four pages 7347

by 1212 inches each written on one side of the paper only it
starts out bravely on page 1 with what it calls egyptian al-
phabet first degree the page is carefully ruled into four
columns which are headed from left to right charac-
ter letter sound and explanation see illustration
twenty three hieratic signs are listed in the character column
each one to be transliterated in the letter column into our
alphabet given its phonetic value in the next column and fi-
nally receive a single explanation of one short line the sys-
tem is quite different from the one followed in the A & G the
one line explanations are carried on for the first page and for
ten characters on the second page but there they come to a
stop the next nineteen characters the list of twenty three
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1 I jjj j phelps treatment of his alphabet in his A & G as wellweliweil as gromfrom the
j I1 joseph smith alphabet note that ambitious four column beginning that is A0 never followed through note especially that each character is interpreted in

so few words that the basic idea can be expressed in two different ways in
less than a line of texttexi this is in complete disagreement with the supposed
translation of the characters in the book of abraham mssass in which each
symbol requires a paragraph of 50 or 100 or more words for its interpretation
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being repeated over and over again under different parts
and degrees have their sound indicated but no equivalent
english letter and no explanation is offered for any of
them for the next seventeen characters including the first
seven on page 3 not even the sounds are given thus as in
the A & G proper this great project begins to fizzle out on
the second page and grinds to a halt on the third it is sig-
nificantnificant that this document like the A & G is in the hand-
writing of W W phelps an alphabet designated by the
historian s office as egyptian mssass 4 ca 1837 may well
be in joseph smith s own hand it is on the same type and
size of paper as phelps eg Ms 3 and like it occupies
four pages but there is an important difference between the
two texts in the joseph smith version the columns for
letters and sounds are entirely missing the phelps pro-

ject is plainly the more ambitious of the two
A third alphabet text egyptian Ms 5 isis like the

others of four pages only on the same paper and obviously
produced as part of the same campaign the interesting thing
is the way the three men disagree in their interpretations each
going his own way take for example the one sign that isis
constantly being rehashed in all the grammar and alphabet
writings the well known reed sign perhaps the most import-
ant and certainly the commonest of all hieroglyphic symbols
A special treatment of the reed sign is tacked on at the end
of each of the three copies A comparison of the three texts
is instructive

or
Ms bab33 za ki on hish kulsidonhish inin the land of the

chaldeesChaldees
za ki16 an hishit ahbrahahdrah aam the father of
the faithful

thrones
the strightfirstrightfirfirstfirse ilglil mito wilom is ccommitted

Ms 4 ah bra oam signifies father of the faithful the
first right the elder
ah braam
ah brabritbrit eamoam signifies gatherfather ofef the faithful the

first right the elder
a

Ms A 5 zakiianzaklianzakikian hish or kulsidoniashkulsidonlash the land of the
chaldeansChal deans

each of these is interpreting the same sign with no sovereign
mastermindmaster mind to bring them to a unity of the faith cowdery
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and phelps hear different sounds and come up with different
meanings and joseph freely lets them go their way while he
goes his each under obligation to study it out in your mind
before asking for revelation this is something that anti mor
mon writers have wilfully misinterpreted from the first why
they have asked would a prophet have to speculate and sweat
like anybody else here isis brigham young undertaking long
and costly experiments to see whether corn or peaches or sugar
beets or silkworms would thrive inin the great basin some
crops withered away and others contrary to the predictions
of all the experts flourished magnificently if brigham was
a prophet his enemiesenemies said why didndian t god spare him the
trouble of all that trial and error by giving him all the answers
right at first to which he answered why should god do
that brigham and the people were all the wiser for their
experience and as the mormonscormons have always taught our ex-
press purpose in coming to this earth is to gain just such
experience all his life joseph smith dealt with ancient docu-
ments constantly stretching his own mind to bridge the gap
of the unknown and then calling upon the lord when a
problem exceeded his powers it is thus that we grow in
knowledge and understanding

NO KEY TO translation
all the grammar and alphabet projects viewed so far

aborted dismally none of them could ever have been used
even as an imaginary basis for constructing the story of abra-
ham consider a few points

1 the A & G is a bound book still complete with no
pages missing yet only 34 pages have writing on them while
186 are left blank the written pages do not however run
consecutively but are scattered at intervals throughout the
book an average of 3 written pages being followed by 18 to 20
blank ones thus only about one sixth of the intended oper-
ation was completed the pages carefully arranged and set
apart for the other five sixthssixtus were never used the A & G
is thus a work barely begun but that is not all even the writ-
ten part is but a timid preliminary for

2 the A & G contains only one page of grammar and
that is limited to a discussion of degrees of comparison these
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degrees are referred to in dealing with the symbols that make
up the alphabet and yet

3 the alphabet that follows consists of only thirty symbols
with hundreds of hieroglyphic and thousands of hieratic sym-
bols to choose from the author throughout limits himself to
only thirty of them why since he is by no means bound by
the conventional definition of an alphabet does he stop with
thirty

4 and why of the thirty symbols is only one the first
one completely explained and why does he exhaust his in-
genuity explaining that one the reed symbol of course no
less than fifteen times each time with a different shade of
meaning some of the other symbols get short explanations
and these too are explained over and over again each in its
various parts and degrees while retaining its basic mean-
ing even so only half a dozen hieratic symbols are explained
and all the rest of the magnificent accumulation of signs at the
disposal of our scholars are ignored

5 stranger still the signs that are explained are not found
in the real egyptian documents where no system is in evidence
of the placing of one two or three strokes above a sign for
example and where there is nothing whatever to indicate the
remarkably ogam like arrangement of symbols in the A & G
and while the fascinating hieroglyphshieroglyphy that flank facsimile
no I11 are duly noted and repeatedly listed they receive no
treatment at all even though they are real pictures and far more
suggestive of ideas than anything in the hieratic lists what is
more the signs treated in the grammatical texts are not
the signs that turn up in the margins of B of A mssass 2 and

3 from which signs the book of abraham is supposed to
have been copied the point we wish to make here is not that
the stuff is confused and nonsensical but that it never came
anywhere near approaching the point at which its author could
pretend that the one page grammar and the six letter alphabet
were serviceable

6 it is maintained by howard turner et al that the
A & G is joseph smith s working papers showing us the
toilsome and tedious steps of a creative work in progress
working papers in the form of a bound volume neatly

written out in final and unalterable form working papers in
a fair hand without smudging erasing rewriting without
additions or alterations working papers without a dot set
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down by the intervening handband of joseph smith in short work-
ing papers that show no signs of any work but the scribal exer-
cisecise of copying down an already completed text free of any
evidence of hesitation or deliberation we have in the whole
A & G fewer words than are contained in the average mag-
azine feature story about thirteen typewritten pages can this
represent long years of coming to grips with the book of abra-
ham at most this might be the final result of a lot of work
but the actual process of years of toil the working papers of
joseph smith that is utter nonsense

7 for what has the A & G to do with the book of abra-
ham in the explanations six incomplete and disconnected
phrases from the text of the book of abraham are quoted
and that is all abr 12 3 23 26 23 5 these are not
sentences but simply very brief expressions taken out of con-
text they appear with proper meaning and context in the book
of abraham but only in a fragmentary and disconnected state
in the A & G which makes it perfectly clear that the abra-
ham text was already completed at the time these expressions
were borrowed from it to help make the grammar all the
words quoted from the book of abraham in the A & G put
together make up less than the bulk of the single verse abr
12 the thought of the book of abraham being worked out
from or even with the aid of the A & G which came later
and contains not an iota of the material in that book is sim-
ply ridiculous

8 because of the peculiar system of classes and degrees
almost every passage in the A & G appears more than once
and most of the symbols are given more than one interpretation
thus parrish gives five different explanations of the kolobdolob
sign whatever the nature of the game these gentlemen are
playing it is of no help to a translator when any symbol can
without the slightest alteration take on half a dozen different
meanings which are we to take as the official translation

9 where do we find any evidence that any of the absurdly
elaborate apparatus of the A & G was ever put to use what
are we to make of the total neglect of the more than 120 exotic
names found in the pages of the A & G none of which ever
finds its way into the book of abraham31abraham31 the book of abra

seven of the names appear inin the explanation to facsimile no 2 but
that is a modern document the point is not whether the names are supposed
to be authentic but whether they were used inin composing the book of abraham
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ham is much concerned with numbers why does none of the
79 surviving symbols or the ingenious names which designate
the egyptian numerals in the kirtland papers ever show up
in thebookchebookthe book of abraham why if the alphabet was devised
for the translating of the book do none of the 30 symbols of
that alphabet have anything to do with it except for 5 astro-
nomical symbols in fac 2 A homeric grammar is based on
homer a new testament grammar on the new testament but
the A & G and other papers supposedly based on the egyptian
texts of the book of abraham are almost entirely filled with
stuff that has no relationship to the book of abraham as we
have it

translations WITH EGYPTIAN SYMBOLS

now we come to the critics exhibit A those manuscripts
taken from the stolen film and published to the world as ab-
solute proof that joseph smith did not translate egyptian but
mistook the book of breathingsBreathings for the story of abraham we
refer to two manuscript copies of the first chapter and part of
the second chapter of the book of abraham which contain in
their lefthandleft hand margins a number of hieratic symbols it is as-
sumed that the english text is a translation of the egyptian
characters this is taking a lot for granted even on the evi-
dence of the two texts which go in the historian s office un-
der the titles of B of A mssass 1 and 4 let us con-
sider them before turning to the more important mssass 2 and

3 which were not available to our pirates

1 the first thing we notice about the egyptian symbols
in the margins is that they are not the symbols found in the
A & G and related works if the book of abraham is sup-
posed to be based on the latter then these hieratic characters
cannot be considered as its source and there is no reason why
they should be aside from the argument of mere juxtaposition

2 but the position of the symbols raises more doubts than
confidence there are not nearly enough of them they are much
too far apart much capital has been made of the ridiculous
disproportion between the eighteen brief hieratic symbols
which take up just two short lines of the book of breathingsBreathings
and the long and involved history of abraham which is sup-
posedly derived from them it is as if one were to detect evi-
dence of fraud inin the absurd disproportion between the page
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joseph smith has put his signature on the front cover of an egyptian text
which he labels a valuable discovery the text itself however consists
only of two pages of hieratic copied down in a modern hand without any
translation and a note in the handwriting of oliver cowdery about a princess
katuminkatuzinKatumin who is supposed to have lived a thousand years after abraham

and so has nothing to do with his story
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number on this page and the mass of print that goes along
with it can a little number possibly contain all that informa-
tion well is it supposed to the clever men who wrote these
strange documents had studied ancient languages at school
and were quite as capable of noticing and pointing out such
discrepancies as are the learned editors of the salt lake mes-
senger for this we have good evidence in two kirtland docu-
ments which deserve a brief side trip

THE VALUABLE DISCOVERY AND ITS TWIN

the only document among the kirtland egyptian papers
that bears the signature of joseph smith is a booklet eg Ms

6 that has been made by doubling over six strips of tough
thin unlined paper to form a brochure of 12 pages 6 by 6 78
inches sewn together along the fold on the outside of the
binding which isis made of a sheet of thinner and darker tissue
paper and has slightly larger dimensions is written in a bold
scrawl valuable discovery of hiden reccordsriccordsreccords that have been
obtained from the ancient buring place of the egyptians jos-
eph smith jr on the first of the following pages are 17 lines
of egyptian text rather poorly copied hieratic characters from
a funeral document under this in the handwriting of oliver
cowdery is a brief note stating where the text was found
there is no attempt at translation or interpretation the next
page contains seven more lines of the same egyptian text and
nothing else not a word of english the third and last page
contains two brief notes in cowdery s hand on the chronology
of a certain princess katuminkatuzinKatumin the first note preceded by three
and the second by two unrecognizable characters since each
note begins with the name of katuminkatuzinKatumin one wonders how the
name could be derived from totally different symbols was it
supposed to be

along with the valuable discovery booklet goes another
eg Ms 7 made exactly like it of the same kind of paper

and with the same type of cover this time bearing the scrawled
name of williams on the back as well as the initials
FFGWG W so this would seem to be frederick G williams

work only it is not for the book inside is written in the
hand of W W phelps oliver may have been acting as jos-
eph s scribe in this operation but in that case was phelps the
scribe for williams we can t take the name on the cover
of either of these books as proof of authorship but here isis
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W W phelps again on page I11 of his booklet we find word
for word the same two statements about the princess katuminkatuzin
as appear on the last page of the cowdery version phelps
calls her kah tou mun in his alphabet or eg Ms 3

only this time the enigmatic characters supplied by cowdery
are missing phelps has none of them instead he adds an
extremely important note by entitling his treatise on the prin-
cess A translation of the next page here at last is the only
known case in which a specific english text is said to be a
translation of a specific given egyptian document the next
page in question is a numbered page in a boundbookbound book so
there can be no mistake about it phelps wants us to believe
that the egyptian text on that page is the original story of
katuminkatuzinKatumin and it gives us quite a surprise when we turn to it
for to match the four short lines of phelps english text he
gives us a good three plus lines of egyptian text thus preserv-
ing a very nice balance between the number of words in each
phelps knew perfectly well that the greek and hebrew testa-
ments are no mere pamphlets compared with the king james
bible and here he leaves no possible doubt that he considers
a decent proportion advisable between his egyptian and eng-
lish texts

this is important because the disproportion between the
lenienlenothlengthothath of egyptian signs and english sentences is labored as
the principal argument against the book of abraham and the
most important evidence for this is B of A Ms 4 in the
handwriting of the astute and sensible phelps one needs no
knowledge of egyptian to point out that a dot and two strokes
can hardly contain the full message of an english paragraph
of a hundred words or more in 1967 a mr heward passed
around handbillshandbills at a general conference pathetically asking
why should anyone want to fight the truth the truth

being his own great discovery that if somebody translates a
single dot as the story of little red riding hood something
must be out of joint could a single dot carry that much mean-
ing mr heward asked with eminent logic we are asked
to believe that this point escaped all the smart men of kirtl-
and who persisted for no reason at all in deriving a whole
book from less than two dozen signs when they had thous-
ands of such signs to draw from and thereby achieved such
monumental absurdity as no child could fail to notice in 1970
Mesmessrsrs howard and turner bring forth as the crowning evi
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dence against joseph smith mr dee J nelson s sensational
find that the hieratic word mst is translated by joseph smith
with a paragraph of 132 words it never occurred to anyone
to ask in the glad excitement whether this was really joseph
smith s work and whether mst was ever believed by anyone
to contain a story of 132 words actually the text from which
mr nelson got his mst was written by phelps it is B of A
Ms 2 and we have just seen that phelps knew very well
how the texts should balance up maybe there is something
the critics dontdondoht t know about

3 looking at the first page of each of our two abraham
manuscripts B of A mssass 2 and 3 we note that both
are numbered page 1 the story begins here but what do we
find the first line is introduced by an egyptian symbol right
enough but opposite that symbol is not a line from the book
of abraham but the words

second
sign of the fifth degree of the first part

and then the next line is introduced by another egyptian
symbol and begins with the words

mine
I1 sought for ineile4het4&ahe appointment where 4ontountooato unto the priesthood

page I11 of both texts begins not with the story of abraham but
with the fourth verse a whole column left out what comes
before is not the abraham story but something about grammar
leaving no room for the preceding verses even if this were not
marked page I1 Is this the way one begins translating a
book

4 next we note that sign no 3 the third from the top
is placed over against the english text right in the middle of
a sentence and squarely between two lines of translation the

translator thus leaving us in complete doubt as to just what
lines are supposed to be translated from that sign As it stands
the hieratic symbol cannot possibly be matched up with any
particular sections paragraph sentence or line of the abraham
story

5 compare this same symbol as it appears in B of A mssass
2 and 3 in the latter we see within the bent arm of

power a conspicuous circle with a dash inside it circle and
dash are completely absent however frofromgromm Ms 414411t 2 can such
a prominent feature be blithely ignored where every little dot
and line necessarily speaks volumes it would seem that ac
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curacy of detail means little to our copyists who are satisfied
as long as the general configuration of a symbol is recogniz-
able not for translation purposes patently but as some sort
of marker in both manuscripts the egyptian characters are
placed throughout in exactly the same position with relation-
ship to the english text while considerable license is taken
with the manner in which they are drawn which indicates
that they are meant as guides or markers of some sort rather
than as containing every detail of the long and involved text
within their tiny scope this is born outifoctifout if we consider the
next symbol

6 symbol no 4 in B of A Ms 4 stands opposite what
looks like a new paragraph or section the preceding line
ends abruptly in the middle of the page and even has a period
to finish it and sure enough there is a brand new egyptian
symbol in the margin to start us off with a new idea or story
only one thing is wrong what should be the new section or
paragraph begins right inin the middle not just of a sentence
but of a clause its opening words being utterly refused to
hearken what our egyptian character marks in this case
isis not an idea a word a phrase sentence or paragraph but
the point at which a scribe takes up his pen right in the
middle of a sentence again the writers of mssass 2 and 53
make no effort to have their hieroglyphic signs agree in any-
thing but general appearance a carefully partitioned circle
in one is but a hasty loop in the other

7 seven lines down from this symbol in Ms 7 3 our scribe
warren parrish begins a new paragraph and rightly so

since at this point a new theme is introduced a discussion of
human sacrifice abr 17 here if ever is the proper place
for an egyptian symbol to tell the new story but there isis
none the author of the english version is utterly indifferent
to any possible egyptian writing that might supply him with
the needed information first a character where none should
be and then no character where such is indispensable our
scribes make not even the crudest most elementary effort to
match up their translations with their purported sources

8 look at the next sign no 5 it is placed in Ms L 3
exactly between the lines

the hand of the priest of elkenerdelkener
sign

the priest of elkkenerElkkener was also the prie
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plainly it does not mark the beginning of a new section or the
introduction of a new idea for the two lines practically repeat
each other but turning to Ms 2 and the same sign we find
that this scribe begins a new section at this point he does not
end the preceding section with a period but simply breaks
off in the middle of a line and he does not begin the next
line with a capital but he does indent it why no punctua-
tion because there is no break inin the meaning why then the
interrupted line and the new indentation both completely
ignored by the writer of Ms 3 because at this point the
writer resumes operations again the two copyists make no
effort to have their egyptian symbols match in detail indeed
one must look twice to detect the resemblance between their
marks an unthinkable situation if they thought that every
egyptian squiggle and dot was loaded with detailed informa-
tion halfway between symbols no 4 and 5 parrish has
marked what looks like a small equal sign inin his margin but
herethere is no such mark inin the other manuscript another indica-

tion that the marginal signs do not supply the meaning of the
text

9 information wise sign no 4 showers us with a gen-
erous catalogue of exotic proper names elkkenir libnah
mahmakhrah and the god of pharaoh king of egypt tells
us how the people hardened their hearts to the preaching of
abraham how the heathen offered their children to idols
how the priest of elkkena mentioned for the second time
with an alteration of spelling how is that indicated in the
symbol tried to put abraham to death etc it is quite a
story for one little picture to convey especially when the
copyists don t particularly care about details in drawing it
the next sign no 5 isis a very simple affair two straight
dashes a circle and a tiny T shaped figure but it manages
to convey the name of pharaoh no less than four times once
specifically as pharaoh king of egypt without giving any
credit to signsiga no 4 then it goes on to tell about an altar
built inin the land of chaldea about human sacrifice to the
god of pharaoh another steal from sign no 4 about
shagreelshagreenShagreel his name repeated twice who was identified with
the sun about the rites at potiphar s hill in the plain of
olishemolisher all that jammed into four strokes and a circle a
circle which the two manuscripts draw quite differently well
the same phrases and images go on being presented by a series
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of quite different signs and then we get to sign no 8 and
though it is quite different from the other characters it brings
us right back to our old friends elkkinir libnah mahmach
rah and the god of pharaoh king of egypt with the chal
deans thrown in for good measure what goes on here
couldncoulden t the translator remember what he had just translated
he didndian t need to for it was right on the page before his
eyes in his own handwriting yet he keeps on reading the
same list of names and epithets by way of rendering totally
different egyptian characters and having achieved a miracle
of economy by squeezing gallons of juice out of one tiny
lemon he does not make use of his precious symbol when he
needs to express the same things again but simply picks up
any symbol that happens to be at hand and makes use of that
the basic rule of this grammar is that any egyptian character
will express any name or situation or combination of names
or situations imaginable if sign no 5 tells us about the sac-
rifice of three virgins sign no 6 can tell us the same story
all over again while assuming quite another shape on the
other hand don t ever worry about needing another symbol
after one symbol has been milked for a minor epic though
there are thousands of characters available you can forget
about them and go on adding episode after episode to your
one symbol story there is no limit to what you can read into
it one small symbol is translated by over 180 words with
such principles in operation who cares about grammar why
all this head splitting about symbols when any symbol will do

10 the fact is that there is no head splitting nobody
pays any attention to the egyptian symbols no egyptian char-
acter is ever redrawn or corrected or discussed or ever re-
ferred to in whole or in part true some symbols are discussed
in the A & G but these are not the symbols and if one can
imagine any principles of translation deducible from the gram-
mar it is impossible to discover any sign of their being applied
in PGP copies 3 and 4

11 prolonging our second glance at B of A mssass 2 and
3 we are surprised and puzzled to note that the text of the

book of abraham before our eyes is written down in a neat
flawless hand without any signs of hesitation or exasperation
only a few minor touches distinguish it from our printed text
of abraham As in the A & G everything is tidy and correct
with no signs of creativity or normal pangs of composition to
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say nothing of laborious translation no working papers of a
difficult translation ever looked like this the copyists were
writing down the finished or nearly finished text of the book
of abraham in a fair flowing and uninhibited hand not de-
riving that text from of all things eighteen hieratic marginal
symbols

12 the margins themselves show this the margins of the
english text are remarkably straight and neat and it is at once
apparent that the hieratic symbols must adapt themselves to
those margins and not the other way around thus on the
last page of B of A Ms 2 W W phelps has kept a neat
margin but one more than twice as wide as necessary to ac-
commodate the egyptian characters this waste of space and
paper would have been avoided had he been adapting his mar-
gin to the hieratic signs on the other hand on the last three
pages of Ms I11 some egyptian characters are squeezed right
off the page by a margin that is not wide enough for them
and one jumps over the margin and intrudes a whole inch on
the space of the english text thus the margins always accomoaccamo
date thedie english text but not the egyptian symbols which can
only mean that the english of the book of abraham was here
copied down before the egyptian signs were added this was
borne out further by the fact that all the marginal egyptian
writing is supplied by a single hand an expert at copying
them and not by the writers of the english text 3212 we can
hardly call evidence that joseph smith derived the book of
abraham from egyptian symbols documents not written by
him in whiwhichch the abraham text is not derived from those sym-
bols

13 in B of A Ms 2 the writer after reaching abr 25
decides to dispense with egyptian writing altogether he gives
up the margin inin the middle of the page and even goes back
and recopies verses 4 and 5 without margins after which he
goes on with the abraham story without the benefit of mar-
gins or hieroglyphshieroglyphy how could he thus depart from his source
what source Ms 2 drops the egyptian at abr 25 and
Ms 44 3 ends abruptly in the middle of the page with the end
of verse 2 in no known document isis the exercise with egyp-
tian characters carried beyond the middle of chapter 2 what

there are two styles of writing a thin line drawdrawingng and a heavy brush-
like stroke a good imitationmitat on of the original at least all the drawings of each
type are by the same person who may have tried his hand at both styles
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then is the source of the other two thirds of the book of abra-
ham from what egyptian text was the rest derived certainly
not from the book of breathingsBreathings whose limits are clearly
marked if B of A mssass 2 and 3 are to be accepted as
evidence of joseph smith s folly we still have to explain the
bulkofbulkotbulkbuik of the book of abraham which cannot be burdened with
such indiscretions

A strange line of reasoning sees in the sequence of the signs
in the margins the key to an authentic appraisal of the process
by which the book of abraham text was formulated by joseph
smith the discovery that those signs not only come from the
book of breathingsBreathings but actually occur with the english text
in the jamesamesanzesamf order as in the egyptian was hailed as a triumph
of perspicacity but if the mormonscormons decided to use egyptian
symbols for any purpose what could be more natural than to
take them from the egyptian documents in their possession
where else would they get them and in making use of such
symbols what easier and more natural way than just to copy
them down in order the most interesting characters of all
not meaningless hieratic hentrackshentrickshen tracks but real pictures are re-
peatedlypeatedly listed inin the kirtland papers in the order in which
they occur on the papyrus along with facsimile no 1 the
lion couch yet no attempt is made to translate any but

two of the signs the two reed and w of course that
happen to be not recognizable pictures of anything why
doesndoean t joseph smith or anybody else ever attempt the easy fun
task of reading meaning into those eloquent little pictures
there seems to be a positive aversion to the idea of trans-
lating egyptian symbols

B OF A MSS 1 AND 4

the text designated by the historian s office as B of A
Ms 1 gives every indication of being the parent and original
of the series to which mssass 2 and 53 just discussed belong
obtained by the church from the late will C wood it is ten
pages long on paper 73473 by 12 inches it has never been pub-
lished at the top of the first page it bears the title transl-
ation of the book of abraham written by his own hand upon
papyrus and found in the catacombsCatacombs of egypt and to give
it further precedence over mssass 2 and 3 this manuscript
begins properly at the beginning with verse 1 it is in fact a
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book of abraham Ms 3 though this isis numbered page 1 it begins with
a note on grammar immediately followed notnoinor by the beginning of the book
off abraham but by a passage well along in the story abr 1I 4 note that
this Isis a falfairr copy of an already finfinishedi shed text note also how the character
in the middle of the page marks a new phase of the writing but has no refer J 7

1 l
ence whatever to meaning or content note that none of the other signs can y
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most ambitious and impressive beginning A three quarter inch
margin is ruled off on the left and headed caracter and
the first two characters to appear in it are the ubiquitous reed
and w loop which happen to be the signs with which the
intact de horrackborrack papyrus of the book of breathingsBrea things louvre
no 3284 begins and the signs with which in all probability
the damaged joseph smith papyrus no XI also began to
these two characters the writer of B of A Ms I11 gives num-
bers I11 and 2 using the same numbers to designate particular
words in the english text appearing directly opposite these
signs so that we get this

reedreed1reeda inn the land of the chaldeesChal dees at the residence of my
w 2 fathers 1I abraham sawaw that it was needful for

me to obtain

now throughout all the grammar and alphabet papers the
reed sign is given two meanings namely 1 1 land of the
chaldeansChaldeans and 2 the act of seeing while the loop or 11w 11

symbol is always said in some way or other to refer to abraham
hence there cannot be the slightest doubt that the writer here
intends to relate specific egyptian characters to specific english
words and ideas now this is something like it this is the sort
of demonstration for which we have been looking in which
things are properly pinned down but alas if this is the be-
ginning of a rigorous demonstration it is also the ending for
with the second line of the text the project is lamely given
up at that early stage of the game any further attempt to
number egyptian symbols by way of matching them with defi-
nite english equivalents is abandoned the next four lines of
text have no matching egyptian symbols at all and from then
on such signs are scattered at the usual meaningless intervals
that is with no visible relationship to the meaning of the text

as inin the other B of A mssass need we say that this auspi-
cious but brief beginning to B of A Ms I11 is inin the hand
of WW phelps and is it surprising that he peters out at line
18 of the first page after which warren parrish takes over and
completes the remaining fourteen lines on the page as well
as the remaining nineteen pages of the manuscript phelps s
last symbol is three little strokes which go with twelve lines
of text and parrish s next symbol a dot and three lines
when he takes over is set over against fourteen lines of english
that isis not how the thing started out with the first two sym
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bols opposite consecutive lines with numbers to indicate just
what in those lines the symbols were supposed to stand for
no the seriousserious business of translation has been given up and
what we have thereafter is either mere eyewash or the use of
mysterious symbols to help the copyists in coordinating their
work or both the brethren at that time were not averse to
the use of code names and cabbalisticcabba listic symbols in carrying on
their business

it is quite clear what happened on page 1 of B of A Ms
1 the enterprising phelps set out to apply the principles set

forth in his copy of the A & G to his copy of the book of
abraham and didndian t get to first base in the same way he starts
out grandly and folds up miserably with his impressive four
column egyptian alphabet eg Ms 33. in view of his
performance and he is certainly our number one performer
it is impossible to maintain that he seriously attempted to carry
on either his grammar or his translation beyond two symbols
alone only the first two the reed and the w were ever fully
explained either in the grammars and alphabets or the PGP
copies and even joseph smith could not derive the whole
book of abraham from those two symbols when parrish in
B of A Ms 1 places the chonsuchowsu sign beside 19 lines
182 words of english text it is up to the critic to show that
he or anybody else really thought of that as an exerciseexercise in
translation this last performance incidentally is followed
by a new story a new section and a new paragraph all prop-
erly indented and capitalized but no egyptian symbol in sight
to provide the information opposite a heavy dot in the margin
of page 2 is a long sentence containing a parenthetical remark

now the god of shagreelshagreenShagreel was the sun and we yearn to
ask mr heward to explain how the parenthesis and its con-
tents are expressed in the dot

with pages 7 and 8 of B of A Ms 1 things begin to
get interesting on page 7 abr 26 is rendered

bear my name thateuntohriblaate a peepler which 1I will gigivegliegleeie inin a strange
land which I1 will give unto thy seed after thee for an eternal

when
memorial everlasting possession A 4 they hearken to my voice

and on the next page 1 I know the beginning from the end
is changed to read 1 I know the end from the beginning abr
28.2828 then a series of parenthetical remarks isis inserted by the
translator
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and inin thee and in that is in thy priesthood and in thy
seed that isis thy priesthood after thee that isis to say thy
literal seed or the seed of thy body shall all the families of
the earth be blessed abr 211.211

in all of these passages not a word has been changed words
have been shifted around and parenthetical remarks have been
inserted not to change but to clarify meanings the end re-
sult is exactly as we find it inin the printed edition of the PGP
was the final text then taken from this copy the next two
pages show us that it was not for there the following passages
occur

and I1 took sarai whom I1 took to wifewige in ur of chaldea
wife when I1 was jarjefrj&r jurshongurshonJurshon to come to the land of canaan

page 99.

this is quite different from the final text of abr 215
and I1 took sarai whom I1 took to wife when I1 was inin ur in
chaldea and came forth inin the way to the land of canaan

only at the end of the next verse do we get the rest of the
sentence

by the way of jershonbershonJershon to come to the land of canaan

and on the last page we read

borders land of the
into the lahdland A off the A canaanitescanaanitessCanaan ites and the land of the

idolatrous nation

compare this with abr 218
into the borders of the land of the canaanitescanaanitessCanaan ites and I1 of-

fered sacrifice there inin the plains of morehjoreh and called on the
lord devoutly because we had already come into the land of
the idolatrous nation

here the end result in copy I11 isis definitely not the official
text

thus B of A Ms 1 I1 has the marks of a work in progress
and we can be sure that the final confused and jumbled verse
isis as far as it got it begins withwwwithowwithWW phelps s setting out to
give us a genuine analytical translation but fizzles out on the
first page what follows isis a simple straightforward copying of
abraham chapter I11 by warren parrish with chapter 2 the
writer begins casting about for better wording rearranging
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but never changing words on the last two pages his text dif-
fers from the present official version and ends up in a state
of confusion marking the end of the project at abraham 218
it was copying but copying with discussion when a reading isis

changed in one of the three copies of B of A mssass 1 2 and
3 it is usually altered in the other two as well showing that
men were working together but the end results are not always
the same as in abraham 215 where the writer has written
and then struck out the words that stand in B of A Ms 4
and in the present official version it is as if the scribes were
being encouraged to think for themselves

B OF A MS 4

the church historian s book of abraham Ms 4 bears
on the back of it the date 1841 in the handband of thomas bul-
lock though the document itself isis in the handwriting of
willard richards this writing coming years after the others
is as might be expected closer to our present day version than
the others it bears the title later appearing in the times and
seasons version of march 1 1842 and the 1851 version pub-
lished by richard s nephew franklin D richards in 1851

A translation of some ancient records that have fallen into
our hands from the catacombsCatacombs ofef egypt purporting to be the
writings of abraham while he was inin egypt called the book
of abraham written by his own hand upon papyrus THE
BOOK of ABRAHAM

on the back of the second page of B of A Ms 4 is
written A fac similee from the book of abraham explana-
tion of the above cut the twelve explanations to facsimiles
no I11 then follow as they stand inin the present book of abra-
ham except that the much discussed philological explanation
of item 12 is missing filed with Ms 4 are also four pages
8 by 10 inches in the hand of willard richards containing
the explanations of facsimile no 2 exactly as found inin our
PGP there is also a copy of the damaged fac 2 on a slightly
larger sheet of paper

book of abraham Ms 4 differs both from the other
B of A mssass and from the final printed text thus we find
abraham 14 first disagreeing with the other versions and
then corrected to agree with them
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unto the priesthood
I1 sought for mine apointmentappointment according to the
enteuntountehhieehfeehte the priesthood meeaeeaccordingarding eniountoenie the
the appointment of god unto the

it is nothing more than the usual adjusting of the text with-
out the removal or changing of a single word to get the
clearest expression throughout this text are inserted pencil
notations of page numbers from another manuscript which
included most of the third chapter of abraham parts of which
are quoted with page numbers on an extra sheet page 14
which has been added to our Ms 4 though richards s

translation comes to a halt where thediedle others do the quoting
of verses 18 and 22 of chapter 53 shows that he is not here
engaged in translation but like the others is copying from
another manuscript in which however all the copyists are
allowed to introduce improvements

the most significant thing about the willard richards
manuscript is that while it is mostexplicitlymost explicitly designated as a
translation of certain specific egyptian records and is accom-
panied by reproductions of egyptian writings the facsimiles
along with explanations of the same showing the writer s

concern to give the fullest possible documentation it contains
not a single one of the hieratic symbols found in the margins
of the 1837 manuscripts this confirms the many indications
noted above that those marginal characters were not regarded
as the egyptian source of the text if such an idea was ever
entertained by the time richards produced Ms 4 the latest
and most authoritative of the kirtland papers it had been
completely abandoned

all in all Ms 4 is the most official of the four copies
and to show clearly the independence of these transla-
tions from the few egyptian symbols that accompany the
other versionsversiopersions the rewording in all these manuscripts far
from showing the work of translation in progress never
changes a meaning or touches upon any basic issue of trans-
lation no indication isis ever given no slightest hint is dropped
at any time that the egyptian characters inin the margins were
appealed to in case of disagreement or during any discussion
no reference is found anywhere to the way in which those
symbols might have been put to use in arriving at meaning
there is no evidence that anything in the A & G was put to
use in these translations indeed the egyptian symbols ap
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book of abraham Ms 4 1841 in the handwriting of willard richards2 not properly one of the kirtlandI1 egyptian papers this manuscript showsshow ee
that the text is still fluid in the nauvoo period though alterations are very
minor here richards changes the seeing of the earlier versionsersions to finding

a261y Wwithth the same freedom the phrase purporting to be has been dropped from
the official title in our present day edition r f- i
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pearing in the A & G are not those found in thediedle margins of
the PGP copies the claim that these documents show us
exactly how the book of abraham was translated is the purest
nonsense incidentally the retouches in the text continued long
after kirtland in our own time the important title of the 1851
edition was changed translated from the papyrus by joseph
smith has been added and the significant qualification re-
cords purporting to be the writings of abraham while he
was in egypt has been dropped

mysterious MARKINGS

A variety of markings letters numbers dashes and dots
serve in the kirtland papers to coordinate the work and

avoid confusion where a number of people are dealing with
the same stuff As we have seen the pages of the various series
are numbered and the pages of B of A Ms 4 are coordin-
ated by number with those of a missing manuscript A series of
capital letters each with two strokes under it runs through all
the papers placed there by a single hand to avoid confusion by
identifying each separate sheet not all the pages are so mark-
ed and no effort is made to follow a rigorous order thus
six pages of B of A Ms 3 bear the letters 0 through S in
proper order but in reverse while elsewhere the letters appear
in the same order as the pages the letters do not have any
necessary relation to page numbers the pages lettered ABC
DEFGHI being matched by the numbers 6123412
and blank respectively in the A & G two loose two page
spreads though marked with the usual underlined capital let-
ters this time T U and V bear on each of their two pages
capital 00 s and WWss respectively not underlined sometimes
the capitals with strokes under them appear in the lefthandleft hand
margins of B of A Ms 2 and 44 3 right along with the
egyptian symbols which the unwary might easily confuse with
them this should admonish us that the position of a symbol
next to a text does not necessarily prove that the text is a trans-
lation of the sign it was entirely inin keeping with the learned
obscurity and exotic nature of their work for the brethren to
employ not only letters and numerals to mark off various
phases of their undertaking but to draw also on the wonder-
ful egyptian symbols that had so astonishingly come into their
hands to this day but few middle westerners have ever seen
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a real egyptian papyrus and for the genuine article to turn up
in kirtland ohio of all places in 1835 is against all the rules
of probability our copyists can take the hieratic symbols or
leave them alone and the same applies to the other symbols
each type was added by a single person concerned not with in-
terpretationterpretation but with bringing the work of a number of hands
together in some sort of correlation

WHAT IS BEHIND ALL THIS

it would seem that joseph smith is working with thebreghebrethe bre-
thren but they are doing a lot of things on their own what
strikes one first of all isis the overpowering predominance of
one hand and mind in the work those of W W phelps in
his handwriting is the bound A & G the grammar and al-
phabet copy I11 the important B of A Ms 1 and the
katuminkatuzinKatumin document which claims to be the actual translation

of an accompanying text each of these writings is the most
ambitious and revealing of its type and was phelps simply the
faithful scribe far from it almost as soon as he met joseph
smith he was made printer to the church a title which as J
R clarkdarkoark points out meant far more than that simply of a
pressman before joining the church phelps had already been
the editor of three newspapers founder of two employing
his craft to broadcast the power of a universal mind his bio-
grapher gives him the epithet of the versitileversatilevers itile printer
hymn writer poet journalist newspaper editor judge orator
scribe lawyer educator pioneer explorer writer of books
and pamphlets topographical engineer superintendent of
schools surveyor general weather man chaplain of the lower
house of representatives and speaker of the house in the leg-
islature 34 though only thirty years old when he first
met the prophet he had already been candidate for the lieuten
ant governorship of new york upon embracing the gospel
he determined as he puts it to quit the folly of my ways and
the fancy and fame of this world 3

but to renounce the vanity of the world isis more easily said
than done and before half a year had passed phelps had to
be roundly rebuked by the lord and also let my servant

clarkdarkoark p 24
W D bowen the versatile W W phelps p 1

bowen p 24
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william W phelps stand in the officeoffice to which I1 have ap-
pointed him and also he hath need to repent for 1I the
lord am not well pleased with him for he seekethseebeth to excel
and he is not sufficiently meek before me dacd&c 5840f
phelps was not a man to subordinate himself and in 1832 the
prophet warns him in a letter to take care lest they that
think they stand should fall 3 on january 14 1833 joseph
declared that phelps represented the very spirit which is
wasting the strength of zion like a pestilence 37 W W
phelps was a wonderful man but his weakness was vanity at
the time the kirtland egyptian papers were being produced
the prophet had to rebuke him again but things had gone so
far that phelps soon turned against joseph smith and went
about publicly stirring up trouble and finally in november
1838 signed a terrible and dandamningining affidavit against the
prophet 38 within two years however he confessed that his
charges had been lies and begged to be taken back into the
church again that took strength of character and joseph for-
gave him freely as he always forgave his enemies he knew
only too well phelps s one great fault he taketh honor unto
himself 39

joseph smith had a high regard for phelps s ability in an
encouraging and kindly note to the latter s wife he had written
his merits experience and accomplishments but few can

compete with in this generation 40 in his literary activities as
editor of the evening and morning star he was given a free
hand if the world receive his writings behold here is

wisdom let him obtain whatsoever he can obtain in right-
eousness for the good of the saints dacd&c 5712.5712 they were
his writings not joseph s even when the journal displeased
the prophet who wrote to phelps if you do not render it
more interesting than at present it will fall he was left
to his own resources 41 claiming a good education which in-
cluded the greek and latin classics phelps was quite aware

DHC3dhc 1229 letter of joseph smith to W W phelps nov 27 1832
DHC 131671316713163165167516 7
the document is given at length inin bowen ppap 919391 93
B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ

of latter day saints 6 vols salt lake city the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1930 vol 1 ppap 506f n 21 hereafter referred to as chc1chckCHC
he gives the exchange of letters between phelps and joseph smith on the
occasion the quotation is from a blessing given to phelps by the prophet on
sept 22 1835 see bowen p 98

see note 20
bowen4bowen p 317
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that he was the best educated of the brethren 4212 but his right to
be heard extended to matters of revelation as well as scholar-
ship it was he who gave their grandiloquent titles to the
church leaders lion of the lord wild ram of the moun-
tains archer of paradise etc 4212 it was he who on august 9
1831 saw the destroyer riding upon the face of the waters 43

and he also aspired to making inspired translations of the
scriptures among the kirtland egyptian papers is a small
clothboundcloth bound book inscribed W W phelps diary vc 1835185518 35
containing original renderings of the bible of which the
church historian writes these passages of scriptures from
the bible do not appear to have any connection with the in-
spired revision by the prophet joseph smith this is no doubt
the result of research and study done by wm W phelps
and why not joseph smith encouraged others to obtain all
the gifts that god has bestowed on man thus in 1835 the
promise was given to warren parrish through the mouth of
joseph smith he shall see much of my ancient records
and shall know of hidden things and shall be endowed with
a knowledge of hidden languages and if he desires and shall
seek it at my hands he shall be privileged with writing much
of my word 43a plainly the right to undertake inspired trans-
lation was not limited to joseph smith but was extended to
others in particular the very scribes who produced the kirtl-
and egyptian papers

there was jealousy too the situation is illucidated in a
revelation of november 1831 dacd&c 67 0 ye elders of my
church your eyes have been upon my servant joseph
smith jun and his language you have known and his im-
perfections you have known you have sought in your hearts
knowledge that you might express beyond his language the
smart men around the prophet were convinced that they could
do a better job than he could in turning out inspired writings
and there were no restraints placed upon them as long as they
went about it honestly it is your privilege nay they receive
the promise to share the same gifts as joseph but only to that
degree to which you strip yourselves from jealousies and fears
and humble yourselves for ye are not sufficiently humble
dacd&c 6767106710.10.10loio there it is plain as a pikestaffpike staff the brethren

42ibid p 1

ibid p 33
4dhcDHC 231lf2311f cited by jessee in this journal
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were impatient with joseph smith s lack of education and de-
sired to improve on his performance they had every right to
do so and were invited to try but warned that they would not
succeed as long as they were motivated by jealousy so there is

no reason why cowdery phelps and the others should not
have tried their own hands at deciphering egyptian upon re-
ceiving the above revelation william E mlellinmcellinMLellin as the
wisest man inin his own estimation having more learning than
sense endeavored to write a commandamentmandamentcom like unto one of
the least of the lord s but failed 44 are not the kirtland
papers written by men who shared mlellinmcellinMLellin s ambitions upon
first viewing the papyri phelps had written to his wife
these records of old times when we translate them and print

them inin a book will make a good witness for the book of
mormon 43 the editorial we here definitely includes him-
self the kirtland egyptian papers bear witness that no one
tried harder to translate than he did and there is a note of
impatience if not petulance in the letter he wrote the lady six
weeks later nothing has been doing in translating of the
egyptian record for a long time and probably will not for
some time to come 46

in coming into the church phelps had moved into what
had previously been oliver cowdery s intellectual domain of
editing and writing and a distinct rivalry between the two can
be detected in the kirtland papers even before the church
was organized cowdery had sought and been promised the gift
of knowing things concerning the engravings of old records

that you may translate and receive knowledge from all
those ancient records which have been hid up that are sacred
As always certain conditions went with the promise however

according to your faith shall it be unto you and you
shall ask with an honest heart dacd&c 88. that is why in at-
tempting to exercise this gift of translation oliver cowdery
failed and the lord explained the cause of his failure to
translate behold you have not understood you took
no thought save it was to ask me 47 lack of perfect faith
and honesty in cowdery showed itself inin the following year
when he had the presumption to write joseph smith a letter

commanding him to alter one of the revelations which had
DHC 122561225 6
see note 22
bowen p 68 letter of sept 11 1835
CHC 1132fl132f
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been received 48 soon after that he was told that he had a
right to speak by revelation whenever the comforter led him
but that he was not to compete with the head of the church
in speaking with authority and that his writing was to be not

by way of commandment but by wisdom dacd&c 28.28
he had as good a right to use his wits as other men but like
phelps in his writing and translating was prone to be carried
away by vanity and fall on his face each man became increas-
ingly jealous of the prophet through the year 1837 and both
finally had to be cut off from the church cowdery at the
autumn conference of 1837 49 and phelps in the following

50summer
though he experienced a marvellousmarcellousmarvellous manifestation at the

dedication of the kirtland temple in march 1833 frederick
G williams soon after yielded to improper influences
and accordingly on november 7 1837 was rejected as a
counselor in the first presidency he was not excommunicated
until march 17 1839 however and was taken back into the
church a year after 01 during the period of writing the kirt-
land papers therefore he was definitely turned against joseph
smith As early as 1836 warren parrish was found eembezzling
25000 of the safety society funds and began operations

against president smith going about organizing the ref-
ormers who went so far as to seize the temple and declare
joseph smith a fallen prophet parrish had been found guilty
of sexual sin in kirtland but made confession to the church
and on promising reformation retained his standing he was
not cut off from the church until early 1838 when he be-
came one of joseph smith s bitterest enemies he never returned
to the church 5212 thus the man who worked most closely with
phelps in turning out the kirtland egyptian papers was one
of those most strongly animated at the time by feelings of
ambition jealousy and guilt

willard richards who did not even join the church before
1837 was the one and only writer of kirtland egyptian papers
to remain true and when the others left he took charge of what
papers were available it is significant that though as keep-
er of the records he was in charge of all official documents

CHC 1217
CHC 1431414314
ODHCDHC 346
A jensen LDS biographical encyclopedia 1901 151

52chcCHC 14044061404 406 DHC 2 528
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the papers designated as egyptian grammar were kept not
with the others in the ironboundiron bound box which elder richards
risked his life to save during a flash flood while crossing the
plains but were stored away by themselves in the trunk of his
wife jennetta 53 this alone puts them in a special category
apart from the official documents of the church laid aside
and never in any sense proclaimed official he didndian t have all
the papers however all along the prophet had been more in-
terestedte in dictating his own history to these same men than
having them work on the book of abraham and when they
left him they took their work with them twice joseph had
attempted to have his history recorded and published yet in
each case an apostate scribe had refused to surrender a partly
prepared manuscript 14 the important B of A Ms 1 by
phelps was never among the papers that passed from willard
richards to his nephew franklin D richards but was acquir-
ed by the church in 1947 through the late wilford wood
the scribe apparently considered that he had a right to the
thing as his own work

ANOTHER TENTATIVE SUMMARY

the men who cooperated more or less to produce the kirtl-
and papers were impatient of joseph smith s scholarly limit-
ations and were at the same time invited by him to surpass
them in dealing with these men the prophet showed super-
human forbearance freely forgiving them all their terrible of-
fenses against him and inviting them back into the church
even when they did not ask it in their literary work he gave
them a free hand sharing his idea with them and letting them
make what use they pleased of his words they were the as-
piring spirits the great big elders who cause him much
trouble after he taught them in private councils they would
then go forth into the world and proclaim the things he had
taught them as their own revelations 55 but still he put up
with them encouraging them to work along with him and im-
prove his english

according to the official schedule of church records nauvoo 1846
drawn up by thomas bullock for willard richards at the time of the exodus
from nauvoo the story of the ironboundiron bound box is dramatically recounted by C
noall intimate disciple A portrait of willard richards univ of utah press
1957 p 489

noall p 306
teachings of the prophet joseph smith comp joseph F smith 3dad ed

salt lake city deseret book co 1942 p 225
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now when these men turned against joseph smith at the
very time that they were working on the egyptian papers they
all started making public statements and signing affidavits in
which they did their best to invent the most damning and
withering charges they could to make the prophet an object of
ridicule and contempt as well as loathing in men s eyes phelps
cowdery and williams all admitted later that the charges
were fabrications but why at that time did not one of them
including the bitter parrish so much as even hint at the fiasco
of the egyptian translations because there was no fiasco the
kirtland egyptian papers were as much their baby as smith s

but no matter who was responsible for them they contained
nothing reprehensible since no claims either of divine in-
spiration or of scholarly accuracy were made for them the
freedom of expression displayed by the various copyists shows
plainly enough that the work was considered experimental

here we see the brethren with the encouragement of the
prophet casting about for suggestions and ideas a course that
was often recommended to them by the voicevolcevoicevolce of revelation
before god gives us the answer he expects us to be diligent
seekers even as abraham was abr 212 we never
enquire at the hand of god for special revelation said joseph
smith only in case of theremere being no previous revelation to
suit the case it isis a great thingtiling to enquire at the hands
of god and we feel fearful to approach him especial-
ly about things the knowledge of which men ought to obtain
in all sincerity before god for themselves in humility and by
the prayer of faith the brother of jared at the lord s

suggestion attempted to produce a flameless light for his ships
he worked like a demon exercising all his faith ingenuity
and strength and the result was a fiasco in words of total
self abasement he announced his humiliating failure and con-
fessed his helplessness begging the lord to take over where
he had failed and at that point but not a moment before
god did take over ether 22236222 36 even the mighty brother
of jared had to learn by that mortifying but highly effective
process of trail and error which is the essence of our time of
probation here on earth

we should not let the element of the fantastic in the kirt-
land papers prejudice us too much against them the history
of egyptology is largely a story of the fantastic aside from

561161ibid161bidbid p 22
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the nature of the material every egyptologist must indulge in
some pretty wild guessing from time to time if he hopes for
any fruitful breakthroughbreakthroughss usualusuallyly the greater the scholar
the more bold and original the guessing the bad guesses of
course don t get published usually they are quietly and merci-
fully forgotten and never held against their perpetrators we
are not much interested in the thousands of times that edison
was wrong but in the hundreds of times he was right in the
case of joseph smith the attitude of the critics has always
been the reverse of this but no man knew better than he that
it is by our mistakes that we are admonished humbled and
enlightened

the kirtland egyptian papers we submit represent that
mandatory preliminary period of investigation and exploration
during which men are required to study it out in your mind
dacd&c 98 making every effort to obtain for themselves
whatever can be so obtained thereby discovering and acknow-
ledging their own limitations before asking for direct revel-
ation from on high there were at least three separate experi-
ments or approaches none of which as far as we can see at
present contributed anything to the book of abraham specifi-
cally 1 the book of abraham was not derived from the
alphabet writings which only got as far as beta the

second letter 2 it was not derived from or by means of the
grammar which never got beyond the first page and a half
53 it was not translated from the first two lines of the joseph

smith papyrus no XI the book of breathingsBrea things for reasons
indicated above these three projects were separate under-
takings each dealing with different materials from the others
and in a different way the three exercises can be regarded
as experiments which were dropped before any of them got
very far laid aside and wisely kept out of circulation for
such things could easily be misinterpreted by malicious minds

to those who ask as many do from what particular
egyptian manuscript the book of abraham was translated the
answer is that we do not know the eleven fragments of the
joseph smith papyri in our possession are only a portion of the
original collection but when inin 1842 the prophet at nauvoo
describes himself as translating from the records of abra-
ham we can be sure that it was not the book of breathingsBreathings
to which he was referring that having been dropped for good
as the kirtland papers show way back in 1837
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all proper investigation moves from the known to the un-
known and whatever was definitely known the brethren of
kirtland were willing to embrace they made valiant efforts
to come to grips with greek latin hebrew and german but
inin their day nothing was known about egyptian what were
they to do they had nothing to go on but intuition and they
gave it a try they had an excellent excuse for not getting inin-
volved in the mysteries of an unknown language but still they
tried their hand at a number of approaches because you never
know and because they had been invited by revelation to do
so god knew perfectly well that the brother of jared would
fall on his face that was part of the plan but we today are a
different situation we have enormous advantages which the
men of kirtland did not have and the firm and relentless
thrusting in our faces of the newly rediscovered joseph smith
papyri is a reminder that we now are under the same obliga-
tion they were under to exhaust all the available resources
those resources are indeed formidable and should test the
skill and dedication of LDS scholars to the limit so far
though they have hardy been touched they promise wonder-
ful things

the kirtland egyptian papers were a milestone now left
far behind the follies of 1912 were another in which joseph
smith s critics showed their limitations to the world there will
be other milestones but the lesson of each will be the same
namenamelynameiyly that the more diligently we seek the better right we
have to ask

what emerges most clearly from a closer look at the kirtl-
and egyptian papers isis the fact that there isis nothing official
or final about them they are fluid exploratory confidential
and hence free of any possibility or intention of fraud or de-
ceptionception strangely enough though they seem to express a free
play of fancy they are not all pure nonsense for example
joseph smith s discussion of the alphabet strangely remi-
niscent of the rabbi akiba s alphabet reads like a very
up to date analysis of the basic ideas of egyptian religion and
kingship and there are so many happy guesses about the
meanings of symbols that one begins to wonder whether they
can all be purely accidental or fanciful after all the book of
abraham itself is far from nonsense all these things how-
ever must be the subject of other and more careful studies



the new translation of the bible
183018331830 1833 doctrinal development
during the kirtland era

ROBERT j MATTHEWS

before one can recognize the role of the new transla-
tion 1 of the bible in the development of doctrine during the
kirtland era of church history it is necessary that he first have
a historical perspective of the beliefs and practices of the
church at various times since its organization in 1830 in addi-
tion it isis necessary that one know what the new translation of
the bible is why the prophet joseph smith made the transla-
tion when it was made and how it was made in pursuit of
these items this article will attempt to look at the church in
the early 1830s and so far as it is possible will trace the in-
troductiontroduction of several important doctrinal concepts into the
church during that time in this context we will discuss the
role of new translation of the bible in the restoration of the
gospel inin this dispensation

when speaking of the development of thediedle church doc-
trine we do not mean particularly to dwell on an evolutionary
phenomena but rather simply to emphasize that all of the doc-
trines were not revealed at once and that there has been a

dr matthews is director of academic research for the department of semin-
aries and institutes the author of numerous books and articles he is a re-
cognized authority on joseph smith s inspired revision of the bible

although not a translation in the usual sense the prophet joseph smith
consistentlyi referred to his work with the bible as the new translation or simply
as the translation when later published by the reorganized church of jesus
christ of latter day saints it was titled holy scriptures inspired version and
it is commonly spoken of today as the inspired revision since the focus of
this article is on the process and purpose of joseph smismithth s worksworkawork with the bible
in his own day and time and has no reference to the printed editions the writer
has elected to use the terminology used by the prophet inin the 1830s and 1840s

400
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developmental increase of doctrine from continuing revelation
such is the message of the ninth article of faith which reads

we believe all that god has revealed all that he does now
reveal and we believe that he will yet reveal many great and
important things pertaining to the kingdom of god

it is in the spirit of this principle that we trace the historical
relationship that exists between joseph smith s new translation
of the bible and the increase of doctrine during the kirtland
period

THE GOSPEL WAS REVEALED LINE UPON LINE

what did the faithful convert of the church in 183018311830 1831
accept as essential mormonism was he instructed concern-
ing marriage for time and eternity of the three degrees of
glory in the resurrection was liehelleile taught concerning the temple
endowment of baptism for the dead of patriarchal blessings
or of the word of wisdom was he instructed in detail con-
cerning the various offices and quorums in the priesthood from
the deacons up through the teachers priests elders seventies
and high priests was he taught concerning the quorums of
the presiding bishopric the first council of seventy the
patriarch to the church the council of the twelve and the
first presidency to each of these questions the answer must
be no for the simple reason that these matters had not yet
been revealed in this dispensation and were known if at all
only by the scant mention of some of them in the bible and the
book of mormon 2

again what did the faithful latter day saint of the early
1830s hold to as the standard works of the new dispensa-
tion he had a bible and a book of mormon but he did not
have a book of doctrine and covenants or a pearl of great
price simply because the contents of these two standard works
had for the most part not yet been revealed

As additional revelations came to the prophet joseph smith
the doctrinal concepts of the gospel as it was to be taught in
this dispensation began to be known and as these revelations
were recorded they became the documentary materials for new

2thereotherehere is some information in doctrine and covenants 20 april 6 1830
about the duties of deacons teachers priests and elders but this revelation does
not contain quorum organization
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volumes of scripture it is on the background from which many
of these revelations came that we can now focus our attention
to discover what it was that prompted or called forth revelations
from heaven on particular subjects in other words what was
the prophet doing when he received this or that revelation and
what was it that prompted him to inquire of the lord about
this or that doctrine

PURPOSE OF THE NEW translation
obtaining the word of the lord on a subject appears to be

partly a matter of asking of careful study and self exertion as
well as listening the lord explained that divine communica-
tion is not to be had merely for the asking without effort but
that one must study it out in the mind and then inquire of
the lord dacd&c 978.97897978 8 consistent with this principle we turn
to three passages in the doctrine and covenants that have a
bearing upon the translation of the bible first from a reve-
lation to joseph smith oliver cowdery and john whitmer
dated july 1830 and now identified as doctrine and covenants
261

behold I1 say unto you that you shall let your time be devoted
to the studying of the scriptures

although this passage does not specifically mention the trans-
lation of the bible it is noteworthy that the manuscripts of the
translation dated at this same time from june to november
1830 are in the handwriting of john whitmer and oliver
cowdery as dictated by the prophet joseph which shows that
these three brethren were simultaneously engaged in a study
of the scriptures and in making the translation of the bible 3

A second passage from doctrine and covenants 4256 is
dated february 9 1831 and reads

thou shalt ask and my scriptures shall be given as I1 have
appointed and they shall be preserved in safety italics
added

that this passage has reference to the translation of the bible
seems obvious since the book of mormon was already trans

the original manuscripts of the new translation of the bible are in the
custody of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints in in-
dependence missouri by the courtesy of that organization the writer has had
the opportunity of studying these manuscripts
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lated and published and the work with the bible was already
underway at the time the lord was simply telling the prophet
that he had to ask to start the process of receiving revelation

A third and perhaps the most impressive passage is found
in doctrine and covenants 4560614560 61 under the date of march
7 1831 just twenty eight days after the previous reference
until this time the translation had been focused only on the
book of genesis but now the prophet was instructed to turn to
the new testament

and now behold I1 say unto you it shall not be given unto
you to know any further concerning this chapter until the
new testament be translated and in it all these things shall
be made known
wherefore I1 give unto you that ye may now translate it that
ye may be prepared for the things to come

of particular importance in the above passage is the explana-
tion as to why the translation was to be done it was that the
prophet himself would learn by the process the implication
isis that joseph had been asking questions about the gospel and
the lordlordss answer was that he would have to translate the new
testament to know any further about those things the
promise was that in it ie in the translation all these things
shall be made known in the subsequent translation of the old
and new testaments many revelations were received which
contained much information and gave expanded views on the
gospel some of these revelations are now published as sections
inin the doctrine and covenants and as portions of the pearl of
great price

there are many examples that corroborate the proposal
that through the study and translation of the bible the prophet
would be prompted to ask questions and in turn receive divine
inspiration it was reading james 15615 6 in 1820 that first
prompted joseph to inquire of the lord which resulted in the
first vision 4 reading the book of mormon led to an inquiry
concerning baptism which brought john the baptist roto confer
the aaronic priesthood 5 thus searching the scriptures and re-
ceiving revelation thereunto was a familiar pattern to the
prophet and it illustrates the wisdom of the lord in directing
him to make a translation of the bible so that he would fre

joseph smith 21120211 20 pearl of great price
ibid 26772267 72
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quently ask and be the recipient of many new revelatory experi-
ences concerning the doctrines of the gospel

A chronological HISTORY OF THE translation
in order to discuss the very fundamental matter of why and

how the translation of the bible was made we have jumped
ahead of the natural sequence of events and passed over many
important dates and circumstances relating to the prophet s

work with the bible it will be profitable for us to return to the
date of june 1830 and follow the progress chronologically
through july 2 1833 which are the first and last dates recorded
upon the manuscripts of the new translation in so doing we
will have the opportunity to observe the introduction of several
major doctrinal concepts of the restored gospel and to seemanyseemannsee many
direct and indirect relationships between the new translation of
the bible and the development of doctrine during the kirtland
period

perhaps the earliest date we can attach to the new transla-
tion is june 1830 at which time the revelation called the
11 visions of moses was received concerning this revelation the
prophet joseph wrote

I1 will say that amid all the trials and tribulations we had
to wade through the lord who well knew our infantile and
delicate situation vouchsafed for us a supply of strength and
granted us line upon line of knowledge here a little and
there a little of which the following was a precious morsel 6

he then recorded the visions of moses now published as
chapter one of the book of moses in the pearl of great price
the prophet does not say what connection this revelation has
with the actual translation of the bible or whether or not it was
received while he was engaged inin the translation it may have
immediately preceded the translation however it is included
as part of the original manuscripts of the translation which
suggests that the prophet recognized a connection between it
and them the earliest manuscript copy available is in the
handwriting of john whitmer who as we have already ob-
served was studying the scriptures at this time with joseph and

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed BH roberts ad2d ed rev salt lake city deseret book co 1957 vol
1 p 98 commonly called documentary history of the church hereafter re-
ferred to as DHC
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oliver of special note inin this revelation is the declaration that
many things had been taken out of the book which moses had
written but that the lord would raiseraise up another like unto
moses and those things which had been removed would be had
again among those who believe see moses 14041.14041140 41 it may
well have been at this time june 1830 that the lord instruct-
ed the prophet to begin a translation of the old testament

the next date is july 1830 in which a commandment was
given to joseph smith oliver cowdery and john whitmer to
let their time be devoted to the studying of the scriptures this
is doctrine and covenants 262611 as referred to earlier

the next dates of importance are october 21 1830 no-
vember 30 1830 and december 1 1830 these three dates
appear on the manuscript for the early parts of genesis up
through about genesis chapter five

also under the general heading of december 1830 the
prophet recorded in his journal

it may be well to observe here that the lord greatly encour-
aged and strengthened the faith of his little flock which had
embraced the fulnessfalness of the everlasting gospel as revealed
to them in the book of mormon by giving some more ex-
tended information upon the scriptures a translation of which
had already commenced

to the joy of the little flock did the lord reveal the
following doings of olden times from the prophecy of
enoch italics addedadded77

the prophet then added the prophecy of enoch which corre-
sponds to the seventh chapter of moses in the pearl of great
price the exact date is not certain but the manuscripts of the
new translation suggest a date early in december for this entry
since material translated just previous to this is dated december
1 as noted above

in the meantime oliver cowdery parley P pratt and
others had been called on a mission to the wilderness among
the lamanitesLamanites dacd&c 3232.52 while traveling inin ohio in no-
vember on the first segment of the journey the missionaries
converted sidney rigdon a former acquaintance of brother
pratt rigdon thereupon left ohio and traveled back to fayette
new york to see the prophet arriving on december 11 1830
he asked the prophet to inquire of the lord as to what he

DHC 11311331131 133
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sidney rigdon should do as a member of the church the
reply as recorded in doctrine and covenants 35 states that the
lord had had his eye on sidney for some time and that he had
been prepared for great things verses 18 and 20 are of par-
ticular interest to us

and I1 have given unto him joseph smith the keys of the
mystery of those things which have been sealed even things
which are from the foundation of the world and the things
which shall come from this time until the time of my com-
ing

and a commandment I1 give unto thee sidney that thou
shalt write for him and the scriptures shall be given even as
they are in mine own bosom

the declaration that the prophet held keys to the knowledge of
things from the foundation of the world and also of things that
were yet to come enhances his position as one who could by
revelation understand and translate the bible sidney is speci-
fically told that he is to serve as scribe to write the new scrip-
tures that would be given

until sidney rigdon was appointed as scribe john whitmer
oliver cowdery and emma smith had served as scribes to
joseph but oliver was now away on a mission and john whit-
mer was about to be called on one the earlier manuscripts of
the translation show the handwriting of whitmer cowdery
and emma however with the appointment of rigdon to write
for the prophet the material of the early manuscripts which
extended at least through the first seven chapters of genesis
were further revised by the prophet and rewritten in the hand-
writing of sidney rigdon thus the final rendition of these
materials of genesis date from late december 1830 8

the next significant date is still later in december 1830 at
which time joseph is instructed to cease his labors of translating
and move to ohio dacd&c 37371371.11. the move was not to be made
in haste but joseph was first to take care of the business of the
church in the colesvillelesvilleCo new york area

early in january 1831 john whitmer was sent on a mission
to ohio and he took with him a copy of the revelations which
joseph had lately received that these materials included parts

sinceince sidney arrived in fayette on december 11 1830 the final revision
and rewriting of the early chapters of genesis would have to be sometime in
the month after that date
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from the new translation is seen from the following quotation
from the pameyPamesPainesgainesvillepamesvillepainesvilleville telegraph of january 18 1831

A young gentleman by the name of whitmer arrived here
last week from manchester new york the seat of wonders
with a new batch of revelations from god as he pretended
which have just been communicated to joseph smith As far
as we have been able to learn their contents they are a more
particular description of the creation of the world and a his-
tory of adam and his family and other sketches of the ante-
diluvian word which moses neglected to record 9

by february 4 1831 joseph had moved to ohio and the
following instruction was received at kirtland for the benefit
of the church located there

and again it is meet that my servant joseph smith jun
should have a house built in which to live and translate
dacd&c 417.417

since the book of mormon had already been published a year
earlier and the book of abraham would not be known for
four years this passage can have reference only to the transla-
tion of the bible although the prophet had been instructed
late in december to put aside the work of translating the bible
while he moved to ohio dacd&c 371 this revelation dated
early in february indicated that the translation was to be taken
upagainup again

five days later on february 9 1831 the following instruc-
tion was received as recorded in doctrine and covenants 4256-
58

thou shalt ask and my scriptures shall be given as I1 have
appointed and they shall be preserved in safety italics
added

more revelation concerning the scriptures was to be re
received but the procedure was to ask this key to procedure
is no doubt a major reason why the prophet was required to
make the translation of the bible in the process of reading the
scriptures and inquiring a favorable mental and spiritual
climate would be created doctrinal and historical questions
would arise the prophet would ask and revelation would be
received the labor would produce its own reward this con

the excerpt was copied from the original paper by francis W kirkham
and published inin his A new witness for christ inin america salt lake city
utah printing company 1960 p 436
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ceptcapt is supported by further instructions about four weeks later
when on march 7 1831 additional instructions were given
about the purpose of the translation and the procedure to be
followed

this brings us back again to the important passage of
doctrine and covenants 4560614560 61 which we quoted earlier but
repeat here for emphasis

and now behold I1 say unto you it shall not be given unto
you to know any further concerning this chapter until the
new testament be translated and in it all these things shall
be made known
wherefore I1 give unto you that ye may now translate it that
ye may be prepared for the things to come

just what chapter is referred to is not known but the
prophet was to proceed with the translation so that many
things of great import could be made known first to him and
through him to the church

the above communication illustrates an important fact
referred to previously that at least one purpose of the trans-
lation was for the education of the prophet himself notwith-
standing that he held the keys to ahethethe mysteries that he was
tutored by angels and that he had the guidance of the holy
ghost it was necessary for him to make an effort in the work
inin order to gain the knowledge by the process of translation
many things were to be known to the prophet it was apparent-
ly through this means that the gifts and keys that he held
would operate in bringing him to the greater knowledge in
light of this view of the translation it is a mistake to assume
that he translated the bible solely by information he had pre-
viously obtained

the original manuscript shows that the brethren began work
on the new testament on march 8 1831 the very day after
receiving the foregoing instruction the title of that page of
the manuscript is indicative of the attitude that joseph and sid-
ney hadbad about the work they were doing A translation of
the new testament translated by the power of god

although the translation of the new testament was begun
on march 8 1831 the dating on the original manuscripts sug-
gests that they had also continued to work with the old testa-
ment until april 5 1831 at which time the translation of the
old testament had reached genesis 2442 A note placed at
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the end of genesis 2442 in the manuscript reads april 5

1831 transcribed thus far thus it appears that for about
three weeks march 8 until april 5 both genesis and mat-
thew were being translated since the primary emphasis was on
the new testament during this period of time it is likely that
what the notation really means isis that the translation of gene-
sis was being discontinued at this point in favor of devoting
more time to the new testament

from the foregoing we may conclude that genesis 11
through 2442 had been translated and recorded between
june 1830 and april 5 1831 therefore all of the doctrinal
information that is found in those chapters was made known
to the prophet at least by the latter date it is not possible to
include a complete list of the doctrinal concepts and contribu-
tions that are found in the translation of these chapters of
genesis in the limits of this short article but such a survey
would include revelations and statements about the creation
of the world about premortalpre mortal existence about adam and the
early patriarchs the revelation of the plan of salvation to
adam the account of cain as master mahan the preaching of
enoch the preaching of noah the preaching of melchizedek
and much information about abraham all of which isis not
found in the king james version or in any other scripture

AGE OF accountability REVEALED

of particular importance is a comment in the translation of
genesis 17171111 printed edition inspired version in which it
is stated that children become accountable to the lord when
they are eight years of age the age of accountability isis a basic
principle of the gospel and one of the distinctive features of
mormonism and is about as familiar to members as any prin-
ciple or practice in the church perhaps no principle or practice
is more faithfully observed in the church than that of parents
having their children baptized at the age of eight years because
they believe that is when children begin to be accountable but
we would ask when was it revealed to the prophet joseph that
little children begin to be accountable at the age of eight the
book of mormon emphatically declares that children are inno-
cent and do not need baptism but it does not tell at what age
baptism should be administered the matter is clearly stated in
the doctrine and covenants 6825276825 27 and it is to this source
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that we generally turn for instruction on the matter however
section 68 is dated november 1831 while the dates on the
manuscript of genesis show that the prophet was aware of the
doctrine sometime before april 5 1831 which was more than
eight months earlier than section 68 it appears from these facts
that the eight year old age of accountability was revealed to the
prophet joseph while he was translating genesis 17 sometime
between december 1 1830 when he was working with chap-
ter 5 and april 5 1831 when he had reached genesis 24
this isis important historically and adds dignity and worth to the
role of the translation of the bible in the restoration of the
gospel in this dispensation it is therefore a major point in the
purpose of this article which is to discuss the place of the
translation of the bible inin the development of church doctrine
during the kirtland era

OTHER DOCTRINAL revelations associated
WITH THE translation

on december 1 1831 the prophet recorded the following
inin his journal

I1 resumed the translation of the scriptures and continued to
labor in this branch of my calling with elder sidney rigdon
as my scribe italics added10added 10

this important passage reiterates the prophet s conviction that
his work of translating the bible was not a self appointed ven-
ture but was part of his divine calling soon thereafter joseph
and sidney were instructed by the lord to go forth and preach
11 expounding the mysteries thereof out of the scriptures for a
season until instructed otherwise dacd&c 71711711.11. obedient to this
command they continued to travel and to preach inin the area
until january 10 1832 when the following now designated as
doctrine and covenants 7334733 4 was received

now verily I1 say unto you my servants joseph smith jun
and sidney rigdon saith the lord it isis expedient to translate
again

and inasmuch as it is practicable to preach inin the regions
round about until conference and after that it isis expedient to
continue the work of translation until it be finished

DHC 1238912389
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the next entry in the prophet s journal states

upon the reception of the foregoing word of the lord on
january 10 1I recommenced the translation of the scriptures
and labored diligently until just before the amherst ohio
conference which was to convene on the 25th of january 11

the prophet generally did not indicate the exact passages of
the bible on which he was working but on this occasion he
wrote

during the period between january 102510 25 183211832 1I also
received the following as an explanation of the first epistle
to the corinthians 7thath chapter l4th14thlath verseverse1212

he then recorded the revelation now identified as doctrine and
covenants 74 which is the first complete section in the doc-
trine and covenants that was obtained as a result of his work
in translating the bible

the work of translation was again laid aside in order to
hold the conference at amherst ohio late in january after
the conference joseph returned to hiram near kirtland to the
home of john johnson where he had been living for some time
and shortly thereafter made the following entry in his journal

upon my return from amherst conference I1 resumed the
translation of the scriptures from sundry revelations which
had been received it was apparent that many important points
touching the salvation of man had been taken from the bible
or lost before it was compiled it appeared self evident from
what truths were left that if god rewarded every one ac-
cording to the deeds done in the body the term heaven
as intended for the saints eternal home must include more
kingdoms than one accordingly on the 16th of ferrFehrfearfebruaryharyuary
1832 while translating st johns gospel myself and elder
rigdon saw the following vision italics addedadded1313

the prophet then recorded the revelation now identified as
doctrine and covenants 76 which is the second complete sec-
tion of the doctrine and covenants received as a result of
translating the bible thus as a result of translating the bible
on the above date he received not only one of the greatest
revelations contained in the doctrine and covenants but one
of the greatest revelations ever received by mortal man

DHC 1242
DHC 1242
DHC 1245
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the above journal entry is extremely informative because it
is another instance wherein the precise date is known on which
the prophet was laboring on a particular passage and a par-
ticular doctrinal subject is revealed

the revelation itself contains an informative comment
about the work of translation and leaves no doubt as to how
the two brethren felt about their calling in verses 15 to 18 it
is affirmed that joseph smith and sidney rigdon were appoint-
ed by the lord to make the translation and that the work was
done by the spirit

for while we were doing the work of translation which the
lord had appointed unto us we came to the twenty ninth
verse of the fifth chapter of john which was given unto us
as follows

speaking of the resurrection of the dead concerning those
who shall hear the voice of the son of man and shall come
forth

they who have done good in the resurrection of the just and
they who have done evil in the resurrection of the unjust
now this caused us to marvel jorforfor it was given unto us of
the spirit italics added

two weeks later the prophet entered the following note in his
journal

about the first of march 1852183211832 inin connection with the
translation of the scriptures I1 received the following explana-
tion of the revelation of saint john dacd&c 77 14

the explanation referred to is now published as doctrine
and covenants section 77 and is the third complete section of
that volume thatwasthat was given to the prophet as a direct result of
the translation of the bible this revelation contains some ex-
tremely interesting information about spirits angels the earth
and the creation of man

later in march 1832 the prophet wrote

besides the work of translating previous to the 20th of march
I1 received the following four revelations15revelations15

he then recorded sections 78 through 81 of the doctrine
and covenants whether or not these revelations are associated

DHC 1253
DHC 112552 5 5
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with the translation of the bible we do not know their content
is not particularly doctrinal and there may not be a direct rela-
tionshiptionship since they deal more particularly with regulatory af-
fairs of the church

on april 1 1832 the prophet began a journey from kirtl-
and ohio to independence missouri during which time he
did not continue with the translation on may 6 1832 he left
independence in company with newel K whitney and sidney
rigdon intending to return immediately to kirtland however
due to an accident in which brother whitney sustained a
broken leg and foot the prophet did not arrive at kirtland
until some time inin june 16 shortly after his return to kirtland
he wrote

As soon as I1 could arrange my affairs I1 recommenced the
translation of the scriptures and thus lspentlapentI1 spent most of the
summer 17

during the summer aandnd fall of 1832 in kirtland several reve-
lations on doctrine were received we do not have categorical
evidence that these came as a direct result of the translation of
the bible but it seems likely that there is some relationship on
the basis of the revelations for which there are direct ties which
are all doctrinal it follows that other doctrinal revelations
might have the same background if received at a time when the
translation was in progress on this basis section 84 of the
doctrine and covenants might be related to the translation
since it contains information about the ancient patriarchs priest-
hood baptism and related doctrinal items this revelation was
received on september 22 and 23 1832

following the reception of the revelation now known as
doctrine and covenants 84 the prophet s next journal entry
states

I1 continued the translation of the bible and ministering to
the church through the fall 1818

As the prophet continued translating into the winter of
1832 he wrote

on the 6thath of december 1832 1I received the following reve-
lation explaining the parable of the wheat and tarestares1919
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then follows the revelation now known as doctrine and
covenants 86 though there is not a direct statement to the
effect the same reasoning that links section 84 to the transla-
tion of the bible could be applied to section 86 we know that
the translation was being made at this time and it is possible
that sections 84 86 and also 88 of the doctrine and covenants
came as a direct result of the translation since the time element
and the subject matter are harmonious to this conclusion

the relationship between chezethecetheze sections and the translation
of the bible may be direct or it may be indirect but there is
strong probability that a relationship does exist sometime after
december 6 18321852 and before february 2 1853183318351855 the prophet
recorded in hisjournalhis journal

this winter was spent in translating the scriptures in the
school of the prophets and sitting in conferences I1 had
many glorious seasons of refreshing 20

then on february 2 1835183318551853 at kirtland ohio the prophet
wrote the following in his journal

I1 completed the translation and review of the new testa-
ment on the 2ndand of february 1833 and sealed it up no
more to be opened till it arrived in zion 21

having thus completed the new testament the prophet
then returned to the translation of the old testament as indi-
cated inin the following excerpt from doctrine and covenants
9013 dated march 8 1833

and when you have finished the translation of the prophets
you shall thenceforth preside over the affairs of the school

the language suggests that the work with the books of the old
testament called the prophets was already inin progress and
perhaps nearly finished for on the next day march 9 1833
the prophet wrote

having come to that portion of the ancient writings called
the apocrypha I1 received the following 22

he then recorded doctrine and covenants 91 which is the

DHC20dhc 13221522i 322522
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fourth complete section of the doctrine and covenants that is
definitely known to have been received in direct consequence
of the prophet s work of translating the bible

A few weeks later on may 6 183318531835 the following instruc-
tion now identified as doctrine and covenants 9353 was
received

and verily I1 say unto you that it isis my will that you should
hasten to translate my scriptures

on the same day the prophet also received a revelation con-
cerning printing the translation of the bible this information
is now published as doctrine and covenants 94941010 the sub-
ject of printing the translation was later mentioned inin doctrine
and covenants 10458 and also in 124899012489 90

in an epistle of the first presidency to the saints scattered
abroad on or near the date of august 31 1840 an appeal
was made to the membership of the church to contribute funds
to be used inin building up the kingdom of special interest is
the following paragraph near the close of the epistle

connected with the buildingupbuildbuildingingupup of the kingdom is the print-
ing and circulation of the book of mormon doctrine and
covenants hymnbook and the new translation of the scrip-
tures it is unnecessary to say anything respecting these works
those who have read them and who have drunk of the stream
of knowledge which they convey know how to appreciate
them and although fools may have them in derision yet
they are calculated to make men wisewise unto salvation and
sweep away the cobwebs of superstition of ages throw a light
on the proceedings of jehovah which have already been ac-
complishedcomplis hed and mark out the future inin all its dreadful and
glorious realities those who have tasted the benefit derived
from a study of those works will undoubtedly vievie with each
other in their zeal for sending them abroad throughout the
world that every son of adam may enjoy the same privileges
and rejoice in the same truths italics addedadded2323

during the years between 1833 and 1844 several letters of
the prophet and other official church documents mentioned the
need for money to publish the translation of the bible notable
among these are a memorial of joseph smith jr to the high
council on june 18 184018402424 a notice in the times and seasons
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for wednesday january 12 184218422025 and an epistle of the
twelve march 1 1843 26

some portions of what is now the book of moses taken
from the early chapters of genesis were published in church
periodicals in the lifetime of the prophet 227 at least two un-
dated printed broadsidesbroadsides of matthew chapter 24 were issued
for the benefit of the saints 218 itif is believed that these were

printed irrohioinirrirl ohio in the middle 1830s 2921 whether or not the
broadsidesbroad sides were official church publications is not known
neither is it known who authorized their printingspaintingsprintings

revelation ON MARRIAGE

the revelation on celestial marriage and plurality of wives
was recorded on july 12 1843 and is known today as doctrine
and covenants section 132 however there is a strong proba-
bility that this document is related to the translation of the
bible an assertion supported by historical evidence and also
by doctridoctoridoctrinalnal affinity although the document is dated july 12
1843 in nauvoo illinois it is believed that the information
contained therein was made known to the prophet as early as
1831 and ihatahatthat the 1843 date signifies only the day on which
it was committed to writing in its present form for example
the record begins with the statement

verily ahusthusthus saith the lord unto you my servant joseph that
inasmuch as you have inquired of my hand to know and
understand wherein 1I the lord justified my servants abra-
ham isaac and jacob as touching the principle and
doctrine of their having many wives and concubines
dacd&c 1321.1321

it is likely that the question regarding the plurality of wives of
abraham isaac and jacob could have arisen during the trans-
lation of the book of genesis which took place in 1830 and
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evening and morning star 1 no 3 august 1832 extract from the

prophecy of enoch 1 no 10 march 1833 A revelation of the gospel
to adam 1 no 11 april 1833 history of noah and revelation to
moses of the heaven and the earth times and seasons 4 january 1844
717371 73 A revelationRe elation to joseph smith jr given june 1830

original copies are located in the special collections room of the clarkdarkoark
library at brigham young university

see reed C durham A history of joseph smith s revision of the
bible unpublished phd dissertation brigham young university provo
utah 1965 ppap 839683 96 for a discussion of the printing of these broadsidesbroadsides
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1831 the following excerpt from the writings of brigham H
roberts supports this view

there is indisputable evidence that the revelation making
known this marriage law was given to the prophet as early
as 1831 in that year and then intermittently up to 1833 the
prophet was engaged inin a revision of the english bible text
under the inspiration of god sidney rigdon inin the main
acting as his scribe As he began his revision with the old
testament he would be dealing with the age of the patriarchs
in 1831 he was doubtless struck with the favor in which the
lord held the several bible patriarchs of that period notwith-
standing they had a plurality of wives what more natural
than that he should intireinmireinquire of the lord at that time when
his mind must have beeneen impressed with the fact why
0 lord didst thou justify thy servants abraham isaac and
jacob as also moses david and solomon in the matter of
their having many wives and concubines see opening para-
graph of the revelation in answer to that inquiry came the
revelation though not then committed to writing 30311

direct testimony of the early dating of the revelation on
marriage comes from orson pratt and joseph F smith these
two brethren attended a meeting of the reorganized church
in pianoplano illinois in 1878 while on a visit to the east and
elder pratt was invited to speak an extract from the report of
his remarks is as follows

elder pratt explained the circumstances connected with
the coming forth of the revelation on plural marriage refuted
the statement and belief of those present that brigham young
was the author of the revelation andland showed that joseph
smith the prophet had not only commenced the practice of
that principle himself and taught it to others before president
young and the twelve had returned from their mission in
europe in 1841 but that joseph actually received revelations
upon that principle as early as 1831 said lyman johnson
who was very familiar with joseph at this early date told
me himself that joseph had made known to him as early as
1831 that plural marriage was a correct principle joseph
declared to lyman that god had revealed it to him but that
the time had not come to teach or practice it in the church
but that the time would come 31

if the document on marriage is associated with the transla-
tion of the bible then it constitutes still another revelation to

DHC 5 293029 30
signed report of orson pratt and joseph F smith millennial star 15

no 50 liverpool england december 9 1878 788
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add to the list of sections in the doctrine and covenants that
have a common background in the translation of the bible

OTHER POSSIBLE relationships TO THE translation
at some time the exact date or dates being unspecified the

prophet received intelligence relative to the correct order of or-
ganizinggan izing and conducting councils in the church including the
manner inin which councils were conducted anciently in refer-
ring to this subject at a conference in hiram ohio on october
11 1831 joseph said

the elders were instructed in the ancient manner of
conducting meetings of which knowledge most of them were
ignorant 32

to a council of high priests and elders in kirtland on
february 12 1834 the prophet gave further instructions con-
cerning ancient councils saying that he had never before set
forth all the order in which it a council ought to be con-
ducted he then proceeded to explain the order of ancient
councils and the manner in which they were conducted 33

the prophet does not specify the circumstances or the dates
when these things were communicated to him but it is pos-
sible that they came as part of the accumulation of knowledge
and spiritual experience that came to him in connection with
the work of translating the bible

that his work with the bible sometimes brought the prophet
into visionary experiences is evident from the fact already noted
that the vision of the degrees of glory was received in connec-
tion with the translation of the fifth chapter of john hence
it is possible that other visions were also given to the prophet
while he was engaged inin the translation he reported that he
11 saw adam in the valley of adam ondi ahman and that
adam called his children together to bless them 34 he likewise
spoke of adam presiding at a council of high priests 35 whether

DHC 11219219
DHC 22526225 26

DHC3dhc 3388
35dacd&c 107535710753 57 this same information isis contained in a blessing given

by the prophet to his father on december 18 1833 more than a year before it
appears in section 107 thereby showing that the prophet had the information
earlier than the date of writing section 107 which was february 1835 see
joseph fielding smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city
deseret book company 19381958 ppap 383938 39
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the prophet first learned of these things in connection with the
translation of the bible is not known but it seems possible

it is well to note again that the purpose of the translation
of the bible was the spiritual education of the prophet himself
and that in the process many things were revealed to him
which before were not known

although a categorical statement by the prophet connect-
ing the revelation about ancient councils to the translation of
the bible is not available the possibility of such a relationship
is strengthened by virtue of the fact that many doctrines and
principles were received in that connection and it is reasonable
to expect that this should be the case with this subject also
such an assumption if correct further suggests a relationship
between the translation of the bible and the revelation on
priesthood known as doctrine and covenants section 107 the
subject matter of section 107 concerning adam the ancient
patriarchs a council at adam ondi ahman latter day councils
and priesthood quorums seems entirely consistent with the
above hypothesis that the pattern of councils and church
organizations was shown to the prophet by vision is claimed in
doctrine and covenants 1079510793 wherein it is said that the order
of the seventy and presumably the other quorums also was

according to the vision likewise parley P pratt quoted the
prophet as saying to the twelve

I1 have now finished the work which was laid upon me
by committing to you all things for the building up of the
kingdom according to the heavenly vision and the pattern
shown me from heaven italics addedadded3636

although section 107 was not recorded until march 28 1835
it is certain from the translation of the early chapters of gene-
sis in 1830 and also from the prophet s instructions to the
elders in 1831 about ancient councils that he knew much about
these things as early as 1831 it is probable that much of the
information about priesthood had been revealed to the prophet
earlier than the formal writing of section 107 in 1835 and if
so the logical connection would be with the translation of the
bible the same relationship respecting councils might also per-
tain to the organization of the high council described in
doctrine and covenants 102

statement by parley P pratt in new york january 1 1845 and printed
in the millennial star 5 no 10 march 1845 151
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thus the knowledge of the gospel possessed by the prophet
and extended to the saints in 1833 was considerably increased
over that which they had in 1830 line upon line here and
thereathere a little and particularly as a result of the prophet s labors
in translating the bible the doctrines of the gospel were
steadily revealed the real purpose of the bible translation was
not so much to have a new corrected edition of the bible but
rather to bring the prophet to a greater understanding of the
gospel consequently the real product is not so much a new
bible itself but the doctrines that were revealed in the process
consequently the prophet s work with the bible is an indis
pensibletensiblepensible element in the unfolding of the gospel and the build-
ing of the dispensation of the guiness of times much of which
occurred while the prophet lived in the vicinity of kirtland
ohio

the prophet worked on the bible translation primarily be-
tween june 1830 and july 1833 this is also the same period
of time during which most of the doctrinal revelations now
published in the doctrine and covenants were received this is
not coincidence but rather it is consequence this was a time
of learning and of revelation in which the fundamental doc-
trines of the restored gospel were being revealed to the prophet
and the translation of the bible was the principle vehicle the
mode the method etc by which the gospel was restored dur-
ing these years

there had been a previous period of great doctrinal reve-
lation when the prophet had translated the book of mormon
and subsequently there would be another period of great doc-
trinal advancement when he later would work with the book
of abraham the book of mormon was in the new york
period thediedle translation of the bible in the early kirtland period
and the book of abraham came in the later kirtland and early
nauvoo periods in each case there was a major surge of doc-
trinal revelation associated with the translation of tangible doc-
uments

SUMMARY

in summary of the principal items discussed in this article
we recall the following
1 the prophet attached great importance to his divine com-

mission to make a translation of the bible
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among other things he stated that the work of bible
translation was a branch of his calling and that he and
sidney were doing the work of translation which the lord
had appointed unto them frequently the lord instructed
the prophet to set the work aside temporarily because of the
press of other business and later to take it up again each
directive to the prophet to resume the work was in effect
a renewal of the divine commission

2 the prophet s background was rich in spiritual experiences
preparatory to the work of the translation of the bible

3 A major purpose of the translation was the spiritual educa-
tion of the prophet and through him the education of the
church

4 there isis a close historical relationship between the transla-
tion of the bible and much of the material contained inin the
doctrine and covenants and it is obvious that the history
of the doctrine and covenants and the history of the trans-
lation of the bible are closely intertwined in the revelations
in the doctrine and covenants frequent mention is made
of the translation of the bible and several entire sections
of the doctrine and covenants were received as a direct
consequence of the translation

individual passages in the doctrine and covenants that
have reference to the translation of the bible must include
at least the following

3518205518203518551835 182018 20 9013
37137 1 9353
41741 7 9410
425661425642 566156 61 10458
456061456045 6061gogl60 61 12489
73373547554733473573755 343 4

entire sections in the doctrine and covenants for which
there is direct relationship to the translation of the bible
are as follows

74 77
76 91

in addition the following sections of the doctrine and
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covenants are probably directly related to the bible trans-
lation

84 102
86 107
88 113
93 132

5 the translation of the bible contributed the book of moses
and the 24th chapter of matthew to the pearl of great
price

6 the translation of the bible had a significant role in the
history of the church

the fact that the prophet made a translation of the
bible is a matter of record that it was a substantial work
is certified to by its sizable contributions to the doctrine
and covenants and the pearl of great price two of the
standard works of the church it is also a topic of frequent
mention in the prophet s journal and in the official history
of the church it occupied much of the prophet s time for a
period of three years 185018301833183048331830 183318351855 and was included in the
subjects of several epistles of the leading councils of the
church

7 the translation of the bible contributed to the doctrine of
the church developed during the kirtland era

As previously noted the translation of the bible con-
tributedtributed much to the content of the doctrine and covenants
and to the pearl of great price two of the standard works
giving the doctrine faith and practice of the church much
concerning pre earth life the degrees of glory inin the resur-
rection much information concerning adam enoch and
the ancient patriarchs of cain of the work of satan views
of the church respecting the apocrypha an explanation of
the revelation of john the age of accountability and prob-
ably also the doctrine of the eternal marriage covenant are
associated directly with the translation of the bible

the major part of the translation was done intermittent-
ly during a period of approximately three years from june
1830 to july 2 1833 during which time most of the major
doctrinal revelations now published in the doctrine and
covenants were received as a consequence



kirtlandKirdand A perspective on
time and place

ROBERT L LAYTON

in a sense kirtland ohio 1831 to 1838 isis a single tree in a
forest of places and events it is well to study the tree or
even to spend time in analysis of one leaf on one branch of the
tree but neither the tree nor a single leaf thereon can really be
understood without reference to the entire forest each event in
time is unique in its relationship to other events each place is
unique in its relationship to other places each group of people
we might study lives at a time and in a place and has a unique
perception of its environment framed in time and place strong-
ly affected by times past and by its location the citizens of
the kirtland ohio area in the 1830s both mormon and non
mormon had to gain a living from day to day they farmed
manufactured traveled bought and sold land talked of the
past tried to anticipate the future were rained upon and
snowed upon if we are to judge their way of life their de-
cisionsci it seems valid to suggest a look at their tree in the con-
text of the forest there is no pretentionprementionpretention that this can be ac-
complishedcomplished in one short article but even a brief series of com-
ments may broaden our perspective of place and time in
kirtland

KIRTLAND SITE AND SITUATION

A modern physiography describes the situation of kirtland
as lying on the northern margin of the allegheny plateau over-
looking a narrow lake plain 1 the people in the 1830s used the

dr layton chairman of the geography department at brigham young univer-
sity completed his degree at syracuse universlUniveruniversaluniversitysl ty in new york he is presently
in the midst of the study of the history of the geographical perspective of the
church

nevin M fenneman physiography of the eastern united states new
york mcgraw hill 19581938 p 306
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term plain but referred to the plateau as hills for while the
rock structure is essentially horizontal the surface is almost
completely in slope and hilly would still remain the most ac-
curate description the plain between the shore of lake erie
and the hills to the south is some five miles wide near kirtland
but widens out to the west both plain and hills show the evi-
dences of glaciation A few observant people even as early as
1835 began to guess concerning the fact that the long low
ridges of sand and gravel inland from the present shore were
ancient beaches from higher levels of the lake even those who
cared nothing about how or why these ridges occurred how-
ever were quick to use them as routes of travel as the forest
was cleared away they were level well drained and relatively
straight the glacially disrupted drainage patterns giving rise
to many areas of marsh and swamp were also an obvious fact
of life even to those who knew nothing of later theories on
glaciation much of the lake plain west of cleveland was
swamp and travel to detroit was often difficult or even im-
possible 2

the continental ice sheets altered much of the drainage pat-
tern of ohio leaving the divide between the drainage into lake
erie and drainage into the ohio river just a few miles south
of the lake the divide was relatively low and often almost im-
perceptible almost as early as the first settlers there was agi-
tation for construction of canals connecting the lake and river
system often with only the most hazy notion of the actual ele-
vations involved

among the short streams flowing off the northern slope
of the plateau two are of major significance inin dealing with
kirtland the east branch of the chagrin river makes a sharp
bend as it leaves the plateau area and the first settlers of kirtl-
and saw in this site the opportunity to divert the stream across
the bend and set up a mill 3 the other stream is the cuyahogaCuyahoga
lying some twenty miles to the west which became the location
of the ohio canal fixed the location of cleveland 4 and influ-
enced the entire economy of the region

timothy flint A condensed geography and history of the western states
vol 2 2 vols cincinnati william M farnsworth printer 1828 p 293

kentent R fielding the growth of the mormon church in kirtland ohio
unpublished phd dissertation indiana university 1957 p 208

harland hatcher the western reserve cleveland ohio world publish-
ing company 1949 p 26
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in broad perspective the landformslandforms in western new york
were also critical in the development of northern ohio the
relationship of the mohawk valley and the old glacial channels
to the west which allowed for construction of the erie canal
can hardly be overemphasized

CLIMATE

in 1835 climate was still equated with latitude to a large
degree but data was accumulating rapidly and theories being
proposed to explain anomalies known to exist A journalist and
promoter named scott pointed out in about 1841 that the 50050
isotherm is exactly the best climate and is that isotherm near
which mankind have chosen to congregate inin great numbers
and build great modern cities 5 flint has in his book A con-
densed geography and history of the westernWlestern states tables
giving the monthly temperatures and yearly averages for places
ranging from council bluffs to pittsburgh 6 he also gives data
on maximum and minimum temperatures winds clear cloudy
rainy and snowy days flint divides the mississippi valley
region into four major climates north of 41 latitude 37057057 to
41041 latitude 31051051 to 37057057 latitude and south of 5131 latitude to
the mouth of the river for each area he discusses the charac-
teristicte wild and cultivated vegetation it is a useful and not in-
accurate statement and may be assumed to have been available
inin most libraries throughout the then western states

on a day to day basis most contemporary accounts how-
ever are not so interested in the longtermlong term climate but rather
use the word climate to refer to what we would now call the
weather to the farmer the week to week month to month and
year to year variations were as they are today critical the
length of the period betwenbeewen frosts was critical and those who
had moved from vermont and new hampshire to western
new york or northern ohio hadbad no questions as to their
blessing in regard to growinggrowinbrowing season and the competitive ad-
vantage afforded by the extra days 180 to 200 days in the lake
plain of northern ohio as compared to 120 to 140 days in
windsor county vermont 7 As the areas of superior climate

charles N glaab jesup W scott and A west of cities ohio history
vol 73 winter 1964 p 3

flintlint geography and history vol 2 p 482
united states department of agriculture climate and man yearbook of

agriculture 1941 united states government printing office 1941 ppap 997
1061
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and soils opened in new york ohio and to the west many
rural parts of vermont and new hampshire lost as much as
fifty percent of their population climate was a major factor in
the move of the smiths from vermont to new york and they
had a great deal of company as any examination of popula-
tion data for that part of vermont will demonstrate

A major topic of discussion was the influence of forests on
climate many were firmly convinced that clearing the woods
brought a decrease in precipitation while others were certain
that the opposite was true winters or summers which seemed
hotter or colder than normal were attributed to the effects of
clearing the forest then as now the weather in the kirtland
region fluctuated from year to year the summer of 1838 was
seriously lacking in rain and caused many problems in agri-
culture the summer of 1845 even drier longtimelong time residents
were always certain that the climate had changed since they
were young but memories concerning weather were no more
accurate then than now

THE FOREST

it seems doubtful that any of us today can really appreciate
the overwhelming impact of the forest in the settlement of
america forests were both a blessing and a curse the forest
provided lumber medicines nuts dyes fuel fencing wagons
ships tools sugar tannin and even roads when the first settle-
ment of americans reached the grasslands of the west they
were lost without wood on the other hand the forest was a
barrier to road building a problem to clear for farm land and
often thought to harbor disease or to change the climate for
good or bad if cut away

ohio was an area of superb forest except for areas of
swamp and very limited prairies or open grass areas the en-
tire state was covered with oak maple black walnut black
locust walnut wild cherry and many other trees and shrubs 8

the sycamore is noted as the king of the forest and one con-
temporary account relates a measurement of fifteen and one
half feet in diameter for one of these trees 9 most trees were
smaller but many reached two or three feet in diameter and
were difficult to remove when governor st clair was ordered

flint geography and history vol 2 p 294
flint geography and history vol 1 p 66
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to cut a thirty foot road through part of ohioohio in 1791 he
found it far easier to cut three ten foot roads and thus avoid the
larger trees 10

to clear land for agriculture took a man three to four weeks
of dawn till dark labor for one acre once fifteen to twenty
acres had been cleared and agriculture begun many settlers
hired a professional slasher to clear additional land the
slasher would study carefully the prevailing winds and the slope
of the land then carefully notch the larger trees over a long
strip about thirty feet in width cutting so the trees would in-
cline toward the center of the strip and deepening the notches
as he moved windward upon finishing the strip he waited for
a favorable wind then felled the starter tree against the next
inin line and so felled a number of acres at one ttimeime the trees
were then allowed to dry for two or three years following
which they were fired to burn the branches and brush the
large trunks were cut into logs either with an axdx or by build-
ing a fire on and around the fallen trunk and burning through
the log the latter was known as niggeringniggelingniggering 11 and an experi-
enced man by attending a number of fires and by sawing the
burning poles against the log to remove the charcoal could
obtain logging lengths more rapidly than was possible with an
ax at this point the neighbors would often hold a logging bee
and men and oxen would assemble to remove the logs for later
use as lumber or fence rails finally there remained the prob-
lem of removing the stumps which were burned as much as pos-
sible and then left to rot clearing was a longprocesslongiong process requir-
ing years of labor before the land could be plowed without
difficulty but clearing increased the value of the land suffi-
ciently enough that some settlers supported themselves by taking
up new land clearing it selling to later arrivals then moving
on to repeat the process in newer lands to the west

DISEASES

disease in the 1830s was attributed to location changes in
the weather noxious vapors and other such causes A good
picture of the state of affairs may be obtained by reading some

william W shideler A geographic analysis of the ohio road system
unpublished dissertation ohio state university 1959 p 253

henry howe historical collections of ohio 3 vols columbus ohio
henry howe and son 1891 vol 2 p 53
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comments from flint in his introduction concerning the entire
mississippi valley he notednoted1212

in such a variety of climates and exposures in a country
alternately covered inin one point with thick forests and in
another spreading out into grassy plains and having every
shade of temperature from that of the arctic regions to that
of the west indies there must necessarily be generated all the
forms and varieties of disease that spring simply from
climate emigrants from the atlantic country will always find
it unsafe to select their residence near stagnant waters and
creeping bayous on the rich and heavy timbered alluvionsalluvious

emigrants have scarcely ever paused long enough or taken
sufficient elements into the calculation inin selecting their resireslresi-
dence with a viewview of its salubrity when the choice isis made
they are often encumbered with families and generally feel
stinted both for time and money and are in a hurry to com-
mence operations for the provision of their families they are
apt to give too little weight to the most important motive of
all which ought to determine their selection A deep bottom
a fertile soil a position on the margin of a navigable stream
these are apt to be the determining elements of their choice
the heavy forest isis leveled A thousand trees moulder and
putriautrinutrifyputrifyafyify about the cabincabi1 n the stastagnant9nant waters that while
shielded from the action of the sun by the forest had re-
mained comparatively innoxious exposed now to the burning
rays of the sun and rendered more deleterious by being filled
with trunks and branches of decaying trees and all kinds of
putrid vegetation become laboratories of miasma and emit
on every side the seeds of disease

the most dangerous period isis after the trees have been
leveled a year or two and while they are still decaying about
the dwelling this well known fact would seem to give plausi-
bility to the doctrine that these deep and grand forests feed
their foliage with an atmosphere that isis adverse to the life
of man and that when the forests are cleared away the
miasmamiasma the noxious airair that used to be absorbed and de-
voured by the redundant vegetation and foliage of the forests
and incorporated with its growth thus detached and disen-
gaged inhaled by the new residents becomes a source of
disease

flint recommended further that new residents stay out of
the night air avoid heavy rains long exposure to sunlight and
abrupt changes of climate he felt that these preventative meas-
ures would avoid the need for taking medicines of which he

12 flint geography and history vol 2 p 5553
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had a very low opinion feeling that the medicine often dam-
aged the patient more than the disease

whatever the supposed causes the inhabitants of early
ohio and other areas suffered considerably from severe colds
diarrhea remitting fever malaria rheumatism pneumonic
affections and bilious fevers they did take some comfort
in the low incidence of lung consumption as compared to those
living in the atlantic area

DIVIDING UP THE LAND

fundamental to understanding any area is a knowledge of
the system used to divide the land and obtain title and tenure
settlement of the new england region proceeded for the most
part in an orderly manner with strips or tiers of towns being
extended at the frontier as those behind were occupied A
town was usually about 36 square miles but it was not neces-

sarily square in shape within the town a number of villages
might exist some with a rectangular street pattern but most
comprised ofaof a series of houses strung out along a main road
property boundaries were irregular and surveyed according to
the metes and bounds system using landmarks such as a large
rock or tree a pile of stones or a wooden stake at corners sur-
vey and property division in the western lands by federal au-
thority following the ordinance of 1785 was radically different
the land was surveyed into strips 6 miles in width running
north and south known as ranges crossed at right angles by
strips six miles in width known as townships in ohio which
was settled during the period of transition parts of the state
are presently surveyed in metes and bounds parts in 6 mile
strips according to the now familiar pattern over most of the
united states and parts in a variety of other systems the area
of ohio in which kirtland is located is unique in being sur-
veyed into strips 5 miles inin width 13

in 1795 the state of connecticut sold without survey what
was guessed to be 3 million acres of land on the southern shore
of lake erie to a group of investors for the sum of 1 million

for a discusdiscussionslonsion of division of land see norman J thrower orzorloriginalginal
survey and land subdivision association of american geographers monograph
number four chicago rand mcnally and company 1966 henry howe
historical collections of ohio 2 vols cincinnati state of ohio 1908 vol
1 ppap 128136128 136 and ralph brown historical geography of the united states
new york harcourt brace and company 1948 ppap 212235212 235
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representing this group which operated under the name of the
connecticut land company general moses cleaveland led a
group of surveyors into the area in 17967961 and began a systematic
survey of the purchase it is of some interest to note that he
paused in his 68 day trip from the east to counsel with the in-
dians at buffalo new york and arrange purchase of the land
which in actuality belonged to the tribes although sold by con-
necticut purchase and treaty were arranged for a present of

500 two beef cattle 100 gallons of whiskey and a promise
from cleaveland to use his influence to obtain an annuity of

500 per year from the federal government with this settled
the survey began from the pennsylvania line to the cuyahogaCuyahoga
river

in the initial survey the land was divided into strips of 5

miles across those running north and south called ranges those
running east and west called townships within each 5 mile
square or 160000 acres there were 42 lots of 380 acres the lots
were numbered from the southwest corner to the north and re-
turning to the south so that lot 12 adjoined 1 and lot 42
was in the northeast corner 1

property within the tract was given out by drawing lots des-
ignatingigna ting which of the investors received a given area because of
the erratic value of the plains hills and swamps which the sur-
veyors had mapped A mr andrew hall received in 1799 asa s a
part of his share lot 17 of tract I11 of the township named after
mr turbandburband kirtland one of his colleagues hall sold the land
to a mr french for 300 in 1817 and french proceeded to estab-
lish a farm a brick kiln and a grist mill in 1818 french sold
some of his land to a william card for 1000 and other land
in the area owned by turbandburband kirtland was sold at that time
for about 2 or 3 an acre 10 a large profit on land that a few
years earlier had been purchased for about 3050 .3030 per acre

the rectangular surveys and sale or distribution of land
within these surveys over broad areas had an immediate impact
on the pattern of settlement no longer did the frontier move
out in well defined increments as with another tier of towns in
new england instead individual families scattered over large
areas often many miles from their neighbors villages and

hatcher westeinwestern reserve p 18
drawing received from clerk of thompson township geaugageaugh county

ohio
fielding mormon church in kirtland p 208
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towns became central places offering services to the surrounding
agricultural population rather than residential sites for farmers
who worked the fields surrounding thediedle village

speculation IN LAND

the concept that land could be sold by a government to
gain income which began on a large scale around 1760 inin new
england was in full bloom in 1835 there was however a
great deal of disagreement as to how land should be sold and
at what price some felt that it was the right of every free
citizen to be given free land some felt that land sales should
be restricted to very large units thus allowing only the
wealthy to obtain lands in the west the mood of congress
changed from time to time in 1796 the minimum purchase of
government lands was 640 acres at 2002.00200 per acre with half the
purchase price deferrable for one year in 1800 the minimum
changed to 320 acres and the buyer was permitted to pay 121 on
purchase 14 two yearsyes later and the final 14 fourom years later
in 1804 the minimum was lowered to 160 acres in 1820 the
minimum was made 80 acres and the price lowered to 1251.25125
per acre but no credit was allowed in 1832 a farmer could pur-
chase 40 acres and thus begin with an investment of only
500050.005000 17 during all of this period the values and regulations
on purchase of land from private land companies fluctuated
also and inin some areas land was being given free to veterans of
various wars as a compensation for services

the allowable minimum and credit provisions had a great
deal to do with howbow much land was sold few people on the
frontier hadbad cash on hand in any quantity with a provision
for deferring payment they could clear some of their land burn
the logs for potash harvest some corn hire out to an estab-
lished neighbor perhaps for a few days and meet their next
payment

if the price of land was seemingly not high neither were
the wages common labor in the early 1800s in the ohio area
paid about 75 75.75 to 100loo1.00100 for a dawn until dark day in 1828 a
laborer on the canal at dayton recalls being hired at 12.001200 per
month and having his pay cut to 900goo9.00900 at which point he quit
the job A bank cashier in dayton in 1814 was paid 40000400.0040000 per

ross M robertson history of methe american economy 2ndand ed new
york harcourtHarco urr brace and world inc 1964 p 105
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annum 18 in the early 1800s a lucky farmer might pick up extra
money from trapping in 1832 bear skins traded at about 4004.00400
muskrat 40 .4040 mink 3050 .3030 deer from 75100751.00757.7 5 1001.00loo100 wolf 25 .2525 but
silver fox went as high as 750075.007500 beaver were gone by 1837 19

income from furs for purchase of land was minor after the
1830s in ohio without credit it was difficult to obtain funds
from any source to buy land outright

scarcity of cash money was also a major problem and notes
which were issued by all sorts of banks were hazardous notes
existed from so many sources that banks and larger stores kept
a catalog against which to check incoming paper notes for their
current status an interesting aspect here is that some notes
which were known to be bogus circulated freely in a given area
by local agreement because they were printed nicely and on
high quality paper among legitimate bank notes those com-
ing up river from the bank of new orleans were highly re-
garded those notes with dix printed on the ten denomination
were known as dixiesdidies and it is thought by some that this is
where the term generally applied to the south originated

agriculture
it is difficult to imagine that there was anyone in the

western states in 1835 who did not believe that a great deal of
money could be earned by purchasing and holding land even
for a short time at the end of the revolutionary war the
frontier was located at what isis now rome new york or just
across the mountains into kentucky by 1835 independence
missouri was on the frontier and the line enclosing the region
of two to six people per square mile included illinois much of
arkansas and louisiana A few in the east thought that expan-
sionsion would be the downfall of the country but others were fore-
casting a population of 800 million by 1946 2021 or 264 million in
the mississippi valley alone 21 agricultural land would do
nothing but increase in value and urban land even more so rich
and poor alike bought and sold land often on credit hoping
for a riserise in value to cover their payment and return a quick
profit some became wealthy and others bankrupt

john F edgar pioneer life in dayton and vicinity dayton ohio W
J shuey publisher 1896 p 166

howe historical Collectcollectionszonslonsjons of ohio vol 1 p 534
brown2brownabrown histhistoricalor calcai geography p 92
glaabbaablaab scott and west of cities p 6
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in 1835 agriculture represented practically all of the econ-
omy in the kirtland area merchants and manufacturers were
few and nearly everyone engaged in serving some aspect of agri-
culture farming except for plowing and harrowing and draw-
ing loads was a hand operation dependent on human muscle
production of one acre of wheat took forty to fifty man hours
the cast iron plow patented in 1814 by jethro wood was
known and in general use in the east but was difficult to use
in the west where the soil tended to stick to its pitted surface
the steel plow was not invented by john deere until 1838
drill seeding did not come until after 1840 and while the
reaper was patented by mccormick in 1834 the machine did
not come into general use until about 1845 the horse drawn
hayrack invented about 1820 was slow in being adopted and
the threshing machine first became practical about 1836 22

chemical fertilizers were unknown but the use of manure was
well understood and those who did not apply this valuable re-
source to their fields were looked upon as poor farmers

quality of soil was equated with growth of particular trees
tall trees nut bearing trees such as oak and beech were con-
sidered indicators of good soil and the phrase to head for the
tall timber meant just that when choosing new land

maize or indian corn was the backbone of agriculture
corn was an ideal frontier crop A peck of corn would plant an
acre and yield from 50 to 110 bushels an acre 223 two bushels
of wheat weighing 120 pounds were required to plant an
acre and the yield was 15 to 20 bushels corn could be planted
with a hoe or even a sharp stick among the burned stumps and
branches it did not have to be harvested immediately when
ripened as did wheat it stored well and it was nourishing
made into whiskey it could be transported long distances at a
profit converted into pork it could be driven to market in
herds and frequently was in 1840 corn exceeded all other
grains inin ohio with over 33 million bushels

there were however many other agricultural products all
of the major grains were produced as well as large quantities
of potatoes crops such as hops hemp and flax tobacco and
even mulberry leaves for production of silk were also important

22ernest bogart and donald Derndemmererdernmerermerer economic history of the american
people new york longmans green and company 1948 p 260

flint geography and history vol 2 p 296
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horses cattle sheep swine and poultry were well distributed
and improving in quality fruits such as apples grew well and
orchards were widespread

manufacturing
while centers such as pittsburgh and cincinnati were boast-

ing of dozens of mills and factories by 1835 even cleveland
remained unimportant in this respect in northern ohio and
kirtland had no more than a few home industries the united
states census of 1840 lists the value of production from home
industries in lake county ohio as 18731.001873100 tanneriescanneriesTanneries em-
ployed ten men silk manufacture eight males and four females
brick and lime manufacture nine men etc the two major ac-
tivitiestivi ties were production of potash from wood ashes 153 tons
for lake county in 1840 and maple sugar 64931 pounds
ohio inin that year produced over 6 million pounds of sugar
mostly for home consumption

transportation
the key to prosperity for northern ohio or any other

western region in 1835 lay in cheap transportation it was
estimated in that year that the surplus products of the missis-
sippi valley were worth 20 million 2421 without a cheap way to
ship products to the market wide variations in price existed
within a few miles in 1817 for example flour was worth 15
a barrel in sandusky on lake erie but only worth 6 a barrel
in columbus near the center of the state where it could not
be shipped except by wagon during a few months of good
weather

prior to completion of the erie canal ohio was oriented
toward new orleans the kirtland area was isolated and
southern ohio was far advanced in settlement over the north
some authors were predicting that new orleans would become
the largest city in the world with its control over the trade of
the vast valley to the north except for the canals and later the
railroads that prediction might well have been correct

by 1835 trade over the erie canal was in full swing and
the ohio canal connecting cleveland with the ohio river to
the south was also functioning the two canals were effectively

harold E davis the economic basis of ohio politics 18201840182018401820 1840 the
ohio state archaeologicalarcheologicalArche ological and historical quarterly vol 47 1938 p 290
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connected by steamboats operating on lake erie the impact of
the canals was phenomenal from july to december of 1827
when the ohio canal opened water travel from cleveland to
akron 6059 barrels of flour 619 barrels of whiskey 102 tons
of tobacco 50 tons of butter 28 tons of cheese and 992 tons
of other products moved north while 3536 tons of salt 393
barrels of fish and 233 tons of other goods moved south in a
two week period during the same year over 600 settlers arrived
inin cleveland to remain or to move to adjacent counties exports
from cleveland which totaled just over 50000 in 1825 were
near 5 million by 1833 220255

highways were still crude or nonexistent in the kirtland
area in 1835 the firstsettlersfirst settlers came into thediedle area via the lake
some traveling over the ice by sleigh from buffalo during
winter 2 trails gradually developed along the township and
range lines where the surveyors had blazed the trees the
people followed the blazes to it becoming lost in the heavy
forest these trails which f the major survey divisions
were modified somewhat to c 4 steeper slopes as they were
widened and used for wagons but became essentially the skele-
ton of the transportation net by 1835 along with the routes
along the fossil beaches mentioned earlier

pioneers entering ohio more to the south first used buffalo
trails these trails were in some cases wide enough for small
wagons the buffalo were unexcelled in their choice of routes
offering the least possible slope even today many rail and
highway routes in ohio lie directly on the paths laid out by
these animals no better route having been found 27

moving goods by road in ohio in 1835 was both difficult
and expensive by canacanal one mule could tow a barge with as
much as twenty tons of cargo to move twenty tons over land
took perhaps twenty wagons and teams under the best condi-
tions and these conditions seldom existed for more than a few
weeks each year corderoy roads were used inin 1835 for crossing
local swamp regions but thediedle first plank road was not made
until 1837 near syracuse new york roads of crushed stone
were well known but very expensive costing around 10000 to

13000 per mile 2821 where such roads were built as turnpikes

davis economic basis ohio politics p 303
howe historical collections of ohio vol 3 p 284
shideler analysis ohio road system p 253
robertson history american economy p 101
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and a toll charged they were little used for freight because of0f
the expense which was often as high as or even higher per mile
than our modern toll highways A toll road in connecticut in
about 1800 for example charged 1212c121c per mile for a loaded
wagon and 4cac a mile for a man and a horse even sheep and
hogs were charged lc per mile per animal 299

LETS BUILD A CITY

one of the most remarkable aspects of the rapid occupation
of the area from the alleghenies to missouri within a few brief
years was the proliferation of villages towns and cities jesup
W scott an early promoter of ohio wrote of A west of
cities and proclaimed as early as 1841 that there would be
352 cities of a half million people in the mississippi valley
alone within a hundred years 30 he of course hoped to own
real estate inin several of them but he was hardly alone in his
estimates

beginning with the surveys of western new york the sur-
veyors were always on the watch for potential city locations
they and others were well aware of the potential value of
urban real estate and were quite aware of what made for urban
growth A waterfall a location to bridge an important river a
salt spring a potential highway route or later canal or rail
route deep water near the shoreline of one of the great lakes
matched perhaps by a natural route inland and visions of a
major urban center with its increasing land values would break
forth some of these dreams were realized and some died
quietly taking with them investments of a great deal of
money scott who on one occasionoccasion envisioned cincinnati as be-
coming the largest city in the country and was certain that
toledo would outdistance cleveland nevertheless points out
inin 1867 that land which he purchased for 12 an acre in
toledo was then worth 12000 an acre and that lots which
sold for 25 in about 1840 were then selling for 25000 31 in
1840 many were willing to take the risk

planning a completely new city seems a relatively rare thing
today particularly for the average individual in 18351855 however
it was not particularly rare and many settlers entering ohio

brown historical georgraphyGeor graphy p 103
glaab scott and west of citiesotiesotles p 6
glaab scott and west of cities p 11
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and other parts of the west had participated in planning and
opening up several potential cities by the 1830s most of the
city plans of plats were based on a simple gridirongrid iron arrange-
ment this offered an easily laid out plan with minimum ex-
pense in surveying and was well suited to the laying and selling
of town lots for quick return by investors A common practice
was to survey the townsite and the immediate surrounding area
into what was called inin lots and outoutletslots settlers would
purchase or receivereceive through drawing lots an in lot in the city
of about a half acre and also an outlotoutblot of perhaps five acres

this was done for example in dayton ohio 3212 and also as
early as the settlement at savanna georgia 33

when general moses cleaveland arrived at the mouth of
the cuyahogaCuyahoga river he pictured the location as ideal for the
capital of the lands being surveyed pacing off a 10 acre block
for a central square which seems to have been a very common
sizesize for such public squares he instructed his surveyor to lay
out a town plat the initial plat as mapped in 1796 shows the
10 acre square with major streets of 132 feet in width extending
from the four sides of the square outlets of 10 acres and up
to 100 acres were also surveyed 34

the platting of a city at kirtland was discussed as early as
1833 but an official drawing was not filed until april of 1837
the plat as filed with the geaugageaugh county courthouse chad-
ron ohio was signed by some 68 property owners including
the prophet joseph smith the city was a grid pattern to con-
sist of some 225 blocks each 10 acres in size and divided into
20 halfacrehalf acre lots the streets are shown as 4 rods 68 feet in
width oriented to magnetic north this plat was to be laid out
over existing property lines and terrain with little regard for
either a fact which antagonized many I1localocal non mormon resi-
dents some surveying was done and some of the 4500 platted
lots were sold before the saints left kirtland but after their
departure little or no attention was paid to the plat and today
there is little evidence that such a plan ever existed 335

it could be said that there is an important difference in
stating that the mormonscormons were there and stating that the

edgar life inin dayton p 21

john W reps the making of urban america princeton new jersey
princeton university press 1965 p 187

crepsreps3reps urganurban americaamer1ca p 231
fielding mormon church in kirtland p 217
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mormonscormons were there also in kirtland they were there also
they came into an area already settled already altered in
physical character to some extent by clearing of forests opening
of roads and opening of the canals which afforded an access
to market for agricultural and manufactured products it was a
familiar environment to most of the saints arriving there with
no major differences in climate or land form such as they en-
countered to the west in missouri and more so in the great
basin there was no experimentation with new crops or meth-
ods of agriculture as was needed later but there was also no
unoccupied land upon which to plat new cities or which to
farm land had to be purchased from others with payment for
the cost of improvements and be subject to the vagaries of cur-
rent speculation the land was all owned even to pull off the
road with the wagons and camp for the night as the saints left
for missouri required payment of a fee for occupying private
land 30

in being there also the mormonscormons were an integral part of
the tree in a forest of places and events to extract the tree
from the forest is to study it out of context an understanding
of the tree within the forest has only just begun

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 17 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1948 vol 3 p 109



the writing of

joseph smiths history

DEAN C JESSEE

on april 6 1830 the day the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints was organized joseph smith conveyed a
revelation to the church which began behold there shall be
a record kept among you from that time joseph smith
and his associates regarded record keeping as a duty impera-
tive 1

that this 1830 revelation motivated joseph smith s history
writing and record keeping efforts is evident from the amount
and nature of the records he created after that date the writ-
ing of his history was a subject of intense concern during the re-
maining years of his life in june 1840 he memorialized the
high council in nauvoo to relieve him from the anxiety
and trouble necessarily attendant on business transactions and
urged them to appropriate sufficient means for a clerk or
clerks to aid him in his important work 2 in 1843 when
his scribes willard richards and william W phelps reported
that noise from a nearby school class distracted them in thediedle
progress of writing the history joseph immediately ordered
mr cole the caretaker of the school to look out for another
place as the history must continue and not be disturbed the
prophet added there are but few subjects that I1 have felt

dean C jessee is a member of the staff at the LDS church histroianHistroian s office
in salt lake city

the revelation is published in the doctrine and covenants 211 franklin
D richards in answer to a question of hubert H bancroft how the mormonscormons
came to have an historian s and recorder s office when other people generally
neglected such things replied that the precedent was set in the 1830 revelation
and from that time record keeping became a duty imperative franklin D
richards bibliography of utah church historian s office july 1880
ppap 343 4

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed BH roberts salt lake city 1948 vol 4 ppap 136137136 137 cited hereafter
as DHC
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a greater anxiety about than my history which has been a very
difficult task 3 on another occasion he told william phelps
that the history must go ahead before anything else 4 the
records created as a result of this concern for history constitute
the prime sources for the life of joseph smith and for early
mormon history

since figures of the past are observed mainly through docu-
ments the accuracy of the view is highly dependent upon the
integrity of the sources in determining the authenticity of
early mormon sources pertaining to joseph smith the student
is faced with two problems 1 1 the identity of the scribes
who wrote the source material and 2 the method of com-
piling the history the second of these is dependent for its
solution upon the first

joseph smith did little of the actual writing of his history
according to his journal he seldom used the pen himself
dictating all of his communications to a scribe 5 shortly before
his death he wrote for the last three years I1 have a record of
all my acts and proceedings for I1 have kept several good
faithful and efficient clerks in constant employ they have
accompanied me everywhere and carefully kept my history
and they have written down what I1 have done where I1 have
been and what I1 have said 6

the number of scribes engaged in writing for joseph smith
during the final fourteen years of his life reflect his continued
concern for his history A list of these men the identification
of their handwriting and a brief summary of their clerical
service establishes their writing tenure and lays the groundwork
for understanding the nature of early mormon source material
furthermore it permits a reconstruction of the method of com-
pilationpi lation of joseph smith s history of the church

OLIVER COWDERY 180618501806 1850
scribe 182918381829 1838

oliver cowdery began writing for joseph smith on april 5

1829 and was the chief scribe of the book of mormon manu

ibid 6 p 66
ibid 5 p 394594
ibid 4 p 1 wednesday july 3rdard 185918391185911839 afternoon dictating

history thursday & friday assisted by br newel knight dictating history
11 the joseph smith diary that records this entry was written by james

mulholland
ibid 6 p 409
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THE compilation OF JOSEPH SMITHS HISTORY OF THE CHURCH

vol no page no dates covered when written by whom written

1805 1 1805 june 11 1839
james mulholland

prior to
59 sept 30 1830 nov 3 1839

oct 1 1830
robert B thompson

prior to

alA l1 aug 27 1841
75.7575 oct 31 1830

william W phelps
130 aug 1 1831
131133131 133 notes A B C willard richards
135 aug 2 1831

157 william W phelps
nov 1 1831

aug 30 1834 553 aug 30 1834193418541954 aug 24 1843
sept 1 1834 553 nov 16 1835 oct 1 1843 willard richards

apraar 9 1836 nov 7 1843
aug 6 1836 jan 4 1844
aug 5 1838 mar 2 1844blB l1 812oto010 joseph smith death

849 nov 2 1838
Nnovov 2 1838

dec 31 1840 mar 22 1845

dec 31 1841 apraar 4 1845 zclC l1 thomas bullock
feb 1 1842 apraar 14 1845 00

july 31 1842 1361 july 3 1845
aug 1 1842 july 4 1845

jan 1 1843 aug 20 1845
feb 28 1843 jan 15 1846

f
1486 mar 1 1843 exodus

dlD l1 july 1 18541854
by nov 1854 leo hawkins

1547 may 7 1843
1636 july 1 1843 cnp

Jjulyu 1 y 1 1843
robert L campbell t 1

elE l1 jan 1 1844 aug 20 1855 T

apraar 30 1844 2028 apraar 30 1844 apraar 5 1856 n
may 1 1844 1 may 1 1844 apraar 9 1856 sr

jonathan grimshaw
150

F 1 june 717 1856 Ajunetune 23 1844I1 aug 20 1856 leo0 hawkins1
aug 8 1844 304 aug 8 1844 nov 6 1856
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script he served as church recorder from april 1830 to march
1831 and again from september 1835 to 1837 he wrote a
history of the church covering the period from the time of
the finding of the plates up to june 12th 1831 7 in june 1831
he was appointed to select and write books for the church
schools and on may 1 1832 he along with W W phelps
and john whitmer was called to review and prepare revel-
ations to be printed in the book of commandments when
john whitmer was appointed to write the church history in
november 1831 oliver was assigned to give him counsel
and assistance 8 following the purchase of egyptian mummies
by the church at kirtland in july 1835 oliver assisted joseph
smith in the translation of some of the hieroglyphics and
later the egyptian alphabet 9 at far west missouri on dec-
ember 6 1837 he was appointed recording clerk standing
clerk of the council and recorder of patriarchal blessings 10

cowdery s service as a scribe had ended by april 12 1838
when he was considered no longer a member of the church
at a trial in missouri 11 his handwriting appears extensively
in the book of mormon manuscript joseph smith diaries the
183218351832 1835 letter book and patriarchal records

JOHN WHITMER 180218781802 1878
scribe 182918381829 1838

john whitmer was baptized in june 1829 he assisted
joseph smith with the translation of the book of mormon and
in arranging and copying church revelations in july 18183030 12

in june 1831 he replaced oliver cowdery as church recorder
a job that he accepted with reluctance

I1 was appointed by the voice of the elders to keep the
church record joseph sefflsrfflsmithi th jr said unto me you must also
keep the church history I1 would rather not do it but observed
that the will of the lord be done and if he desires it I1 desire
that he would manifest it through joseph the seer and thus
came the word of the lord behold it is expedient inin me that
my servant john whitmer should write and keep a regular

john whitmer the book of john whitmer p 25

doctrine and covenants 6924692 4 cited hereafter as dacd&c
DHC vol 2 p 286
ibid 2 p 527
ibid 3 p 17
ibid 1 p 104
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history and assist you my servant joseph in transcribing all
things which shall be given you and again it shall
be appointed unto him to keep the church record and history
continually for oliver cowdery I1 have appointed unto another
office 11313

in july 1832 joseph smith exhorted whitmer to remem-
ber the commandment to keep a history of the church & the
gathering and be sure to shew himself approved whereunto
he hath been called 14 his eefforts were officially discontinued
at a church trial in far west missouri on march 10 1838
when he was excommunicated from the church one of the
charges made against him was withholding the records of
the church when called for by the clerk 15 his history has
since been recovered and published 10 although not extensive
whitmer s other writing is found inin copies of revelations and
joseph smith s correspondence

SIDNEY RIGDON 179318761793 1876
scribe 183018381830 1838

sidney rigdon joined the church on november 14 1830
he met joseph smith in fayette new york in december 1830
and later that month was called to write for him and the
scriptures shall be given even as they are in mine own bosom
to the salvation of mine own elect 17 in october 1831 when
joseph smith renewed work on his revision of the scriptures
he was assisted by sidney who had moved to hiram to act
in his office as scribe to me 18 on september 24 1834 rigdon
was appointed one of a committee to arrange the items of
the doctrine of jesus christ 19 at kirtland he served as trustee
and conductor of the kirtland school where penmanship
arithmetic and english grammar were taught in 1838 he
taught grammar to the church presidency anandd assisted joseph

john whitmer book of john whitmer p 25 see also dacd&c 471 53

letter of joseph smith to hyrum smith july 31 1832 church histor-
ian s office cited hereafter as CHO

DHC vol 3 p 15
see church history journal of history ed heman C smith lamoni

iowa 1908 vol 1 no 1 and succeeding issues also john whitterswhitmersWhitmers
history modernmodem microfilm salt lake city caca 196611966 24 ppap

dacd&c 3520
DHC vol 1 p 219
ibid 2 p 165
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smith in compiling the history that was begun on april 27 of
that year 20 after the church left missouri there is no evidence
that sidney rigdon continued as a scribe to the prophet

FREDERICK GRANGER WILLIAMS 178718421787 1842
scribe 18321839185218391832185918521832 18391859

frederick G williamswilliams was converted to mormonism in
october 1830 he first met joseph smith in missouri in august
1831 his tenure as scribe began on july 20 1832 from which
time up to the commencement of the hebrew school in kirtl-
and iwasI1 was constantly in said smith s employ 21 in addition
to writing he served as counselor in the presidency of the church
beginning inin 1833 that same year he established a printing
firm in kirtland he assisted in gathering and arranging the
revelations of the church in 1834 and a year later he became
the editor of the northern times williams was excommuni-
cated from the church in march 1839 he returned in april
1840 and died at quincy illinois on october 10 1842 his
clerical service apparently ended at the time of his excom-
municationmunication 2212 williams handwriting appears in joseph smith s

1832 history diary 183218351832 1835 letterbookLetter book and numerous rev-
elationselations

ORSON HYDE 180518781805 1878
scribe 183318361833 1836

orson hyde joined the church in october 1831 his clerical
activity dates between june 6 1833 when he was appointed
clerk to the presidency and january 21 1836 when he was
replaced by warren parrish 223 his handwriting in manuscript
copies of revelations and the kirtland high council record
attest to his clerical efforts

george W robinson scriptory book of joseph smith p 34
CHO

frederick G williams undated manuscript FG williams papers CHO
A revelationre elation of march 8 1953193319351955 refers to williams as counselor and scribe
to joseph smith dacd&c 9019

22joseph smith referred to waw1williamsiliamsilliams as a man in whom I1 place the great-
est confidence and trust joseph smith diary 183218341832 1834 nov 19 183318531835
this esteem was shown in the naming of joseph s second son frederick G

DHC vol 1 p 353 edward partridge diary january 21 1836
hyde s extensive missionary activity during 183618381836 1838 would further preclude
his writing very much after 1836



two pages of willard richards diary showing his method of recording his
writing progress inin the manuscript of joseph smithssmiths history these pages
indindicatecate that between july 29 and august 13 1843 richards wrote ppap 489
to 526 of the manuscript his reference on august 7 to a new plan on the
history refers to the commencement on that date of a slight change inin the
format of the history which continues from p 509 of the manuscript wherein
dates and brief summary notations from the text were written inin the margin
of each page as a finding aid
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WILLIAM WINES PHELPS q792179218721792 1872
scribe 183118441851184418311831851851 IP 1844

william W phelps arrived in kirtland ohio in june 1831
where he was employed inin the work of printing and of select-
ing and writing books for schools inin the church with oliver
cowdery 224 A monthamonthalmonth later he was called as a printer unto the
church to establish a printing press in jackson county mis-
souri where he became editor of the evening and morning
star inin june 1832 25 A specific date for the beginning of his
clerical activity is not known but he assisted in writing early
revelations he also wrote for joseph during the study of the
egyptian records 20 in may 1832 he was appointed with oliver
cowdery and john whitmer to prepare revelations for pub-
licationli and in 1835 assisted the committee in compiling the
doctrine and covenants 2721 phelps was excommunicated from
the church in march 1839 but returned again in 1841 having
trembled at the gulf I1 have passed 21211121212828 in 1843 he was assist-

ing willard richards on joseph smith s history 229 his clerical
efforts are evident in early manuscript revelations the egyptian
alphabet a manuscript of the book of abraham patriarchal
records and the 1839 joseph smith history 30

WARREN PARRISH

scribe 183518371835 1837
warren parrish was appointed scribe to joseph smith on

october 29 1835 at 150015.001500 per month and began writing
in the prophet s 1835361835 36 history 31 parrish s calling was an-
nounced in a revelation on november 14 1835

he shall see much of my ancient records and shall know
of hidden things and shall be endowed with a knowledge of

dacd&c 555454
dacd&c 57571111 DHC vol 1 p 217
26ibid26ibid 2 ppap 236 286
21 ibid21ibid 1 p 270 2 p 227

ibid 4 p 142
21william21william W phelps diary january 19 1843 CHO on january 20

1843 joseph smith gave dr richards and WW phelps some instructions
about the history DHC vol 5 p 253

see chart on p 463
joseph smith recorded on october 29 1835 went to dr williams

after my large journal returned home and my scribe commenced writing
inin my journal a history of my life concluded president cowdery s second letter
to WW phelps which president williams had begun DHC vol 2 p293
the large diary referred to here is the book that was later labeledrelabeledre as alA lA
which became the first volume of joseph s history of the church
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robert B thompson s handwriting and the beginning of william W phelps
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hidden languages and if he desire and shall seek it at my hands
he shall be privileged with writing much of my word as a
scribe unto me for the benefit of my people therefore this
shall be his calling and it shall be said of him in time to
come behold warren the lords scribe for the lord s seer
whom he hath appointed in israel 32

when illness deprived joseph smith of warren s servicesservices
in december 1835 the prophet wrote 0 may god heal him
and for his kindness to me 0 my soul be thou grateful to
him and bless him and he shall be blessed of god forever
for I1 believe him to be a faithful friend to me therefore my
soul delightethdelighteth in him 3331 on december 30 joseph spent
the day reading hebrew inin company with my scribe who
is recovering his health which gives me much satisfaction for
I1 delight in his company 334 however when the illness con-
tinued into january warren wrote to joseph 1 I have a violent
cough and writing has a particular tendency to injure my
lungs I1 therefore with reluctance send your journal to
you until my health improves 35 on february 8 1836 joseph
reported that elder parrish my scribe received my journal
again his health is so much improved that he thinks he will
be able with the blessing of god to perform his duty 1336

parrish s clerical performance can be followed during
this illness in the handwriting of the 1835361835 36 history and
the prophet s smaller journal covering the same period parrish
wrote pages 5710457 104 and 134189134 189 of thedie history37history37 the break
apparently coinciding with the illness and 160 pages of
joseph s 1835361835 36 diary on january 21 1836 warren parrish
succeeded orson hyde as scribe for the presidency 38

by december 1837 warren parrish s tenure as scribe had
ended returning to kirtland on about the tenth of the month
joseph smith reported

during my absence inin missouri warren parrish and
some others united together for the overthrow of the church
soon after my return this dissenting band openly and publicly
renounced the church of christ of latter day saints and claimed
themselves to be the old standard calling themselves the church

DHC vol 2 ppap 311312311 312
DHC vol 2 p 344
ibid 2 p 345
ibid 2 p 385

16ibid 2 p 393
37joseph smith history of the church alA l1

edward partridge diary january 21 1836
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of christ excluding the word saints and set me at naught
and the whole church denouncing us as heretics 39

SYLVESTER SMITH
scribe 185418361834183618541834 18361856

sylvester smith was baptized shortly after the organization
of the church he was appointed a member of the first high
council organized at kirtland and is listed as a clerk of the
council in meetings of august and september 1835 he was
one of three clerks of the general assembly of the church held
at kirtland in august 1835 he was appointed by joseph smith
on january 25 1836 as acting scribe for the time being or
till elder parrish shall recover his health 40

WARREN A COWDERY 178818511788 1851
scribe 183618381836 1838

warren A cowdery was appointed presiding high priest
over the branch of the church at freedom new york in nov-
ember 1834 and did not arrive in kirtland until february 25
1836 when the firm oliver cowdery and company was dis-
solved in 1837 and the management transferred to joseph
smith and sidney rigdon warren A cowdery became their
agent in the printing office and book bindery he also served
as editor of the messenger and advocate

church records indicate that he wrote more extensively
than reference to his name which appears over the title as-
sistant recorder would indicate 41 he kept kirtland council
minutes wrote in joseph smith s diary and 1835361835 36 history
and patriarchal records warren did not continue with the
church after the kirtland difficulties in 1838

GEORGE W ROBINSON 1814
scribe 183618401836 1840

george W robinson s name appears as clerk and rec-
order on minutes of the kirtland high council between
january 1836 and november 27 1837 42 he was elected gen

DHC vol 2 p 528
40ibid 2 p 385 joseph smith diary 1835361835 36 january 25 1836 p

142 the diary shows that sylvester smith wrote ten pages in warren parrish s
absence

see the book of patriarchal blessings 1834 ppap 3612136 121 127129127 129
42see kirtland council minutes 183218371832 1837 CHO
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eral church recorder on september 17 1837 in place of oliver
cowdery who had gone to missouri43missouri43 and at the general con-
ference in far west missouri on april 6 1838 he was sus-
tained as general church recorder and clerk to the first pres-
idency 44 in april 1838 he assisted with the writing of the
history that was begun that year 45

intending to move to iowa george robinson was released
from his clerical calling on october 3 1840 he later left the
the church

JAMES mulholland 180418391804 1839
scribe 183818391838 1839

james mulholland commenced writing for joseph smith
on monday september 3 1838 4 his writing was interrupted
by the missouri imprisonment of the prophet but resumed
again on april 22 1839 47 mulholland wrote at joseph smith s

dictation the beginning pages of the 1839 history incorporat-
ing the history written in 18318518388 48

while the prophet was enroute to washington DC in
november 1839 james mulholland died he was regarded
by his employer as a man of fine education a faithful
scribe 49

ROBERT BLASHEL THOMPSON 181118411811 1841
scribe 183918411839 1841

robert B thompson joined the church in may 1836 after
the expulsion of the saints from missouri in 1839 he began
writing for the quincy argus and was also engaged as a clerk
in the courthouse there in may 1839 he was selected as one

DHC4dhc vol 2 p 513515
44ibid 3 ppap 131413 14
41 this day was chiefly spent in writing a history of this church from the

earliest period of its existence up to this date by presidents joseph smith jr
& sidney rigdon myself also engaged in keeping this record george W robi-
nson scriptory book of joseph smith ppap 34 37 38 robinson makes
further reference to the hishistorytory on succeeding days monday the 30th this
day was spent by the first presidency in writing the history of the church
tuesday ist may 1838 this day was also spent in writing church history by
the first presidency wednesday 2ndand this day was also spent in writing history

frifridayday 4thath this day also was spent in studying & writing history by the
presidency ibid see also DHC vol 3 ppap 252625 26

16jamesjames mulholland diary CHO
ibid
see footnote 83
DHCIIDHC vol 4 p 89
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the beginning page of joseph smith s history of the church volvoi alA l p 1
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of a committee to gather historical data for the church he
succeeded george W robinson as general church clerk on
october 3 1840211840 50 in the following month he assisted elias
higbee in writing a petition to congress for redress of mor-
mon ggrievancesrievancesgrievancesrievances in missouri 51 on february 3 1841 he was
elected nauvoo city recorder and also served as associate
editor of the times and seasons

thompson died on august 27 1841 at the time of his
death joseph smith noted that he had done much writing
for myself and the church 5212 his clerical contribution is seen
in pages of the 1839 history joseph s 1838431838 43 letter book
patriarchal records and private correspondence 53

HOWARD CORAY 181719081817 1908
scribe 184018411840 1841

howard coray s clerical association with joseph smith is
explained in coray s autobiography

on the 3dad or 4thath day of april 1840 1I set out with a few
others for nauvoo for the purpose of attending conference and
to gratify a curiosity that I1 had to see the prophet some time
during the conference I1 took occasion to visit him in company
with joseph wood he introduced me to brother joseph with
something of a flourish telling him that I1 was a collegiate from
jacksonville college this was not true and was not authorized
by me the prophet after looking at me a little and asking me
some questions wished to know whether it would be convenient
for me to come to nauvoo and assist or rather clerk for him
As this was what I1 desired I1 engaged at once to do so and in
about 2 weeks thereafter I1 was busily employed in his office
copying a huge pile of letters into a book correspondence with
the elders as well as other persons that had been accumulating
for some time I1 finished the job of copying letters I1 was
then requested by bro joseph to undertake in connection with
ED woolley the compilation of the church history this
I1 felt to decline as writing books was something in which I1

10ibid10ibid 4 p 204
ibid p 237

52ibid p 411 A letter of joseph and hyrum smith to oliver granger
on august 30 1841 reports thompson s death all things prosper in this
place except the loss we have sustained in the death of two of our most valu-
able men brother DC smith & robert B thompson both have recently died
of what I1 call a quick consumption thyr deseasedebease was upon theyrthear lungs they
wasted a way in one week & spit up theyrthear verry vitals they are gone theyrthear
loss is irraparableirreparableirraparable but we must be submissive to the will of god original inin
huntington library

joseph ordered bro thompson to write a few lines to bishop ripl-
ey in his name william clayton diary march 26 1841
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had had no experience but bro joseph insisted on my under-
taking it saying if I1 would do so it would prove a blessing to
me asiongas longiong as I1 should live his persuasive arguments prevailed
and accordingly in a short time bro woolley and myself were
busily engaged in compiling the church history the prophet
was to furnish all the materials and our business was not only
to combine and arrange in chronological order but to spread
out or amplify not a little inin as good historical style as may be
bro woolley s education not being equal to minemine he was to
get the matter furnished him in as good shape as he could
and my part was to go after him and ffixix his up as well as I1
could making such improvement and such corrections in his
grammar and style as I1 might deem necessary on seeing his
work I1 at once discovered that I1 had no small job on my
hands as he knew nothing whatever of grammar however I1
concluded to make the best I1 could of a bad job and thus
went to work upsetting and recasting as well as casting out
not a little seeing how his work was handled he became
considerably discouraged and rather took offenceoffense at the way
and manner in which I1 was doing things and consequently
soon withdrew from the business immediately after bro
woolley left I1 succeeded in obtaining the services of dr
miller who had written for the press and he was consider-
ably accustomed to this kind of business now I1 got on much
better I1 continued until we used up all the historical matter
furnished us by the prophet and as peculiar circumstances
prevented his giving attention to his part of the business we
of necessity discontinued our labors and never resumed this
kind of business again 54

coray s reference to copying letters in a book is confirmed
by his handwriting in joseph smith s 18584518384318384518584318581838 4543 letter book 05

he also copied extensively in the patriarchal records however
existing manuscripts do not indicate that either coray or wool-
ley worked on the history a fact that may be explained by
the loss of church records

JAMES SLOAN 1792
scribe 18401845184018431840 18451843

james sloan s clerical talents were divided between church
and municipal assignments on february 53 1841 he was elect-
ed nauvoo city recorder and at a church conference on octo-
ber 2 was appointed general church clerk to replace robert

howard coray autobiography CHO ppap 17 192019 20
coray s last letter book entry is one of october 19 1840 which may

suggest a terminal date for his letter copying
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B thompson z36G in july 1841 he was appointed secretary to
the nauvoo house association in which appointment he was
inm charge of recording stock certificates and account books A
year later he was serving as secretary of the nauvoo legion 57

As a church clerk sloan recorded patriarchal blessings and
ordinances for the dead in 1843 he was called on a mission to
ireland which terminated his clerical career prior to his de-
parture he brought the desk containing city and church books
and papers to the mayor s office 58

nauvoo municipal court and city council records church
patriarchal records and joseph smith s correspondence pro-
vide evidence of his ability

WILLARD RICHARDS 180418541804 1854
scribe 184118541841 1854

willard richards joined the church on december 31 1836
in kirtland ohio he was in england from june 1837 to aug-
ust 16 1841 during part of which time he edited the millen-
nial star upon his return to illinois he began a significant
career as clerk and compiler of history when on december 13
1841 he commenced writing as a church recorder and a year
later on december 21 1842 he was appointed joseph smith s
11private secretary & historian 59 later on july 30 1843 rich-
ards was appointed general church recorder to replace james
sloan he was present in the carthage jail at the time joseph
and hyrum smith were killed in 1844 under his direction two
years later church records were packed and transported across
the plains from nauvoo to salt lake valley

he contributed significantly to nauvoo municipal affairs
on october 30 1841 he was elected to the city council and
a month later he became editor of the times and seasons
he was appointed city recorder in august 1843 and also served
as clerk of the municipal court

joseph smith s daily journal for the years 184218441842 1844 por-
tions of the 1838431838 43 letter book and nauvoo municipal re-
cords all prime sources behind the prophet s history were
written by willard richards he wrote extensively in the fin

DHC vol 4 ppap 292 424
ibid 5 p 82
ibid p 520
willard richards diary december 1513 1841 also joseph smith

diary dec 21 1842
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isheddished manuscript of the history and took a leading role in its
compilation both before and after the death of the prophet
joseph regarded him as a man in whom I1 have the most
implicit confidence and trust he has done me great good
and taken a great burthen off my shoulders since his arrival
in nauvoo go

WILLIAM CLAYTON 181418791814 1879
scribe 184218441842 1844

william clayton arrived in nauvoo from england in dec-
ember 1840 he began writing for joseph smith on february
10 1842 bro kimball came in the morning to say that I1
must go to joseph smith s office and assist bro richards
clayton wrote in his diary 1 I accordingly got ready and went
to the office and commenced entering tithing for the temple 01

when willard richards temporarily left nauvoo in june 1842
the entire clerical responsibility of joseph smith s office was
given to clayton 62 upon richards s return in october clayton
continued as a clerk until joseph smith s death in 1844

clayton wrote extensively in the record book of the nauvoo
masonic lodge recorded joseph smith sermons and assisted
with his correspondence 63

THOMAS BULLOCK 181618851816 1885
scribe 184318451843185664185618566464

thomas bullock immigrated to nauvoo from england in
18451843 he is first mentioned as a scribe to joseph smith in
november 1843 on may 13 1844 he was appointed clerk of
the ship maid of iowa and on june 16 was transferred to
joseph smith s office bullock became the chief scribe under
willard richards when work resumed on the joseph smith
history in 1845 he was also chief clerk of the pioneer com-
pany in 1847 and was employed in the same capacity in the

letter of joseph smith to jennetta richards june 25 1842 CHO
william clayton diary feb lo1010 1842
2dhcDHC vol 5 p 49 on july 2 1842 the day richards left nauvoo

joseph rode out in the city with my clerk mr clayton ibid p 52

A letter of joseph smith to judge thomas dated june 26 1844 isiislsi

signed by wm clayton clerk for joseph smith
although bullock continued wrwritingting untuntilI1 his death the terminal date of

1856 given here indicates the completion of work on joseph s history
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historian s office in salt lake city under willard richards
and george A smith

bullock s mainmalnmainmaln contribution consisted of writing nearly 700
pages of the manuscript of joseph smith s history and he
wrote extensively in nauvoo municipal council and court re-
cords and in the papers of joseph smith

GEORGE A SMITH 181718751817 1875

although george A smith did not personally write for
joseph smith he was closely associated with the prophet and
assisted willard richards on the history in nauvoo under
his direction the compilation of the history was completed in
salt lake city in 1856 franklin D richards said of george
A smith that he possessed a very tenacious and powerfully
retentive memory any person or thing he ever saw or heard
once committed to memory or even carefully read he seemed
never to forget he was a man of great versatility of thought
and idea and seemed peculiarly adapted to that labor and re-
sponsibility 65

WILFORD WOODRUFF 180718981807 1898
wilford woodruff was not a personal scribe to joseph

smith his literary contribution consists of his diary record
of events in the prophet s life and the assistance he gave george
A smith during the final stages of the history compilation
on february 12 1855 he spent part of the day at the hist-
orian s office examining my journals containing joseph s
sermons preparatory for publication in the church history 66

two years later he wrote

I1 have never spent any of my time more profitably for
the benefit of mankind than in my journal writing for a great
portion of the church history has been compiled from my jour-
nals and some of the most glorious gospel sermons truths and
revelations that were given from god to this people through the
mouth of the prophets joseph and brigham heber and the
twelve could not be found upon the earth on record only in
my journals and they are compiled in the church history and
transmitted to the saints of god in all future generations 67

franklin D richards bibliography of utah p 3

wilford woodruff diary february 12 1855
ibid march 17 1857
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ROBERT LANG CAMPBELL 182518741825 1874
scribe 184518501845 1850 18541856681854 185668

robert L campbell arrived in nauvoo from scotland in
april 1845 and on may 3 commenced writing in the historian s

office he was a scribe for the patriarch john smith after
his arrival in salt lake valley in 1848 he went to england
as a missionary and did not return to his employment in the
historian s office until november 20 1854 he copied an
extensive portion of joseph smith s history into volumes dlD l1
and elE l1

LEO HAWKINS 183418591834 1859
scribe 185318566918531856918531855 18566918569
leo hawkins an english convert to the church arrived in
salt lake city inin 1850 and was engaged as a clerk in the his-
torian s office on sept 20 1853 70 his writing on the history
is seen on more than 200 pages in volumes dlD l1 and flF l1 and in
the compilation of joseph smith s sermons in 185918591 at the age
of 25 he died of tuberculosis

JONATHAN GRIMSHAW

scribe 185318561853 1856

little is known of jonathan grimshaw except that he was
employed in the historian s office as a clerk between june 7

1853 and september 1856 when he left utah territory for
the east 71 he was the penman for the first 150 pages of
volume flF l1 of the josephsmithjosephjosephSmithsmith history and he assisted in
compiling the prophet s sermons from existing manuscripts

EARLY ATTEMPTS TO WRITE A HISTORY

while this is not a definitive list 7212 the foregoing men wrote
or assisted in compiling the bulk of early mormon church

these dates indicate campbell s years of employment in the historian s
office prior to completion of the joseph smith history

these dates indicate the years of hawkins clerical work during the
compilation of joseph smith s history

historian s office journal date indiindicatedcatedbated
aonvon7onon june 7 1853 grimshaw wrote this morning dr richards sent for

me and introduced me into his new office as a clerk president s office
journal

aa2aA complete listing of those who wrote for joseph smith or were engaged
in clerical work for the church prior to 1846 would include the following
john corrill elias higbee almon babbitt erastus snow ebenezer robinson
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history sources between 1829 and 1856 identification of their
handwriting establishes with relative accuracy the nearness of
these sources to joseph smith and lays the groundwork for
reconstructing the prophet s effort to write a history 73

evidence substantiates joseph s repeated concern to write
a history that would do justice to the cause 74 thetiletlle picture
that emerges is one of repeated beginnings due to frustrating
circumstances that he explained after early efforts to write
had ended in failure 705 available sources show that seven at-
tempts were made to write the history prior to 1839

1 the history written by oliver cowdery covering the period
from the time of the of 117157finding the plates up to june 1831

2 the john whitmer history covering the post 1831 years
after oliver cowdery s history left off this record was re-
tained by whitmer after he left the church 77

jonathan H hale thomas burdick joseph pine john gould salmon warner
john knapp franklin D richards charles W wandell wilmerwinnerwiimer benson
hosea stout john D lee william wightman john L smith lysander M
davis james carroll edwin D woolley john cleminson jonathan dunham
JC snow bradford W elliott arthur millikin john 0 angus curtis E
bolton david candland and george D watt

see charts on ppap 441 463
DHC vol 4 p 470
several factors hindered the writing of the history long imprison-

ment vexatious and long continued lawsuitslaw suits the treachery of some clerks
the death of others and poverty from continued plunder and driving

11 DHC vol 4 p 470 so far as the clerical difficulties were concerned
of the men listed above who wrote during joseph smith s lifetime nine apostaacosta
tizedsized from the church two died at critical points in writing the history and one
retained church records entrusted to him

this history has not been found it may have been the manuscript referred
to in a letter of andrew jenson to franklin D richards during jenson s
search for historical records in missouri inin 1893 you speak of the oliver
cowdery manuscript which is supposed to have contained the record of the
restoration of the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchi sedek priesthood you may be sure that that was the
first I1 looked for and inquired after but there is nothing in whitmerswhittersWhitmers book
about it and mr schweich said he did not think there was anything in the
papers left after the late david whitmer bearing on this point although he
admitted that there was a whole box full of old documents which had not
been examined since david whitmer died mr schweich rather conveyed the
idea that the oliver cowdery heirs in southwest city mo had oliver cowd-
ery s old papers but he did not know if mr schweich admits to you that
they are inin possession of the oliver cowdery record he denies it to me
jenson to richards september 14 1893

it was not until andrew jenson visited george schweich brother in law
to the deceased david whitmer in missouri in september 1893 that the church
obtained a copy of the whitmer history 1 I boarded another train which
brought me 5 miles to richmond where I1 went to work immediately copying
john whitmer s old record in the store of geo schweich who assisted me some
in reading proof mr schweich did not think that the little old book with faded
writing was the very book that I1 had been hunting for but as I1 perused it I1
came to the conclusion without telling him so that it contained all that john
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3 an unfinished 18321852 history in the handwriting of frederick
G williams and joseph smith 78

4 an 18541834 fragment of history in the handwriting of oliver
cowdery 79

5 the 18343518545518345518543518541834 5535 history published in the messenger and ad-
vocatedvocate

6 an 18555618353618553618551835 5636 history in the handwriting of frederick G will-
iams warren parrish and warren A cowdery 81

7 the 18381858 history that was started by joseph smith sidney
rigdon and george A robinson on april 27 of that year 8212

the difficulties surrounding these early efforts to write
an official history did not diminish after it was resumed in
18591839 the writing of this final version usually known as
joseph smith s documentary history constitutes an exercise
in perseverance that was begun in nauvoo in 18391859 and com-
pleted in salt lake city in 1856 detail provides answers to
some of the questions of authorship and methodology that
have shrouded the study of the history
whitmer ever wrote on church history hence I1 was anxious to copy every
word contained in it mr schweich reluctantly allowed me to take it to my
hotel where I1 spent all night copying and in the morning returned the original
to him I1 was very pleased indeed to obtain a copy of this old whitmer record
it isis well known that john whitmer was appointed the first historian of the
church and it was also known that he when he apostatized refused to give up
this record to the church authorauthoritiestl es and now when found we discovered that
it contained only a little of historical value yet john whitmer recorded events
which are not recorded elsewhere andrew jenson autobiography p 209
john whitmer s history has since been published twice see footnote 16

this six page account is the only history containing the actual hand-
writing of joseph smith a fact that was not detected when this account was
previously analyzed the pages containing this record were originally part of
joseph smith s 1832351832 35 letter book and contalcontainn hihiss account of the faf1firstrst visivlsivisionon
and the visits of moroni see dean C jessee early accounts of joseph smith s
first vision BYU studies vol 9 spring 1969 ppap 277278277 278

located in volume alA l1 of the 1839 history this fragment consists of
pages labeled for a genealogy of the presidents of the church and daily
entries for december 5 6 1834 under the heading of chapter I1 it isis
recorded on the first twenty pages of the volume following which the page
numbering continues on blank pages

this historystory was written inin the form of a series of letters between
oliver cowdery and WW phelps that were published during the year begin-
ning october 1835 it contains random church history events beginning with
the priesthoodpr4esthoodpriesthood restoration and termterminatingnati ng wlwithth the visit of moroni

thishis record is located on pages 4613446 134 of volume alA l1 following the
18341854 history this account consists of a recopying of the messenger and advo-
cate cowdery phelps letters followed by daily third person diary entries of
events in joseph smith s life covering the dates between september 22 1835
and january 18 1836

12this document has not been found
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THE HISTORY compilation IN NAUVOO

joseph smith began dictating the history in its present
form to his clerk james mulholland on june 11 183918591839s3

apparently using the 1838 history as a basis 84 according to
george A smith the format and style of the history was de-
terminedter by joseph

the plan of compiling the history of joseph smith from
the journals kept by his clerks willard richards william clay-
ton wilford woodruff and thomas bullock was commenced
by himself extracting items of necessary information in regard
to general and particular movements from the times and sea-
sons millennial star wasp neighbor and other publications
extracts from city councils municipal courts and mayors
dockets and legion records which were all kept under his
direction also the movements of the church as found inin con-
ference minutes high council records and the records of the
several quorumsquorums together with letters and copies preserved on
file also noted remarkable occurencesoccurrences throughout the world
and compiled them under date of transaction according to the
above plan 85

james mulholland wrote the initial fifty nine pages of the
history at least part of which was copied from the history
begun the previous year these pages cover events from joseph
smith s birth to september 30 1830 however mulholland s

untimely death on november 3 1839 temporarily terminated
work on the history robert B thompson who was appointed
church clerk in october 1840 replaced mulholland but wrote
even less than his predecessor before he too died on august

joseph smith s 1839 diary kept by james mulholland records the begin-
ning of the history monday loth june began to study & prepare to
dictate history tuesday commenced to dictate and I1 to write history wednes-
day thursday & friday generally so employed mulholland also recorded
his writing activity in his own diary commenced again to write for the
church on monday the 22nd april 1839 may 9 all this time busy for
church monday 27 writing all day for church thursday writing and examnexamaexamin-
ing papers &cac friday & saturday writing monday 3rdard june & tuesday writing
for church monday 10 tuesday wednesday and thursday 13th & writing &cac
for church history monday 17th and tuesday writing history wednesday
forenoon unwell afternoon writing history thursday forenoon studying for
history saturday copying inin letter book monday 24th allalailI1 this week copying
letters wednesday afternoon writing history absent in quincy illinois
monday 22 july commenced again to write friday writing & recording his-
tory the letters he mentions copying were very probably those he wrote inin
joseph smith s 1838431838 43 letter book seventy three pages of which are in his
hand

evidence that the history was rewritten in 1839 incorporating the 1838
effort isis elaborated inin jessee early accounts ppap 286287286 287

letter of george A smith to wilford woodruff april 21 1856 CHO
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27 1841 su following robert thompson WW phelps wrote
the manuscript to november 1 1831

not until willard richards was appointed secretary to
joseph smith in december 1842 was any significant progress
made on the history at the time he began writing not more
than 157 pages had been completed covering events up to
november 1 1831 by may 8 1843 he had written 114 pages
beyond WW phelps last entry at the time of joseph smith s

death the narrative was written to august 5 1838 87117 rich-
ards described his efforts in a march 1844 letter

it isis now seven years sincesince I1 have laid my head one night
in my own house during that time I1 have been in england near
four years and the remainder of the time have spent in writing
the history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
which of course will afford no income until it is completed and
printed which cannot possibly be done for one or two years it
isis a great work and all important to the church and world 88

besides writing the main history willard richards by 1844
had created or collected for the prophet much of the source
material upon which the remainder of the compilation of the
history depended

writing of the history resumed in february 1845 under
the direction of the council of the twelve it was to be com-
piled according to the plan which joseph smith while
in prison just previous to his murder requested elder willard
richards to continue 89 with the entry of august 6 1838
begins thomas bullock s handwriting in the text in his diary
bullock chronicled the progress of the work

dec 9 1844 at daylight went to phelps for books &cac then to
dr richards I1 was sworn in deputy recorder

10 at the drs all day writing in record books &cac
18 examining church papers endorsing same according to

date

see chart on p 441
progress in the writing of the history between may 8 1843 and march

2 1844 can be followed in willard richards diary where he lists the pages
written for each day august 24 1843 5545 commenced on the 2dad vol of
the history 1311B13bl11l isis an example A page from the diary is reproduced on
p 445

letter of willard richards to mr moffatt augusta illinois march
27 1844 CHO

smith to woodruff april 21 1856 that the history following joseph
smismithth s death was based upon sources created during his life as stated in this
letter is verified by comparing the sources with the history

for a partial listing of these see the chart on p 463
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19 going through church records making a list of places not
copied also of papers

24 went to dr R then to the old office searching out the old
church papers afterwards endorsing same

christmas 25 very dirty went to dr Rs indorsing papers and
filing in proper bundles gathering the leaves of record
books inin proper place saw a bee in the window dined
with dr R & suppedcupped

jan 14 1845 recording church history
16 dr & I1 preparing for history all day
17 dr & I1 preparing church history
18 GA smith called in the afternoon about the history

of the church staid some time dr & I1 on the church
history

17 feb 184511845 writing in church history book all day
18 geese flying north writing in church history
19 geese flying north birds singing beautiful spring day a

spider and flies all day writing church history
20 I1 & dr writing history
22 office all day writing church history

march 15 finished the year 1839 wrote 56 pages last
week

saturday 22 writing history all day finished the year 1840
april 4 copying history till noon finished 1841
monday 14 office writing history commenced at february 1

1842 went home at 7 tired

friday 18 writing history finished june 1842

may 3 saturday office writing history finished july 1842
being the end of vol 3 90

monday 5 got up mp 4 morning prayer started for office
20 min to 6 called upon bro wandell & went to office writing
inin book 3 and commenced in new book at 11 am and wrote

till ep evening prayer 5 91

thursday 3 july writing history finished vol 3 containing
about 343000 words

vol 3 corresponds to volume clC l1 as later labeled see chart on p 441
the new book would bevolumebe Volume dlD l1
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friday 4 writing history inin 4thath vol dildlD 11l

friday 25 writing history till 7 at ep 3 had a hunt in
office caught 11 micemice 92

although bullock s personal diary ends on august 5 1845
an office journal kept concurrently by him indicates the con-
tinued progress on the history

monday 4 august 184518451 TB thomas Bullbuilbulibullocklbullockybullockockl com-
menced history 1422 34 page and writing till 3

wednesday 20 TB writing history in 4 vol in P M commenced
the year 1843

tuesday 6 jan 184611846 dr willard richards dictating
history while TB wrote it

saturday 10 TB writing history in book D till 12 when dr
returned from temple after dinner he dictated & I1 wrote
history until sunset wrote up to feby 2143

thursday 15 TB writing book D finished feb 28 93

in the months immediately preceding the departure of the
saints from nauvoo every effort was made to collect histori-
cal data on november 16 1845 willard richards wrote an
epistle to the saints

all those who have letters or documents of any kind in
their possession which inin any way relate to the history of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints are requested to
leave them with the historian before tomorrow evening

every individual who may be in possession of any fact
circumstance incident event or transaction which they wish re-
corded in the general history of the church will report it in
writing before tomorrow evening

the historian wants all books maps charts papers docu-
ments of every kind name and nature and all information that
may relate to or have a bearing in any wise upon the history of
the church before him inin his office within twenty four hours

important items of history have frequently been presented
at too late an hour to gain an insertion therefore I1 would say

thomas bullock diary feb 11 1844 aug 5 1845
historian s office journal april 3 1845 february 6 1846
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that the documents now wanting are for the years 43443 4 and 5

but if any of the brethren have any items of valuable history
of any date they may hand them inin and they will be filed away
for future use 94

THE HISTORY compilation AFTER NAUVOO

by february 4 1846 the day the books were packed for
the journey west the history had been completed to march 1

18451843 thomas bullock had written 674 pages of the history
A notation following the entry of february 28 establishes the
terminal point of the history compilation in nauvoo end of
W richards compiling the books packed feb 4 1846 in nau-
voo miles romney present T bullock clerk 9

A one page inventory written by thomas bullock shows
that the church records including the history were packed
into two boxes for the trip west a small box which con-
tained the duplicate handwritten copy of the history 9 listed on
the inventory as new books A 2 B 2 C 2 D 2 and a large
box which contained the original manuscript entered as old
bookbookalA 1 clC l1 dlD l1 blB l1 9717

A reference to the transportation of the church records
across the plains was made by willard richards at mt pisgah
iowa on may 29 1846 bro joseph horns team henry fair-
banks driver received of willard richards to carry on the
journey over the mountains I11 box records 381 lbsibsibslbs I11 box
records 205 lbsibsibslbs 98 fairbanks took the records to winter
quarters from which place thomas bullock transported them
to the great salt lake valley

the rigors of establishing a neneww commonwealth in the
mountains precluded even the unboxiunboxingng of the historical records
of the church until june 7 18185518535 3 immediately following thom-
as bullock s note in the history giving the date the books were

brigham young manuscript history november 16 1845
joseph smith history of the church volume dlD l1 p 1485
the duplicate mentioned here was apparently wriwhittenwrittenttenaten as an insurance

measure against loss of the original it was begun in april 1845 and dis-
continued on august 6 1856 upon the request of brigham young at this
time the history had been duplicated to july 18 1843 the scribes who wrote
this copy were charles wesley wandell wilmer benjamin benson franklin
dewey richards leo hawkins robert lang campbell jonathan grimshaw
and thomas bullock

thomas bullock schedule of church records nauvoo 1846 CHO
willard richards diary the weight of the boxes of records noted

here corresponds to the large and small boxes mentioned in the bullock
inventory

see appended notation in joseph smith history of the church vol
dlD l1 p 1485
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packed at nauvoo the same writer made the following no-
tation the books were unpacked in GSL city by willard
richards and thomas bullock june 7 1853 100 another
note at the same place in the manuscript indicates that resump-
tion of work on the history occurred on dec 1 1853 when
dr willard richards wrote one line of history being sick at
the time and was never able to do any more loliol101 the single
line dictated by richards is the last sentence written by thom-
as bullock in the history and marks the end of willard rich-
ards s contribution to the history he died on march 11 1854

at the general conference of the church in april 1854
georgeceorge A smith was appointed church historian to succeed
willard richards george A brought impressive qualifications
to the task of continuing the history he had been closely as-
sociatedsocia ted with joseph smith and in nauvoo had assisted rich-
ards during about 70 days in revising and collecting matter
for the history which made me acquainted with the plan
of compilation 102112

the remainder of joseph smith s history of the church
from march 1 1843 to august 8 1844 was completed under
the direction of george A smith this consisted of 844 pages
in volumes dlD l1 elEIE Il and flF l1 written by leo hawkins robert
L campbell and jonathan grimshaw historian s office
clerks

george A smith summarized his contribution to the hist-
ory

on the loth april 1854 1I commenced to perform the
duties of historian by taking up the history of joseph smith
where dr willard richards had left it when driven from
nauvoo on the 4thath day of february 1846 1I had to revise and
compare two years of back history which he had compiled filling
up numerous spaces which had been marked as omissions on
memoranda by dr richards

I1 commenced compiling the history of joseph smith from
april istlsiisi 1840103 to his death on june 27th 1844 1I have filled

300110011001bidibidbid vol dlD l1 p 1486 the historian s office jojournalurnal of this date
reports about 9 am thomas 13ullockjbullock commenced removing heavy boxes
of records down to willardWillardl Rrichards office & unpacked 2 of them they
not having been seen sincesince TB assisted to fasten them down on 4 feb
1846

ibid
smith to woodruff april 21 1856
the reference to april 1 1840 appears to contradict the beginning date

of march 1 1843 given above however the early date represents the point
from which george A revised and compared his actual compilation of the
text started with the latter entry
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joseph smith s history of the church volvoi D 1 p 1485 showing the point
to which the history had been written prior to the exodus from nauvoo note
thomas bullock s concluding reference to the books being packed on feb 4
1846
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up all the reports of sermons by prest joseph smith and others
from minutes or sketches taken at the time in long hand by dr
willard richards wilford woodruff thomas bullock will-
iam clayton miss eliza R snow &cac which was an immense
labor requiring the deepest thought and the closest application
as there were mostly only two or three words about half writ-
ten to a sentence the greatest care has been taken to convey the
ideas in the prophets style as near as possible and in no case
has the sentiment been varied that I1 know of as I1 heard the
most of his discourses myself was on the most intimate terms
with him have retained a most vivid recollection of his teach-
ings and was well acquainted with his principles and motives

the severe application of thought to the principles of
the history the exercise of memory &cac have caused me to suffer
much from a nervous headache or inflamationinflammation of the brain
and my application of mind being inin exercise both day and night
deprived me of a great portion of necessary sleep 104

the joseph smith history was finished in august 1856
seventeen years after it was begun wilford woodruff recorded
on the 13th15th that it was finished up to the death of joseph
in carthage jail 105 and five days later on the 18th the first
presidency met in the historian s office where they fin-
ished up the history of joseph smith 10 copying the history
from the preliminary draft continued until november 6
1856 107loz upon publication of the history george A smith and
wilford woodruff appended the following statement

the history of joseph smith is now before the world and
we are satisfied that a history more correct in its details than
this was never published to have it strictly correct the greatest
possible pains have been taken by the historians and clerks en

smith to woodruff april 21 1856
wilford woodruff diary august 13 1856
ibid august 18 1856 the six volume manuscript of joseph smith s

history labeled alA l1 to flF l1 covers events recorded inin the first six volumes of
the printed DHC to the entry of june 28 1844 which concludes page 189 of
vol flfiF il of the manuscript and page 629 of the DHC vol 6 following this
seventeen pages of the manuscript contain an excerpt from thomas ford s his-
tory of illinois which is recorded on the first 31 pages of DHC vol 7 pages
228 to 304 of the manuscript contain the compilation of history from june 22
to august 8 1844 compiled from the journals of Wwillardilardliard richards
wilford woodruff and others and from the documents on file which was writ-
ten by george A smith and wilford woodruff and which is recorded on
pages 129242129 242 of the DHC vol 7 the remaining contents of DHC vol 7
were not recorded as part of the initial compilation of the history as found
involsingols alA l1 to flF l1 of the manuscript

A comparcombarcomparisonson of the manuscript of the history with the printed versionsversions
in the times and seasons deseret news millennial star and the DHC as
edited by B H roberts is the subject of another study

entries in the historian s office journal indicate the progress of the
writing by campbell hawkins and grimshaw see chart on p 441
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gaged in the work they were eye and ear witnesses of nearly all
the transactions recorded in this history most of which were
reported as they transpired and where they were not personally
present they have had access to those who were

moreover since the death of the prophet joseph the history
has been carefully revisedrevised108lys108 under the strict inspection of presi-
dent brigham young and approved of by him

we therefore hereby bear our testimony to all the world
unto whom these words shall come that the history of joseph
smith is true and it is one of the most authentic histories ever
written 109

the work of revision mentioned here began on april 1 1845 as
described by brigham young 1 I commenced revising the history of joseph
smith at bro richards officeofficer elder heber C kimball and george A smith
were with me pres joseph smithsmith had corrected forty two pages before his
massacre it afforded us great satisfaction to hear brother richards read the
history of the infancy of the church adjourned at eleven pm having read one
hundred and forty pages in book A 111 brigham young manuscript
history heber C kimball reported progress on the revision on may 16
thomas bullock and GA smith came in bullock read history for us com-

menced with the first book A page 304 16 line we read till sunset
page 378 on may 17 they began to read at 10 0 clock present T bullock
B young W richards GA smith we read history till five in the
afternoon to page 5 hundred and 11 we were weary we read 132 pages

heber C kimball journal by may 10 1845 more than 800 pages of the
history had been read and revised george A smith in his summary of the
work noted that it has been revised by the council of the first presidency
almost without any alteration smith to woodruff april 21 1856.1856

the deseret news vol 7 january 20 1858 p 363



the impact of the first
preaching in ohio

RICHARD LLOYD ANDERSON

specific plans to preach the restored gospel in the west ma-
tured during the second conference after church organization
held late september 1830 members gathered near waterloo
new york to transact business for an essentially new york
church of fewer than a hundred members even before the
conference assembled at the whitmer home in fayette town-
ship a revelation was given to the second elder regarding
a proposed mission to indian territory just west of missouri

thou shalt take thy journey among the lamanitesLamanites and it
shall be given thee from the time that thou shalt go until
the time that thou shalt return what thou shaltshallshailshait do and thou
must open thy mouth at all times declaring my gospel with
the sound of rejoicing 1

during the conference a revelation formally designated peter
whitmer jr as junior companion to oliver cowdery in this
mission 2 oliver cowdery was then mormonism s most eloquent
spokesman standing next to joseph smith in church govern-
ment and in prominence as a witness of the early visions the
importance of the western mission is evident from the fact that
he headed it

this conference set significant precedents for church ad-
ministration however the missionary theme was prominent
during its three days duration the official minutes not only
give the date of convening as sept 26 1830 but also sum

professor of history and religion at brigham young universityUnhersity dr anderson
holds degrees inin the fields of law greek and ancient history and has con-

centratedcent rated his research on new testament and prepre 1844 LDS history
book of commandments 30 also dacd&c 28 the mission was inspired by

book of mormon promises to the indian descendants of its lamanite race
2bookobookook of commandments 32 also dac 30

474
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marize what was probably the first missionary farewell in LDS
history singing and prayer in behalf of brother oliver
cowdery and peter whitmer jr who were previously appoint-
ed to go to the lamanitesLamanites 1 I3

two companions were soon added ziba peterson and the
dynamic parley P pratt neither of whom are mentioned in
the september conference minutes pratt had been converted by
reading the book of mormon and talking at length with
hyrum smith and other book of mormon witnesses after
oliver cowdery baptized him about the first of september
AD 1830 parley P pratt then travelled some 200 miles east
to columbia county new york where he baptized his brother
orson on september 19 and soon left to return to church
headquarters 4 pratt later recalled details

returning to western new york the same autumn I1 saw for
the first time joseph smith the prophet at his fathers house
in manchester heard him preach and preached in his house at
the close of which meeting we baptized seven persons after
this he inquired of the lord and received a revelation ap-
pointing me a mission to the west inin company with oliver
cowdery peter whitmer jr and ziba peterson we started
this mission inin october 1830 5

the first printing of the revelation calling pratt and peter-
son confirms the october 1830 date and promises 1 I myself
will go with them and be in their midst and I1 am their advo-
cate with the father and nothing shall prevail 6 such words
do not overstate the power of their preaching in ohio the
october departure appears in another source peter whitmer s

unsophisticated but tersely eloquent survey of their mission
the word of the lord came unto me by the prophet joseph

smith on the tenth month saying peter thou shalt go with
thy brother oliver to the lamanitesLamanites we started on the same
month to the west 7

in outfittingoutwittingoutfitting these men for their long journey the women
of the church played an unpublicized role joseph smith men

far west record typescript p 2
history of parley P pratt deseret news may 19 1858 for orson

pratt s recollection of his brother s visit and his baptismal date orson s birth-
day see history of orson pratt deseret news june 2 1858

history of parley P pratt deseret news may 19 1858
dactl&cd&c 54 1835 ed also dacd&c 323 present ed
journal of peter whitmer jr the quoted revelation paraphrases both the

september and october revelations referring to him
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tionedtinned that preparations were made for the journey of the
brethren his mother was more specific

As soon as this revelation was received emma smith and
several other sisters began to make arrangements to furnish
those who were set apart for this missionmission with the necessary
clothing which was no easy task as the most of it had to be
manufactured out of the raw material emma s health at this
time was quite delicate yet she did not favor herself on this
account but whatever her hands found to do she did with
her might until she went so far beyond her strength that she
brought upon herself a heavy fit of sickness which lasted
ffourour weeks 8

loved ones were left behind thankful halsey pratt lived in
the peter whitmer sr household while her husband filled his
missionary call

pratt s autobiography sets departure as late in october 9

this harmonizes with a remarkable document from an unusual
source the methodist preacher ezra booth was converted after
the first missionaries left ohio in his short career as a skeptical
mormon he gathered information to expose the church his

inside story was printed in the ohio star during the last three
months of 1831 and principally contained his many complaints
and doubts concerning his mission to missouri earlier that year
the source is filled with hearsay and sarcastic narrative a
technique certain to distort history however the booth letters
are the first printed source for the revelations of joseph smith
mostly reproduced in short extracts booth obviously could quote
documents without eroding them with his acrid bias his quo-
tations are generally accurate particularly the fairly long reve-
lation calling oliver cowdery on the lamanite mission 10 revel-
ations were circulated in private copies before the first printed
edition in 1833 joseph smith recalled one presented to the
western missionaries a copy of the revelation was given
them since booth responsibly copied the oliver cowdery
revelation an associated document very probably originated

lucy smith biographical sketches of joseph smith liverpool 1853 p
169 minor editorial modifications are made inin this quotation and others in the
article restricted to spelling capitalization and punctuation

parley P pratt jr ed autobiography of parley parker pratt new
york 1874 p 49

book of commandments 30 dacnac 28
history of joseph smith times and SeseafonsseaonsseaousseafousSeaafonsousons vol 4 1843 p 172

also joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ad2d ed salt lake city 1964 p 120
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from a manuscript source it is a covenant of cooperation
among the four missionaries filled with faith and humility
in the face of their challenging task

manchester oct 17 1830

1I oliver being commanded of the lord god to go forth
unto the lamanitesLamanites to proclaim glad tidings of great joy
unto them by presenting unto them the fulnessfalness of the gospel
of the only begotten son of god and also to rear up a
pillar as a witness where the temple of god shall be built inin
the glorious new jerusalem and having certain brothers with
me who are called of god to assist me whose names are
parley peter and ziba do therefore most solemnly covenant
before god that I1 will walk humbly before him and do this
business and this glorious work according as he shall direct
me by the holy ghost ever praying for minemine and their
prosperity and deliverance from bonds and from imprison-
ments and whatsoever may befall us with all patience and
faith amen

OLIVER COWDERY

we the undersignedundersignerundersigned being called and commanded of the
lord god to accompany our brother oliver cowdery to go
to the lamanitesLamanites and to assist in the above mentioned glorious
work and business we do therefore most solemnly covenant
before god that we will assist him faithfully inthisin this thing by
giving heed unto all his words and advice which are or
shall be given him by the spirit of truth ever praying with all
prayer and supplication for our and his prosperity and our
deliverance from bonds and imprisonments and whatsoever
may come upon us with all patience and faith amen

signed in presence of
P P PRATT

JOSEPH SMITH jr ZIBA PETERSON
DAVID WHITMER PETER WHITMERwhitmer1212

paul like the four missionaries walked eighty miles west to
buffalo where they spoke to an indian group about the book
of mormon as a record of their ancestors and left copies with
those who could read but the most dramatic scene of the
missionmission opened 200 miles further west near cleveland ohio
parley P pratt earlier had been converted to the disciples
movement when the noted sidney rigdon had come into pratt s

letter of ezra booth to rev ira eddy nov 24 1831 nelson ohio cit
ohio star ravenna dec 8 1831 the bracketed are is an editorial replace-
ment of is and the names of witnesses have been put in a separate column
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neighborhood west of cleveland lorain co in 1829 now
the tables were turned as pratt sought out sidney rigdon with
a more thoroughgoingthorough going resrestorationismtorationism than rigdon had once
presented pratt the mormon elders arrived in rigdon s locality
to declare new revelations and the recreation of the spiritual
power enshrinedunshrined as a dead letter in the bible rigdon and
scores of careful bible readers were affected 133

in a few short weeks the restored church of christ had as
many members in ohio as in new york the earliest sources
agree on the number of conversions the short journal of
eyewitness peter whitmer jr was written in 1831 and sum-
marizes the ohio phase of the mission there we declared the
fulnessfalness of the gospel and had much success we baptized 130
members written the same year the opening lines of john
whitmer s history are similar

they journeyed as far west as the state of ohio and through
the divine influences of the holy spirit by the assistance of
the lord they built a branch of the church inin geaugageaugh county
state of ohio which consisted of about 130 members

the most spectacular conversion was sidney rigdon and no
source captures his recollections more authentically than the
history of joseph smith written and published while

rigdon was available for consultation and criticism 15 there
were searching expectations in the circles about sidney rig-
don but his was the first house at which they called the
noted preacher was polite but very much prejudiced to hear
that the book of mormon was an additional revelation to the
bible pressed in discussion the seasoned minister declined to
argue but promised 1 I will read your book and will en-
deavor to ascertain whether it be a revelation from god or not

13 for rigdon s pre mormon convictions of restorationism see A S hayden
early history of the disciples inin the western reserve cincinnati 1875 ppap
1915191 5 20910209 10 and also F mark mckiernan the conversion of sidney rigdon
to mormonism dialogue vol 5 1970 71 ftff

the book of john whitmer ms p 1 the same figure was given in the
evening and the morning star april 1833 a newspaper of which oliver
cowdery was coeditorco editor see n 71 infra lyman wight s journal discussed later
in the article also gives 130 members see n 37 infra pratt s autobiography
p 50 gives the number of baptisms as 127 souls jphn whitmer s location of
kirtland inin geaugageaugh county was correct at the time he wrote though it is now
in lake county

cf the prefacing remark to the very detailed biography and conversion
account because of irresponsible beliefs about rigdon a correct account of his
life will be given from authentic sources the most accessible authentic source
was rigdon himself times and seasons vol 4 1843 p 172
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during the next fortnight the missionaries returned oc-
casionallycasionally to find an earnest searcher reading the book of
mormon meditating on the things he heard and read and
also praying to the lord for direction finally convinced he
counted the cost which was considerable and fearlessly sub-
mitted to baptism 16

of parley P pratt s statements recounting this notable con-
version the most specific supplements the rigdon history just
summarized

about the lyth of oct 1830 1I took my journey in company
with elder 0 cowdery and peter whitmer to ohio we
called on elder S rigdon and then for the first time his eyes
beheld the book of mormon I1 myself had the happiness to
present it to him inin person he was much surprised and it
was with much persuasion and argument that he was pre-
vailed on to read it and after he had read it he had a
great struggle of mind before lie fully believed and embraced
it 17

in later life the conversion force was still powerful inin the
mind of a man who had known more than his share of disil-
lusionmentlusionment president A W cowles of elmira college visited
sidney rigdon in 1868 and soon after reported the interview
though with the condescending style of the religious journalist
the former mormon leader remembered receiving the book of
mormon and his impressions on investigating it

rigdon solemnly affirms that this was his first personal
knowledge of joe smith and the mormonscormonsMormons after a few days
cowdery returned and held a long interview with rigdon
rigdon had read a considerable portion of the book he ques-
tioned cowdery about smith and found that he was entirely
illiterate rigdon expressed the utmost amazement that such
a man should write a book which seemed to shed a flood of
light on all the old scriptures open all their profoundest
mysteries and give them perfect consistency and complete
system in his fresh enthusiasm he exclaimed that if god ever
gave a revelation surely this must be divine 18

rigdon s respect for the book of mormon message is con-
firmed by family traditions from his son john W rigdon
when informed that joseph smith was a young man with

ibid1lbid ppap 28990289 90 also smith history of the church vol 1 ppap 122125122 125
parley P pratt mormonism unveiled new york 1838 p 41
A W cowles the mormonscormonsMormons moores rural new yorker jan 23

1869 p 61 entirely illiterate is likely cowles phraseology not rigdon s
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hardly a common school education the well read minister
replied if that is all the education he has got he never wrote
this book 19 other issues besides the message of the book of
mormon are prominent in sidney rigdon s conversion ap-
parent from a detailed contemporary account published in early
1831 over the initials MSC the author was probably matthew
S clapp a young and capable convert of sidney rigdon to the
disciples movement in mentor the article reveals the mentor
congregation s experience in the conversion of their pastor 2021

here the testimony of the book of mormon witnesses is
stressed for the missionaries related the manner in which
they obtained faith through prayer and an angel was
shown unto them an apparent reference to oliver cowdery s

vision 21 beyond the book of mormon another great issue was
the source of authority to teach and baptize MSC relates
that the missionaries insisted upon rebaptizingbaptizingre their converts
and after seventeen persons were immersed by them in one
night the missionaries came next day to his house to find a
11 much displeased sidney rigdon negative because he had al-
ready immersed his followers in a covenant of remission of
sins 22 pratt recalled the resolution of the problem

at length mr rigdon and many others became convinced
that they had no authority to minister in the ordinances of
god and that they had not been legally baptized and
ordained they therefore came forward and were baptized
by us and received the gift of the holy ghost by the laying
on of hands and prayer inin the name of jesus chrichristst 2321

the conversion of sidney rigdon rested upon the double

john W rigdon lecture on the early history of the mormon church ms
at the LDS historian s office cf the similar lecture notes held by the rigdon
family and published by karl keller dialogue A journal of mormon thought
vol 1 1966 p 24 cf ppap 41241 2

orson hyde mistakes the middle initial but identifies locality in writing
of the year 1829 when he returned to mentor and spent one season with a
young man by the name of matthew J clapp at his father s house where the
public library was kept history of orson hyde deseret news may 5

18581858. sidney rigdon and orris clapp matthew s father were neighbors ac-
cording to the 1830 census for the education and religious zeal of young
clapp see hayden early history of the disciples ppap 195193 195 197 fff

mormonism Painespainesvillepainesiillegainesvilleville telegraph feb 15 1831 this article is the
source behind E D howe s account inin mormonism unveiled and also the main
source for hayden s account inin early history of the disciples A convenient
copy of the MSC source is in francis W kirkham s valuable new witness
for christ inin america vol 2 rev ed salt lake city 1959 p 80 ff other
articles cited are at p 41 ff

22PainpainesrillepainestillePainesestIllerille telegraph feb 15 1831
pratt autobiography p 50
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thrust of new revelation and restored authority a combination
quite evident in the contemporary newspaper reports for in-
stance the first gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph story of the mission
specifically named cowdray and his teaching

about two weeks sincesince some persons came along here with
the book of mormon one of whom pretends to have seen
angels and assisted inin translating the plates he proclaims
destruction upon the world within a few years holds forth
that the ordinances of the gospel have not been regularly ad-
ministered sincesince the days of the apostles till the said smith
and himself commenced the work in the neighboring
township of kirtland we understand that twenty or thirty
have been immersed into the new order of things many of
whom had been previously baptized 21

at their first interview the missionaries had requested rig-
don s permission to speak to the mentor church the open
minded leader agreed with the following result

the appointment was accordingly published and a large and
respectable congregation assembled oliver cowdery and par-
ley P pratt severally addressed the meeting at the conclu-
sion elder rigdon arose and stated to the congregation that
the information they had that evening received was of an ex-
traordinarytra character and certainly demanded their most seriserlseri-
ous consideration he would exhort his brethren
to give the matter a careful investigation and not turn
against it without being fully convinced of its being an im-
position lest they should possibly resist the truth 25

the mentor congregation had been created under the
leadership of rigdon whose vigorous views of the restoration
of the primitive gifts went beyond campbellite concepts john
murdock brother in law of the clapps in the mentor congrega-
tion shared these views A campbellite minister living near
warrensvilleWarrensville southwest of kirtland he heard of rigdon s

investigation and other mormon conversions as he was on his
way to fill a sunday preaching appointment an initial angry
reaction turned to curiosity and by the following thursday he
traveled 20 miles to kirtland to hear the new message for him-
self pratt s autobiography mentions the general excitement in
kirtland and in all the region round about at the news of the

gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph nov 16 1830

times and seasons vol 4 1843 ppap 28990289 90 also smith history of the
church vol 1 p 124
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book of mormon and revelations surrounding its origin the
people throngedthrongerthronged us night and day insomuch that we had no
time for rest or retirement some came for curiosity some to
obey the gospel and some to dispute or resist it 2621 murdock s

more detailed autobiography portrays these situations constant
news about the new preachers his own journey to kirtland
with opponents of the mormonscormons determined to keep him from
reaching kirtland or dissuading his interest when there and
the intense day and night conversations with the missionaries
john murdock already believed in the literal restoration of
primitive christianity so the essential question was whether the
mormon missionaries were impostersimpostorsimposters or authentic servants of
god

I1 said if it be so their walk will agree with their profession
and the holy ghost will attend their ministration of the
ordinances and the book of mormon will contain the same
plan of salvation as the bible I1 did not ask a sign of
them by working a miracle for I1 did not believe that the
spirit would attend their ministration if the book of mormon
was not true neither if they were not sent forth of god

murdock remembered that night as the first confirmation
meeting that was held in ohio 28 although he did not attend
he carefully questioned a half dozen who had been confirmed
1I found their testimony agreed on the subject that there was a
manifestation of the spirit attended the ministration of the ordi-
nance of laying on hands 2921 in the meantime he formed a
first impression of the motives of oliver cowdery and a
campbellite opposer

and I1 watched the spirit of each one of them in their conver-
sation and I1 found that goodwell bore down with warmth
whereas cowdery wished not for contention and endeavored
to evade controversy 30

while the confirmation meeting was held murdock read the
book of mormon when the group returned the spirit of the
lord rested on me witnessing to me of the truth of the work 23113131

pratt autobiography p 50

john murdock autobiography p 12

ibid21ibid p 1513

ibid p 16

ibid p 1513

ibid p 15
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the next morning he requested baptism which was performed
by parley P pratt in the chagrin river

and the spirit of the lord sensibly attended the ministration
and I1 came out of the water rejoicing and singing praises to
god and the lamb an impression sensibly rested on my mind
that cannot by me be forgotten this was the third time
that I1 had been immersed but I1 never before felt the
authority of the ordinance but I1 felt it this time and
felt as though my sins were forgiven I1 continued with the
brethren till sunday at which time they preached in mayfield
and baptized a number and on sunday evening they con-
firmed about thirty I1 was one of the number

murdock gave the date of his baptism as nov 5 so the
mayfield meeting just mentioned was sunday nov 7 and levi
hancock was probably there single and twenty seven years of
age he heard the news of the four men with the revealed book
from his brother who mentioned a sunday meeting and report-
ed their practise of baptizing and bestowing the holy ghost

at these last words I1 gathered faith and there seemed to fall
on me something pleasant and delightful it seemed like a
wash of something warm took me inin the face and ran over
my body which gave me that feeling I1 cannot describe the
first word I1 said was it isis the truth I1 feel it I1 will go
and hear for myself tomorrow 33

the next morning hancock accompanied his family to may-
field taking his mother on the horse behind him A crowd as-
sembled there at the jackson home

I1 got inin the chamber where there had been a few boards
pulled up which had been laid down loose before to give
the spectators a fair chance to hearing in the chamber I1 took
a seat beside a lawyer by the name of card he sat with his
pencil and paper and commenced to scribble as the speaker
arose and began to talk

this first speaker was parley P pratt who told of christ s min-
istry in the book of mormon and afterwards stressed that
there must be something sent from god in order to prepare
the people for the glorious reign of christ 34 sidney rigdon

131121331121bidibidbid p 16
clara E H lloyd ed journal of levi TV hancock nd npap p 2523

since hancock describes further preaching at mayfield nov 7 is the sunday
that best fits the circumstances of his journal

ibid
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spoke next apparently prior to his baptism for he expressed
doubt that he should preach again and advisedtheadvisadvisededthethe people not
to contend against what they had heard the final speaker
was undoubtedly oliver cowdery

there arose another young man whose countenance bespoke
a spirit of peace and love he said he had been an eye witness
to the things declared and the book reported to be a revelation
was truth however strange it may appear to the people 15

levi hancock s father and sister were baptized that day and
the first of the week levi followed the missionaries to kirtland
and requested baptism of parley P pratt prattprate s autobiography
recalls that meetings were convened in different neighbor-
hoods and the hancock record illustrates this he returned to
mayfield with oliver cowdery s promise to follow hancock
and lyman wight spoke there on one evening followed the
next day by cowdery peterson and whitmer they held meet-
ings and baptized some and in the evening they confirmed
many members inin the church 363

at this time lyman wight was in the midst of his own
investigation of the mormon claims and his story illustrates
how fully prepared for conversion a number in his circle were
filled with a desire to comply strictly with the early christian
order wight isaac morley and others had entered into a
covenant to hold all things common

in conformity to this covenant I1 moved the next february
1850183011830 to kirtland into the house with bro morley we
commenced our labors together with great peace and union
we were soon joined by eight other families our labors were
united both inin farming and mechanism all of which was
prosecuted with great vigor we truly began to feel as if the
milleniummillennium was close at hand

about the beginning of november wight had been ap-
pointed to move seven miles from kirtland to mayfield and
take charge of five families who would become a branch of this
society

ibid p 24
ibid
journal of lyman wight cit by the careful historian grandson heman C

smith history of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints
independence mo 1951 reprint vol 1 p 153155 competent RLDS historians

think that the original has perished the passage also mentions titus billings
as making the covenant though the 1830 census places him inin mentor not
kirtland wight and morley both appear inin kirtland on this census
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when I1 had my goods about half loaded there came along
four men namely P pratt 0 cowdery P whitmer and
ziba peterson and brought with them the book of mormon
which they wished to introduce to us I1 desired they would
hold on till I1 got away as my business was of vital import-
ance and I1 did not wish to be troubled with romances nor
idle speculations but nothing daunted they were not to be
put off but were as good natured as you please curiosity got
uppermost and I1 concluded to stop for a short time we
called meeting and one testified that he had seen angels
and another that he had seen the plates and that the gifts
were back inin the church again etc the meeting became so
interesting withal that I1 did not get away till the sun was
about an hour high at night and it was dark before I1 arrived
at my new home 38

with pressing duties wight dismissed the episode by assuming
that the missionaries would immediately travel on to missouri
As discussed however they followed him to his new home of
mayfield wight despaired of giving full details of the elders
stay on the western reserve but summarized 1 I shall there-
fore content myself by saying that they brought the book of
mormon to bear upon us and the whole of the common stock
family was baptized 3931

the four missionaries were not the only ones who brought
the book of mormon to bear after his conversion trip to kirt-
land and mayfield john murdock returned to his home
orange township to ignite interest in a new area

I1 endeavored to bear testimony to my neighbors whom I1 met
by the way but they would not believe at length I1 arrived
home my family gladly received me and my words thank
the lord and my wife and brother covey both believed the
book of mormon for I1 brought it home with me and read it
to them and I1 was filled with the spirit as I1 read at length
the first day of the next week arrived and the new york
brethren held meeting inin warrensvilleWarrensville four miles west of my
house and I1 bore testimony to the truth my wife brother
covey and three others were baptized brother ziba peterson
held meeting inin my house the evening before and I1 bore testi-
mony to my neighbors 40

ibid speculators of the second sentence has been replaced with the
speculations of the printing of this extract in the saints herald vol 29
1882 p 192 the history printing has been followed in retaining withal in

the last sentence
ibid of the was probably accurately transcribed in the history and acciacci-

dentally deleted inin the saints herald versionversion
murdock journal p 17
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kirtland was base of operations for the new york mission-
aries after their initial contact with rigdon at mentor As
wight indicated kirtland was headquarters for isaac morley s

family which attempted to live the early christian economiceconomic
order those who already believed in the experiences and pro-
grams of the book of acts were obviously ripe for a restored
gospel through the new testament they knew vividly of
eyewitnesses of revelation of religious leaders called by god
and authorized by the laying on of hands of baptism by im-
mersion for the remission of sins and of the laying on of hands
for the gift of the holy ghost neglected by even christian
restorationists the rigdon oriented official history gives an
overview of the success with the kirtland family

about two miles from elder rlgdonrigdonregdon s at the town of
kirtland were a number of the members of his church who
lived together and had all things common to which place
they immediately repaired and proclaimed the gospel to
them with some considerable success for their testimony was
received by many of the people and seventeen came forward
inin obedience to the gospel

this number corresponds to the seventeen baptisms that
MSC claimed had at first offended rigdon in fact by nov

16 the Painesgainesvillepainesvhlepainesvilleville telegraph editor had heard of twenty or
thirty baptisms at kirtland 4212

rigdon s influence and presence was significant at kirtland
in the fortnight of his investigation As a matter of fact he
was baptized there about nov 15 and his public profession at
kirtland touched many MSC set his baptism on a monday
and reported the surrounding events with a tone of irony

the monday following he was baptized on the morning of
the preceding day he had an appointment to preach in the
methodist chapel at kirtland he arose to address the con-
gregationgregation apparently much affected and deeply impressed
he seemed exceedingly humble confessed the sins of his
former life his great pride ambition vainglory etc etc
after he was baptized he professed to be exceedingly joyful
and said he would not be where he was three days ago for
the universe 43

times and seasons vol 4 1843 p 290 also smith history of the
church vol 1 p 124 two miles made more open in the history might be
accurate Adjoinadjoiningng townships may be meant not villages

2 the golden bible gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph nov 16 1830
MSC seems to eclipse rigdon s investigation into a week but may be

quite correct in setting a monday baptism which fits into pratt s recollection of
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parley P pratt evidently describes the same sermon inin giving
other details of sidneydneysi rigdon s baptism

and when finally convinced of its truth he called together a
large congregation of his friends neighbors and brethren
and then addressed them very affectionately for near two
hours during most of which time both himself and nearly
all the congregation were melted into tears he asked forgive-
ness of everybody who might have had occasionoccasion to be of-
fended with any part of his former life he forgave all who
had persecuted or injured him inin any manner and the next
morning himself and wife were baptized by elder 0
cowdery I1 was present it was a solemn scene most of the
people were greatly affected they came out of the water
overwhelmed inin tears 44

the firstfirstfmitsfirstfruitsfruits inin ohio were by no means confined to the
rigdon circle of disciples an example of an outsider to these
connections is philo dibble newly married and 24 who had
recently settled on land five miles east of kirtland by way of
ridicule he was told that four men had come to kirtland with
a golden bible and one of them had seen an angel dibble

did not feel inclined to make light of such a subject however
but thought that if angels had administered to the children of
men again I1 was glad of it I1 was afraid however it was not
true the next morning he and his wife drove the carriage to
hunt up those strange men in kirtland 45 since the mission-

aries were in mayfield that day dibble and his wife returned

a two day sequence the official narrative of rigdon s conversion specifies con-
viction a fortnight after receiving the book of mormon and baptism shortly
afterward times and seasons vol 4 184518451184311843 p 290 also smith history of the
church vol 1 p 125.125 in 1882 hemanhernan C smith reported that his grandmother

widow of lyman wight told me a few days ago that she remembers
distinctly that sidney rigdon was baptized the same day herself and husband
were but perhaps not by the same person as there were several baptizing at the
same time saints herald vol 29 1882 p 192.192 the wight journal sets
the date of baptism of the wights myself and family were baptized by P pratt
on the l4th14thlath of november 1830 in chagrin river at kirtland ohio history
of the reorganized church vol 1 p 154.154 A monday baptism would make the
actual date nov 15 and mrs wight s recollection very significant but off by one
day some personal histories imply a rigdon baptism very early in the short stay
of the missionaries but none of these are firsthand and are only reporting the
rumors that attended his first mormon investigations cf n 21 and B H
roberts comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city 1930 vol 1 ppap 231235231 235

44 pratt mormonism unveiled p 41 the quote is a direct continuation of
that cited in n 17 supra

431451 philo dibble s narrative early scenes in church history salt lake city
1882 p 75
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the next day accompanied by a neighboring family they met
the four new york missionaries

I1 remained with them all day and became convinced that
they were sinceresincere inin their professions I1 asked oliver what
repentance consisted of and he replied forsaking sinsin and
yielding obedience to the gospel that evening he preached
at brother isaac morley s and bore his testimony to the admin-
istration of an angel at noonday he then dwelt upon the
subjects of repentance and baptism and the bestowal of the
holy ghost and promised that all who embraced these prin-
ciples with honesty of heart should receivereceive a testimony

the meeting closed with dibble william cahoon and
three other persons standing in response to cowdery s invita-
tion to indicate willingness for baptism against his wife s cau-
tions philo dibble was baptized and describes his elation after-
ward

when I1 came out of the water I1 knew that I1 had been born
of water and of the spirit for my mind was illuminated with
the holy ghost I1 spent that evening at dr F G williams
while in bed that night I1 felt what appeared to be a hand
upon my left shoulder and a sensation like fibers of fire im-
mediately enveloped my body I1 was enveloped in a
heavenly influence and couldcoula not sleep for joy the next
morning I1 started home a happy man

dibble s conversion isis typical in beginning with oliver
cowdery s testimony and ending wthath a personal witness the
man whose name headed the testimony of three witnesses in
the book of mormon insisted on the reality of seeing angels in
his ohio preaching in 1830 evidenced by mormon and non
mormon alike including several newspaper articles reporting
the same thing if a supernatural experience is easy to allege
it is more difficult to give the personal impression of sincerity
the sources on cowdery s ohio preaching in 18501830 furnish the
means of measuring the man who claimed to have stood in the
presence of angels this book of mormon witness was no
fanatic but a man of firm and quiet assurance edward part-
ridge was a mature businessman who was skeptical of the
claims of christian ministers when the four new york mission

ibid1bidabid 75675 6

ibid 76 william F cahoon s published bbaptismbzptismptismprism date oct 16 18301850 is
an obvious error cf andrew jensen latter day saint biographical encyclopedia
vol 4 salt lake city 1936 p 687
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aries called at his hatter s shop in painesvillegainesvillePainesville and presented the
book of mormon lydia partridge remembered the confron-
tation

he told them he did not believe what they said but believed
them to be impostersimpostorsimposters oliver cowdery said he was thankful
there was a god inin heaven who knew the hearts of all men
after the men were gone my husband sent a man to follow
them and get one of their books 48

similarly the reception at the shaker community at north
union was cool but their iron willed leader nevertheless con-
sidered cowdery s deportment consistent with his claim ashbel
kitchell s journal noted that the missionaries caused a good
deal of excitement in the kirtland area followedfollowed by their
visit of two nights and one day at the shaker community of
north union

late inin the fall a member of that society came to our house
to visit the believers his name was oliver cowdrey he
stated that he had been one who assisted inin the translation of
the golden bible and had seen the angel and also had been
commissioned by him to go out and bear testimony that god
would destroy this generation by his request we gave liberty
for him to bear his testimony inin our meeting but finding
he had nothing for us we treated him kindly and labored to
find out their manner of spirit he appeared meek and
mild 9

this impression of cowdery is generally found in the rec-
ords of the kirtland preaching john corrill shocked at the
effrontery of mormon claims and worried about the conversion
of his campbellite friends traveled thirty miles to challenge
the missionaries personally at mentor 1I felt indignant and

extracts from lydia partridge s writings family history of edward
partripartridgedge jr p 5 this episode did not occur at kirtland since lydia partridge
says that the elders next went to kirtland to isaac morley s partridge s
residence at painesvillegainesvillePainesville is shown by his enumeration there on the 1830 census
advertisements inin the gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph during 18501830 for his business accounts
and hat factory at painesvillegainesvillePainesville his aug 5131 1855183318351853 letter from independence
mo when I1 left painesvillegainesvillePaines ville two years ago last june I1 expected to have
returned again to that place the same season latter day saints messenger
and advocate vol I11 jan 18351855 p 56.56 cf cowdery s comment in the same
issueissue that partridge formerly resided at painesvillegainesvillePaines ville p 6563

journal of ashbel kak1kitchelltchell copied by henry C blinn held by the shaker
museum old chatham new york A second copy exists made by elisha D
blakeman but in this cowdery incident the blinn copy seems superior I1 am
very grateful for the assistance of director robert F W meader who agrees
with the above judgment I1 have spelled cowdery s name as it apparently read in
the original assuming that the final y was not correctly copied by blinn
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sought an argument with oliver cowdery who refused 50 the
appraisals of several converts have already been mentioned
the blunt lyman wight sought to avoid hearing the new mes-
sage but the missionaries were not to be put off but were as
good natured as you please john murdock observed an an-
tagonisttagonist bear down with warmth upon cowdery who wished
not for contention and endeavored to evade controversy levi
hancock reported that the speaker who had been an eye wit-
ness to the things declared was a young man whose counte-
nance bespoke a spirit of peace and love

such experiences show clearly why philo dibble could
travel to kirtland to find out whether an angel had really ap-
peared and conclude that the four missionaries were sincere
in their professions their conviction overshadowed a clear
lack of polish orson hyde was a young campbellite preacher
of some education and promise the elders traveled west from
the cleveland area to his station near elyria and he could not
easily dismiss their declarations

I1 encountered them but perceiving that they were mostly
illiterate men and at the same time observing some examples
of superior wisdom and truth in their teaching I1 resolved to
read the famed golden bible as it was called

the religious integrity of the first ohio mormonscormons is clear
irresponsible emotionalism does not characterize their begin-
nings on the western reserve excesses came later but these
were criticized by mormon leaders and also by the first converts
studied here on the whole these pioneer mormonscormons had an im-
pressive background of bible study lydia partridge probably
speaks for the majority of the 1830 converts 1 I was induced
to believe for the reason that I1 saw the gospel in its plainness
as it was taught in the new testament and I1 also knew that
none of the sects of the day taught those things 02 in her own
terms she had joined the campbellite church but she was in
reality a rigdoniteRigdonite baptized by him and having faith in
some form of modern revelation and spiritual gifts the mismlsmis-
sionariessionaries brought not only the book of mormon but full faith
in the book of acts with the laying on of hands for the gift of

john corrill brief history of the church of christ of lanerlatterlatteylartey day saints
st louis 1839 p 8

history of orson hyde deseret news may 5 1858
52 extracts history of edward partridge jr p 5
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the holy ghost and its accompanying spirituality spiritual out-
pouringspourings which followed duplicated early christian experiences

these gifts were not automatic but came from intense in-
quiry in which reading the book of mormon was stressed
ashbel kitchell explained why oliver cowdery left seven
copies at the shaker community

this mormon appeared to have full faith inin their books that
whosoever would read them would feel so thoroughly con-
vinced of the truth of what they contained that they would be
unable to resist and would finally be obliged to unite with
them he then thought it prudent to wait for us a while for
the leaven to work 53

in this case the challenge was rather weakly accepted the
seven copies of the book of mormon were distributed but

they were soon returned as not interesting enough to keep one
awake while reading 54 conversions through the book of mor-
mon were of varied duration some knew immediately some in
weeks and some only after long months of considering orson
hyde obtained a book of mormon and read a portion of it
but came to the conclusion that it was all fiction after preach-
ing against it he honestly assessed his lack of knowledge of the
book and moved to kirtland for serious investigation after
about three months of careful and prayerful investigation
I1 came to the conclusion that the mormonscormons had more light
and a better spirit than their opponents 55

early ohio conversionsconversions that did not last are consistent with
those that have been examined A noted instance of semi con
version is illuminating in his first mormon meeting at may-
field levi hancock sat by the young lawyer card who was
taking notes apparently at a later sunday after rigdon s bap-
tism and ordination varnum J card came to mayfield ac-
companiedcompanied by his friend john barr cowdery and rigdon spoke
at a morning meeting and rigdon baptized in midafternoonmid afternoon
in the midst of a moving service mr card suddenly seized
my arm and said take me away card s face was pale
and his frame trembled as we walked away and mounted our
horses regaining his composure varnum card evaluated his
experience mr barr if you had notriotliot been there I1 certainly

journal of kitchell copied by blinn
ibid
history of orson hyde deseret news may 5 1858
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should have gone into the water he said the impulse was ir-
resistible 56

john corrill investigated mormonism while oliver cowdery
and peter whitmer jr were first in kirtland and was baptized
some sixsix weeks later disillusioned at the mormon persecuperselu
tionseions in missouri he left the church and wrote a careful ap-
praisal of his LDS career his conversion contained both ra-
tional and spiritual elements on renouncing mormonism cor-
rill explained away neither approach he had made very dili-
gent inquiry concerning the origin of the book of mormon
and was certain that smith was the author

As to its being a revelation from god eleven persons besides
smith bore positive testimony of its truth after getting
acquainted with them I1 was unable to impeach their testi-
mony

corrill attended a kirtland confirmation meeting in which he
sought to detect their hypocrisy with a jealous eye the
ordinances of the sacrament of the lord s supper and the laying
on of hands were followed by a testimony meeting in which
prophecy and speaking in tongues were prominent

I1 watched closely and examined carefully every movement of
the meeting and after exhausting all my powers to find the
deception I1 was obliged to acknowledge inin my own mind
that the meeting had been inspired by some supernatural
agency

during the ensuing winter ezra booth and symonds ryder
were converted only to be deconvertedconvertedde within a short time
ryder s attitude on leaving is known and booth s long exposeI1

as earlier discussed was printed they both lapsed because
of human qualities in a divine organization yet neither con-
vincinglyvincin gly dismisses the spirituality of their conversions booth
wrote

when I1 embraced mormonism I1 conscientiously believed it
to be of god the impressions of my mind were deep and
powerful and my feelings were exerted to a degree to which

statement of john barr cit frederic G mather lippincottsLippin cotts magazine
vol 36 1880 ppap 2067206 7 card s first name follows the spelling of the cleve-
land publications and the directory cleveland and ohio city for the years
183781837 8 cleveland 1837 in which both card and barr are listed as practisingpracticingprac tising
attorneys

17 corrill brief history p 11
ibid p 9
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1I had been a stranger like a ghost it haunted me by night
and day until I1 was mysteriously hurried as it were by a
kind of necessity into the vortex of delusion 59

booth s friend ryder assessed the apparent integrity of those
who founded the new religion an issue that began for the
ohio converts with oliver cowdery and peter whitmer jr but
immediately included joseph smith himself almost three
decades later ryder recalled his first impressions

in the winter of 1831 joseph smith with others had an ap-
pointment in the south school house inin hiram such was the
apparent piety sincerity and humility of the speakers that
many of the hearers were greatly affected and thought it imim-
possible that such preachers should lie in wait to deceive co

the possibility of deception dictated the countermissioncounter mission of
sidney rigdon and edward partridge to the new york neigh-
borhood of joseph smith MSC wrote contemporaneously
that rigdon left for new york about three weeks after his
baptism by then the four new york missionaries had resumed
their journey to missouri taking the kirtland convert frederick
G williams as an ordained companion and leaving the ohio
saints under the new elders sidney rigdon john murdock and
lyman wight in the words of lydia partridge at this time
11 my husband partly believed but he had to take a journey
to new york state and see the prophet 61 several sources
establish the trip as a fact finding mission john corrill perhaps
confuses personalities but gives his understanding of the visit s

purpose after rigdon had joined the church in kirtland he
was afraid that he had been deceived so he and edward part-
ridge went to the state of new york to inquire further into
it 62 according to philo dibble partridge also went on be-
half of several others A skeptical neighbor identified partridge
and his business we have sent a man down to york state to
find out the truth of this work and he isis a man who will not
lie 63 john whitmer s contemporary history indicates the open-
ness of partridge s inquiries he being desirous to know the

letter of ezra booth to rev ira eddy sept 12 1831 nelson ohio citdt
ravenna ohio star oct 13 1831

letter of symonds ryder to A S hayden feb 1 1868 hiram ohio cit
hayden early history of the disciples p 220

extracts history of edward partridge jr p 5

corrill brief history p 17
dibble narrative early scenes p 77
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truth of these things but not having confidence enough to in-
quire at the hand of god therefore he sought testimony of
man and he obtained it 64 lucy mack smith recalled the
arrival of rigdon and partridge while a meeting was inin prog-
ress at waterloo new york when joseph smith finished
speaking he extended an opportunity for spontaneous remarks

upon this mr partridge arose and stated that he had been to
manchester with the viewview of obtaining further information
respecting the doctrine which we preached but not finding
us he had made some inquiry of our neighbors concerning
our characters which they stated had been unimpeachable
until joseph deceived us relative to the book of mormon
havingmaving heard that our veracity was not questioned upon

any other point than that of our religion he believed our
testimony and was ready to be baptized

partridge wrote a letter from new york disclosing his belief
and baptism to his nonmembernon member friends perhaps with dubious
results for it only caused philo dibble s neighbor to avoid
him 6 rigdon and partridge were back inin ohio by feb 1 and
rigdon confirmed their findings

he commenced a long detail of his researches after the
character of joseph smith he declared that even his enemiesenemies
had nothing to say against his character he had brought
a transcript from the docket of two magistrates where smith
had been tried as a disturber of the peace which testified
that he was honorably acquitted 17

the above episode illustrates the continuing effect of the
preaching of the cowdery pratt mission inin ohio for growth
was just beginning as they left the hundred converts on the
western reserve in november 1830 were a thousand by the
next summer the missionaries according to the contemporary
MSC had arrived about the last of october 68 on no-

vember 16 the Painesgainesvillepainesvihepainesvilleville telegraph indicated that they had
come about two weeks sincesince and john murdock s auto-
biography pinpoints a report of the mentor preaching by oct
31 69 lyman wight remembered the missionaries coming to

the book of john whitmer ms p 2
lucy mack smith biographical sketches p 170
dibble narrative early scenes p 77
MSC gainesvillepamesvillepainesvillePainesPames ville telegraph feb 15 1831

ibid
murdock s journal gives his baptism as nov 5 and reports his hearing of

the mormon elders on the previous sunday this was oct 31
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him at kirtland about the first of november 1770 an episode
following the first mentor preaching wight also thought that
they stayed seven weeks but this is inaccurate the two
or three weeks of pratt s autobiography is a corrective but

less than four weeks from cowdery corresponds better with
facts 771 dates which york eldersprecise the latest at the new

were in the kirtland vicinity are november IS18 wight s con-
firmationfirmation date and november 20 wight s ordination as
elder 772 the missionaries immediately left for by november
26 a news story had been written regarding these deluded
mortals and the arrest of pratt near amherst some 50 miles
west of kirtland 73

in four action packed weeks missionaries of the restored
gospel had preached intensively inin mentor kirtland and may-
field and they had held important meetings inin north union

inin cleveland s shaker heights warrensvilleWarrensville and paines
ville 774 they had saturated the kirtland area with their message
and testimony their newspaper valedictory reported that the
four persons have proceeded on their mission to the in-
dians and accorded them a grudging tribute

there are rising of 100 inin this and an adjoining county who

wight s journal cit history of the reorganized church p 153
cowdery was coeditorco editor and presumably the source of Informinformationatlon for this

historical summary in the evening and the morning star vol 1 april 1833
which summarized the ohio preaching these first four having added one to
their number proceeded to the west after having baptibaptizedzed one hundred and
thirty disciples in less than four weeks and ordained four of them elders

wight s journal cit history of the reorganized church p 154 after a
sunday meeting apparently held nov 14 at warrensvilleWarrensville john murdock relates
on monday morning the york brethren accompanied by F G williams a late

convert took leave of us and started for upper missouri but the missionaries
appear to be in the midst of their ministry at kirtland on nov 14 and 15
judged by the data of wight and rigdon it is possible that nov 15 was simply
a farewell to the warrensvilleWarrens ville area but it Isis more likely that murdock gives a
wrong impression of meetings in his area on sunday nov 14 that in reality
these were on sunday nov 21 and that he isis correct on the day of departure
as monday nov 22

on dec 14 1830 the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph copied this story from the
milan huron county ohio free press in the form of a letter to the
editor dated amherst lorain county ohio nov 26 1830 cf n 75 infra

the missionaries personally contacted edward partridge at painesvillegainesvillePaines ville see
n 48 supra evidence of their public preaching there comes from a source to
be used with great care A B deming s melodramatic newspaper naked truths
about mormonism in jan 1888 an affidavit of may 6 1885 from KAE bell
was printed filled with hearsay the statement contains some personal experience
1 I attended the first mormon meeting pratt and cowdery held in painesvillegainesvillePaines ville

they told about prophet jo smith finding the gold plates and said they
saw them bell might have confused kirtland with painesvillegainesvillePainesville but ketchel E
bell is enumerated in painesvillegainesvillePaines ville on the 1830 census
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have embraced the ideas and assertions of joseph smith jr
many of them respectable for intelligence and piety

although the missouri phase deserves to be fully narrated the
lamanite mission achieved its main success among those pre-
pared for the message on the western reserve not among in-
dian peoples where political and cultural conditions were not
yet ripe the ohio labors of oliver cowdery parley P pratt
and their companions doubled the membership of the church
and created a solid nucleus for rapid growth and a secure if
temporary gathering location one assesses the impact of four
men in four weeks with a certain awe the fields were ripe
and the hands of the harvesters sure the documents of the
rise of the church in new york do not furnish personal rec-
ords that so visibly recreate the events and emotions of the first
yield in ohio more than any other segment of LDS history
early kirtland reveals why the restored gospel reached inde-
pendent minds and induced powerful action in fact a study of
the conversions on the western reserve in 18501830 has more than
a little relevance for the spread of mormonism today

the book of mormon gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph nov 30 1830
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from the fall of 1830 when parley P pratt and three other
missionaries passed through ohio on their way west kirtland
was a center of mormon missionary proselyting 1 almost over-
night a congregation sprang up in kirtland and its vicinity and
immediately the message of the restored gospel began to be
carried out from kirtland one of the new ohio saints fred-
erick G williams joined the pratt party as it continued west-
ward to missouri others excitedly carried the news to friends
and relatives in the vicinity of kirtland and to other towns in
the surrounding region undoubtedly some of the new ohio
members wrote letters to loved ones in new york pennsyl-
vania massachusetts vermont besides natural enthusiasm ac-
companyingcompanying their conversion the new ohio members were
doubtless inspired to preach the gospel by the strong mission

dr bitton professor of history at the university of utah has done a great
deal of research on mormon history in 1969 he was awarded the silver
award for best history article for his article printed in dialogue A tournaijournal
of mormon thought he has also published articles in arizona and the west
and utah historical quarterly and is author of the french nobility in
crisis 156016401560 1640 1969 and the reminiscences and civil war letters of
levi lamonilamont wight 1970

twowo valuable studies of mormon kirtland both unpublished are robert
kent fielding the growth of the mormon church in kirtland ohio phd
dissertdissertationdissertatldissertateatlati on university of indiana 1957 and max H parkin conflict at
kirtland A study oftheodtheof the nature and causes of external and internal conflict
of the mormonscormons in ohio between 1830 and 1838 MA thesis brigham young
university 1966 the standard study of early mormon missionary activity is S
george ellsworth A history of mormon missions in the united states and
canada 183018601830 1860 unpublished phd dissertation university of california at
berkeley 1951 very useful on early mormon missionary work is barbara
mcfarlane higdon the role of preaching in the early latter day saint
church 183018461830 1846 unpublished phd dissertation university of missouri
1961
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ary obligation repeatedly proclaimed inin the early revelations
0 ye that embark in the service of god see that ye serve

him with all your heart might mind and strength that ye may
stand blameless before god at the last day said a revelation
received by joseph smith for his father but applicable to all
members for behold the field is white already to harvest
and lo10 he that thrusteththrusteth in his sickle with his might the same
layethlabeth up in store that he perishethperisheth not but bringethbringeth salva-
tion to his soul 1122

beginning to hum with the good news of the restoration of
the gospel at the end of 1830 kirtland soon became the un-
questioned center of the new church s proselyting by january
there was a congregation of about oneone hundred there appar-
ently more than the total membership in the new york
branches and in may the new york saints began to move
into the kirtland area by june according to rough estimates
there were several hundred members of the church the major-
ity of whom lived in kirtland and its vicinity 3

in february 1831 joseph smith received a revelation in-
structingstructing the elders to 9gatherather in a conference at kirtland and
it shall comecorneconne to pass that they shall go forth into the regions
round about and preach repentance unto the people and many
shall be converted insomuch that ye shall obtain power to or-
ganize yourselves according to the laws of man at the con-
ference in june 28 elders were called to travel to missouri two
by two taking different routes preaching the word by the
way those going to missouri preached in different ohio

this revelation for the benefit of joseph smith sr had wider applicability
as indicated by the plural ye doctrine and covenants salt lake city 1876
section 4 like other early revelations this one circulated in manuscript before
its publication for a particularly good description of missionary activlactiveactivityty in the
vicinity of kirtland at the end of 1830 see the journal of levi ward hancock

mimeographed copy at princeton university library all this part of the
country he said seemed to be awake and would listen to the new doctrine

one should be cautious about membership figures see joseph smith hist-
ory of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints rev ed salt lake city
1956 1146 17579175 79 250 hereafter this work will be cited as DHC standing
for the common designation documentary history of the church A con-
temporary newspaper account confirms the general picture strange as it may
appear it is an unquestionable fact that this singular sect have within three or
four weeks made many proselytesproselyterproselytes inin this county the number of belbeibelieversevers in the
faith in three or four of the northern townships is said to exceed one hundred

among whom are many intelligent and respectable individuals the prospects
of obtaining still greater numbers in this county is daily increasing westeynwestern
courier ravenna ohio may 26 1831 reprinted in st louis times july 9
1831 ellsworth estimates that there were 600 to 800 mormonscormons by the summer
of 1831 ellsworth 69 ftff
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towns as they moved outward from kirtland and returned a
few months later having made a long sometimes circuitous
missionary circuit some missonariesmissionariesmissonaries were sent east to labor
with their families and others the residue of the elders
were instructed to remain in ohio where they watched over
the churches worked and declared the word in the regions
about them 4 already we see the broad outlines of the pattern
that was followed for the next several years

OHIO SATURATED WITH missionaries
from 1831 to 1837 no state received the saturation treat-

ment that ohio did over and over again it was crisscrossedcriss crossed by
mormon elders on their way or returning from other states in
addition those unable to go on longer missions would often
manage to find a few days for preaching in such towns as am-
herst portage or newton and elders living at home during
the off season or winter months would often be available for
short preaching tours to cite one example among many of the
relatively brief ohio circuit we find hyrum smith and reynolds
cahoon leaving in december 1831 on a missionary tour that
took them to poncortvoncortPoncort leroy thompson rome bloomfield
furnessytown hiram and wethersfieldWethers field before their return to
kirtland 5 their reception was uneven at best but they were not
discouraged back in kirtland they rested for a little season
on january 14 1832 hyrum left again this time in a different
direction and preached in cleveland florence and amherst
before returning to kirtland such swings out of kirtland
and back were a constant recurrence between 1831 and 1838

missionaries could travel greater distances the new convert
jared carter was living in amherst ohio in the fall of 1831
when he started his mission to vermont he was back home by
the end of february 1832 for approximately two months he
lived at home but there was no rest for a mormon elder he
preached in the neighboring towns of brownhambrownhatBrownham newlomanNewloman

doctrinedoctrdocar ne and covenants 52 hereafter referred to as dacd&c
hyrum smsmithth diary 1831351831 35 photocopy of holograph chuchchurch hist-

orian s office salt lake city utah the church historian s office the single
most important center for the study of mormon history will henceforth be
abbreviated as CHO in all quotations from the early journals I1 have taken the
liberty of correcting a few spelling errors and occasionally adding punctuation for
ease of reading there have been no corrections of grammar or additions of
words

jared carter journal 183118313318515318311851 5333 holograph CHO
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florence and hiram as well as in amherst then he went into
kirtland to find out his ministry for the ensuing season 11

another mission to vermont and new york started in april
and ended in october with his return to the kirtland area
this time he allowed himself a five week respite working
that my family might be made more comfortable before

starting on a mission to michigan territory
another great kirtland missionary was lorenzo barnes 7

barnes hadbad lived in norton medina county ohio since 1816
he was 21 years old when he was baptized on june 16 1833
less than a month later he was ordained an elder and was sent
on a mission by a council of high priests he and elial
strong held meetings at larad westfield harmony james-
town pomfertcomfertPomfert and perrysburgPerrysburg and inin the regions round
about this tour was during august and september in
october barnes was back in kirtland where he worked on the
temple for three or four weeks and then returned to norton to
teach school during the winter note the rhythmic pattern
missionary journey rest and recovery and then another foray

in the spring of 1834 barnes went with joseph smith on
the unsuccessful military operation known as zion s camp he
remained in missouri until october when he received a license
from the high council and started on a missionary journey that
lasted for over six months before he arrived back at his home
in ohio

barnes was home less than a month before he started on
another mission in the spring of 1835 without tracing his
journey we can notice that in general hebe went eastward to
pennsylvania spent considerable time in ohio along the way
and made an effort to visit relatives after spending five and a
half months on this mission barnes might have expected to
work and help support his family but hebe was called to kirt-
land to study english grammar and hebrew at the special
school for elders at the beginning of april hebe returned to
newton there hebe held long conversations with his parents
who had not accepted the mormon message and continued to
preach and baptize in the locality

for such missionaries as lorenzo barnes and jared carter
kirtland was a home base like medieval knights they left the

the name is spelled both bamsbarns and barnes the latter spelling is found in
his handwriting on his journals lorenzo barnes reminiscence and journals

1812391812 39 holograph CHO
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castle for repeated adventures in the dark world in the sense
that every latter day saint was expected to be a missionary of
course any home branch could function much as kirtland did

the preeminencepre eminence of kirtland was due in the first instance
to the simple fact that it was a center of gathering and conse-
quently there were more saints there than anywhere else the
other place of gathering jackson county missouri bade fair
to surpass the ohio center and did function as a secondary cen-
ter of proselyting activity but missouri s role as a missionary
center was weakened as early as 1833 by the outbreak of the
misouri persecutions which forced the missouri saints to

move to rebuild and finally to flee from the state kirtland
remained relatively free from such large scale violence more-
over the organization of the twelve and the seventy at kirt-
land in 1835 meant that the agencies most responsible for or-
ganizingganizing and implementing the missionary effort were located
in kirtland the situation did not change until 1838 when
most of the saints left kirtland just before nauvoo illinois
was established as a new place of refuge

characteristics OF THE KIRTLAND missionaries
what were the general characteristics of missionary activity

during the years of kirtland s hegemony helpful in answering
this question are the church periodicals of the 1830s 8 and the
journals of the missionaries through such primary sources
we can gain a good insight into what it meant to be a mormon
missionary during the first decade of the church s history here
are some of the most striking characteristics of the kirtland
missionaries

they preached inin courthouses schools churches barns
private dwellings and on streetcornersstreetcorners in early 1833 david W

the evening and morning star was published at independence missouri
from june 1832 to july 1833 and resumed publication at kirtland ohio from
december 1833 to september 1834 especially important for the present subject
are the latter day saint messenger and advocate published monthly at kirtl-
and from october 118348341854854 to september 1836 and the elders journal 1837-
38 the first two issues of which were publpublishedisheddished at kak1kirtlandrtlandartland

the following journals all located in the CHO are especially valuable for
the kirtland period lorenlorenzozaz0 barnes reynolds cahoon gideon carter jared
carter john S carter zebedee coltrin jonathan dunham jonathan H hale
elias hutchinson orson hyde levi jackman amasa lyman david W patten
charles C rich samuel H smith waw1wilfordifordlford woodruff and john murdock there
are others as well hopefully the guide to mormon diaries that I1 am preparing
will enable researchers to locate most of the diaries that are relevant for this and
other topics in mormon history
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patten and his companion attended a methodist meeting and
preached to them the gospel in its plainness and simplicity
the preference seems to have been for a public meeting in an
available meeting hall such as a church or courthouse 10

often such places were available and appointments were given
out publicity was distributed for one or more such meetings
one of the interesting terms common to the vocabulary of the
age was liberty after the elders had presented their message
they would give liberty ie open up the meeting to anyone
who wanted to say anything it was a procedure that put any
attending clergy on the spot silence might be interpreted as as-
sent but taking issue with the mormonscormons would simply lead to
further discussion one also encounters a slightly different
usage of the term liberty as for example claiming to have
had good liberty or merely liberty when speaking this I1

gather referred to fluency that resulted when one spoke under
the influence of the spirit

although public meetings were the means by which the
elders could reach the largest audience they did not fail to
meet with smaller groups especially the families of friends and
relatives or the families of those who put them up for the
night cottage meetings of course could easily grow if a
few neighbors were invited in or if a private home had to be
used as the only location for a public meeting and going
door to door was by no means uncommon it does not seem to
have been the systematic tractingtrading of later years blocking out
areas of cities more typically the missionaries knocked on the
doors of farm houses as they made their way along a road or
in the villages and small towns they would take a day or two
to go from house to house 12 and quite early we find examples
of street meetings although they seem to have been held only
when a meeting hall was unavailableunavaifable 13

parkin 158138 for description of the varied audiences see higdon 11617116 17

when the first mormon missionaries came to ohio parley P pratt gave
a sermon then he gave liberty for anyone to reply whereupon sidney rigdon
arose and advised the people not to contend against what they had heard levi
ward hancock journal p 24.24 orson hyde described an agonizing experience
when he attempted to preach without enjoying liberty by saying 1 I was shut
up higdon 94.94

examples of going from house to house are found in the journals of orson
hyde wilford woodruff and others

street meetings were held inin cincinnati by lorenzo barnes on the corner
of sixth and vine where a large congregation listened with great
attention
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they presented a simple direct message often they de-
livered standard sermons on such subjects as the prophecies of
the bible and their fulfillment the book of mormon the signs
orthe times or the contrasts between new testament christian-
ity and the religion people were familiar with 14 here is how
lorenzo barnes summarized his manner of preaching

our manner of teaching the people generally was inin
the first place to lay before them the first principles of the
gospel faith repentance baptism for the remission of sins
& the laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost
these we proved from the new testament to the people
were preached and practiced by the apostles and obeyed by
the people in ancient days and paul says if we or an angel
from heaven preach any other let him be accursed & then by
comparing the ancient order of things with the teachings of
the present generation and welwe left the people to judge
who were preaching the gospel that paul did and who were
preaching a different one

secondly showed what the power of godliness was and
who were denying it proved the necessity of more revelations
wherever the church of christ isis on the earth and then that
according to the prophecies there will be more revelations
given inin the last days to bring about the great work that isis
to be accomplished and then the prophecies concerning the
restoration of the house of israel and the means that god
will make use of to bring about the great work the covenants
made to the fathers the coming of christ his kingdom and
reign on earth &cac &cac

much of the preaching was based on biblical texts 15 what
the missionaries were expected to avoid was abstruse theology
or elaborate scriptural exegesis the mysteries were consider-
ed not good matter for attracting converts when joseph wake-
field and solomon humphrey were sent east in 1831 a revela-
tion instructed them to declare none other things than the
prophets and apostles that which they have seen and heard and
most assuredly believe 163lcirl

they made special efforts to convert family and friends
understandably the elders wished to carry the pearl of great
price to their loved ones in practical terms too it was inin their
home area among people who knew them that they stood the

higdon 727972 79 ellsworth 50
there is no good study of the use of scriptures in mormon theology

barbara M higdon has rightfully pointed out that a few standard passages were
used over and over again higdon 15967.15967159 67

dacd&c 525652565236
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best chance of gaining a hearing this double motivation helps
to explain the frequency of trips by missionaries from kirtland
to new york state or vermont or massachusetts 17 As time
went on the pattern continued even late in the century it was
not unusual for a person to be called on a special mission
exempted from the usual mission jurisdictions and the obliga-
tion of having a companion in order to preach the gospel to
relatives

these family confrontations could be laden with emotion
in the fall of 18321852 orson hyde spent two days at oxford new
hampshire with his brother asahel who failed to believe or-
son hyde described his departure left brother asahel with
hearts full of grief united with him in prayer before we left
we shed manytearsmany tears over each other and I1 bade my brother
my own mother s child adieu his wife and little ones farewell
to see my face no more A few days later he called on his
sister and brother in law in great falls new hampshire at
first the brother in law a mr north was quite friendly help-
ing to find a place for the missionaries to hold their meeting
putting up notices and coming to listen but when they heard
the message both laura north and her husband were quite
unbelieving hyde s entry for the next day is pregnant with
emotion

continued at mr north s stayed at home in the fore-
noon with my sister and tried to reason with her about the
work but all to no purpose mr north came home from
meeting and we tried further to reason with him but in vain
we saw that they objected to our testimony and must I1
tell we took our things and left them and tears from all
eyes freely ran and we shook the dust of our feet against
them but it was like piercing my heart and all I1 can say is
the will of the lord be done

other missionary diaries such as those of lorenzo barnes
contain terse entries that merely hint at the crushing disappoint-
ment when loved ones rejected the gospel message

oppositions AND SUCCESSES

thy encountered much indifference and opposition on the
discouraging side of the ledger the mormon elders often found

preaching to family and friends in new york vermont and massachusetts
were the carter brothers orson hyde samuel H smith ebenezer robinson
and many others
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a lack of interest or such interest as existed was often hostile
expressing itself in jeers catcallscatcalls and occasional violence in
1832 amasa lyman scheduled a public meeting in talmage
ohio but there was sic no people that did attend A few
months later in madison ohio he and his companion cleansed
our feet against thousands who rejected us about the same
time jared carter was preaching in his home state of vermont
at chesterfield he warned the people in a meeting at the end
of the meeting many gathered around him to criticize when he
finally departed a group of people followed me about half of
a mile making ridicule sicj r of me later at plattsburgPlattsburg he
held a meeting but without access to the hearts of the people

many good examples of the kind of discouragement faced
by the mormon missionaries are found in the 1832 missionary
journal of orson hyde the following excerpts reflect experi-
ences inin ohio pennsylvania new york and massachusetts

preached inin the village inin the evening prospects un-
favorable

went on from fairview 6 or 7 miles I1 took off the dust of
my feet against almost all

went on to mill creek and found where clavin sold a book
for 18711.87118712 found the people very hard seemingly no sal-
vation for them
preached inin mill creek prospects poor

labored in erie with a number of families prospects
poor

preached inin the village without much spirit and without
much effect

found the people hard and unbelieving and it really
seems as though satan had grasped them with his own foul
chains

went on totb buffalo found the people hard

prospects very poor inin candor where we are now prejudice
rages and satan roars

from indifference the negative response ranged up to irate
denunciations threats heckling and physical abuse on july 17
1832 orson hyde and his companion were holding a meeting
in a private house A mob of some hundred men gathered
around the house and svoreswore that they would tar and feather
the elders fortunately a little boy came into the house to see
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if we were there and he did not see us and went out and told
them that we were not there and they then disappeared
swearing and scolding and thus the lord delivered us hyde
tells of another occasion when a numerous crowd came out
and fired crackers during the meeting and made disturbance
and after the meeting the rabble set up a hugh and cry through
the town and round the house like a pack of grizzly wolves
determined to devour us but the lord sent them home and we
retired to rest

in 18351855 lyman smith and lewis robbins attempted to
preach in havanna new york but were harrassedharrasserharrassed by men

throwing hard apples at them when they continued preach-
ing the rowdies blew out their candles and kicked up a
general row forcing them to leave and then peltedbelted them
11 with a shower of mud 18 the same year george A smith and
his companion were holding a meeting on sullivan s island
when a baptist deacon

furnished a popgun and ammunition which he passed in
through the windows to a man who fired popgunpop gun wads of
tow at me all the time I1 was preaching he was an excellent
shot with the popgunpop gun the most of the wads hit me in the
face I1 caught several of them in my hands many of them
were tickled but some of them paid good attention I1 finished
my discourse without noticing theinsultthe insult 19

they encountered especially strong opposition from the
clergy the journals of the kirtland missionaries are full of
references to the clergy in 18321852 amasa lyman recorded that in
keene ohio he and his companion were attacked by one of
the teachers of babylon who sought by sarcasm and blackguard
to bring the work of the lord into disrepute the following
year he tells of being opposed by one of the teachers of
babylon in virginia when orson hyde was able to arouse the
interest of a congregation on his 18521832 mission a methodist
minister was very much opposed but could not bring one thing
to bear against the truth in 18351855 lorenzo barnes reported
that in clearmont county the priests did everything in their
power to oppose mormonism but all they could do he con-
tinued was to read newspaper stories call for signs and cry

george A smith my journal the instructor september 1946 416
the instructor october 1946 462 other examples of overt resistance

are itemized by parkin 150 ff
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false prophet false teacher delusion imposition &cac almost
every issue of the church periodicals contained further ex-
amples of opposition from the clergy 2021

it should perhaps be noticed that the clergy viewed the
mormon missionaries as rival preachers who could upset fam-
ilies and draw away members from congregations such concern
was contemptuously seen byy the mormon elders as selfish pro-
tection of the clerical craft nor were feelings made more
pleasant by mormon references to priests of babylon priests
of baal or hireling priests such scathing contempt was
made possible by the natural fervor of new converts some of
whom brought a previous clericalismanticlericalismanti with them by pas-
sages in the mormon scriptures that condemned priestcraft
and by the interesting fact that several of the most vocal elders
had been preachers before their conversion perhaps the sur-
prising thing is that occasionally they found a friendly candid
minister and that conversions from the protestant clergy con-
tinued to occur 21

they sometimes participated Min debates responding to the
attacks of the clergy the mormon missionaries often challenged
them to debate the stories of these debates as recounted in the
diaries and curchchurch periodicals invariably present a picture of
mormon truth triumphing over sectarian error one suspects
that the encounters may have appeared different from the
other side or from the point of view of many in the con-
gregationsgregations but probably the elders did fare remarkably well in
verbal combat their message was one they were much better
prepared to discuss than the person encountering it for the first
time they had personal experience and testimony to bring to
bear against the rumor and unreliable newspaper stories of the
opposition and they had incredible self confidence in 1832
david patten accepted a challenge to debate he summarized

A few among many examples of efforts by the clergy to oppose the
proselyting of the mormon elders see the latter day saints messenger and
advocate 1 18345518545518543518541834551834351834 5535 7 24 44 62 75 77 2 1835361835 36 22324223 24 237 238
organization of a mob by the local clergy in tennessee is described in vol 2

1836 ppap 36567365 67 hereafter this periodical will be cited as simply messenger
and advocate another example is found in the elders journal 1 1837 232 3
from the first appearance of the mormonscormons in missouri according to oliver
cowdery the clergy took the lead in opposing them DHC 1182.1182

there is not to my knowledge a good study of conversions of ministers to
mormonism which started in 1830 and continues to the present day for some
intelligent comments on the social geographical and religious origins of early
mormon converts see ellsworth ch 13 and appendix
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the result as follows we went accordingly and we gave him
the length of his own rope and he hung himself on lust in
1836 elias hutchinson met a presbyterian minister in debate
and confounded him so that he could not open his mouth
when someone complained that the mormonscormons were not within
reach of argument the messenmessengergetger and advocate responded

thisthethistlethis the writer knew if he knew anything about the
church was not true so far from it that wherever our
elders have travelled abroad they have at all times been ready
god giving them his spirit to stand up boldly in defence of
the religion they profess and even beardless boys among
them have been able to confound the priests of this genera-
tion 2212

missionaries may have been encouraged to participate in such
controversy by the early revelation instructing joseph smith and
sidney rigdon to preach the gospel wherefore confound
your enemies call upon them to meet you both in public and
in private and inasmuch as you are faithful their shame shall
be made manifest

church leaders were sometimes not entirely happy with the
argumentative proclivities of the missionaries the messenger
and advocate wrote we sincerely hope our elders will not go
round the country challenging others to debate the subject of
religion with them if drawn into a debate the elders were in-
structedstruc ted to make sure that the opponent was of respectable
standing for a victory over a man of no character was a
loss of time and reputation this warning strongly suggests that
some of the elders had won cheap victories although it had
reservations the periodical did not go so far as to forbid de-
bating if they the elders are attacked as they invariably
will be we commend them for defending themselves with the
sword of the spirit which is the word of god 23

A FIELD WHITE TO HARVEST

they sometimes found interested listeners and had remark-
able success it would be a mistake to notice the opposition
the slanderous rumor mongering the heckling the doors slam

messenger and advocate 2 april 1836 294
ibid 2 july 1836 351 for some of joseph smith s reservations on

debating growing out of experiences at kirtland see DHC 2317182317 18 330 33435334 35
34041340 41 in 1836 the elders were instructed not to contend with others DHC
2431
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med in their faces the occasional violence at the expense of
missionary successes after all the field was white to the
harvest the same journals that tell of indifference and op-
position also tell of interest and acceptance in early 1833 after
being rejected in several places amasa lyman came to a town
where he had a very attentive congregation two years later
lorenzo barnes preached in salem ohio where the people
listened widiwithwidl great attention & much of their prejudices sicj c

apparently removed of another locality he reported that
many appear believing often he spoke to crowded congrega-

tions in clearmont county he found calls to preach on the
right hand and on the left

A good indication of widespread receptivity is found in the
church periodicals A spirit of jaunty optimism permeates such
reports as the following 1835 statement summarizing the first
11 season s activity of the seventy

they have traveled through the assisting grace of god
and preached the fulnessfalness of the everlasting gospel inin various
states and generally with good success many have been
convinced and 175 baptized into the kingdom of jesus
the mighty wheel rolls on like a bright cloud in the heavens
unchecked by the efforts of men 24

elders reporting their activities frequently told of the need for
more laborers for the doors were open and the field ready to
harvest places where results were encouraging and additional
elders needed included huntington connecticut troy pennsyl-
vania freedom new york providence rhode island liberty
iowa jay vermont brookvilleBrookville indiana and clinton illinois 2521

we often ask said the messenger and advocate in 1835
11 when will the time arrive or will it ever that the number of
laborers shall be equal to the harvestharvest2626

all in all it was a breathtaking experience who would
have supposed wrote orson pratt in 1835 that the spread
of truth would be so rapidrapid27227 the gospel was spreading ac

messenger and advocate 12 january 1836 253 for interesting sum-
maries of theirtheltheir successes miles traveled books sold sermons and baptisms
by individual missionariesmissionaries see ppap 235 238 255 256

2theathehe need for additional missionaries in different localities is exempli-
fied by the messenger and advocate 1 1834351834 35 8 9 434643 46 62 64 90 93
104 142 2 1835361835 36 224 296

261211ibid211bidbid 1I march 1835 93
21 ibid21ibid p 89
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TWO OHIO MISSIONS OF HYRUM SMITH 1832

cording to another observer like wildfire 28 from the central
cordon of new york pennsylvania and ohio the work had ex-
panded westward to missouri then from these older areas it
moved outward to new england to illinois and indiana in
addition to these main lines of expansion there were free lance
missionaries who traveled far and wide As early as 1833 the
word crossed into canada during 1835361835 36 new york pennsyl-
vania new england and canada received especially concen-
trated proselyting A circle of 150 miles in radius from palmyra
would include at least three score branches according to S
george ellsworth and another such circle drawn near the
center of the connecticut river valley would include more
than two score of new england and canadian branches 229 the
renewed persecutions in missouri and the financial turmoil at
kirtland had some dampening effects on the missionary effort
but the general pattern of preaching continued and important

ibid 1 june 18351855 141
ellsworth ch 8 for permission to use the accompanying map showing

sites of mormon branches between 1830 and 1840 1I am indebted to professor
ellsworth department of history utah state university the version of the
same map in his dissertation superimposes the location of the sites on a map
showing population density
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new areas were opened up virginia maryland new jersey
north carolina wilford woodruff in the fox islands contin-
ued to enjoy success and in 1837 in a bold inspired move
the missionary program had been flung across the sea to eng-
land where heber C kimball and his colleagues achieved
amazing results

KIRTLANDS ROLE IN THE missionary activities
what was the role of kirtland during this important period

stretching from about 1831 to 1837 we have already noticed
that for several reasons kirtland was the main center of mis-
sionary activity and have considered some of the chief features
of the proselyting enterprise during these years it is now time
to examine more carefully the functions performed by kirtland
in this far flung complicated movement four points are de-
serving of particular attention

1 kirtland provided organization and direction in some
ways of course the missionary obligation was on every mem-
ber they were expected to teach others when they could and
not wait to be commanded in all things furthermore even
as things became more fully planned and organized missionary
calls were often quite indefinite both as to place and as to dur-
ation it was common for example to be called to preach the
gospel in the east or the south the day when elders would
be called on two year missions sent to carefully defined mis-
sionary fields and there assigned to a specific companion and
locality all of this was far in the future

but very early the mormon leaders saw the advantages of
some kind of planning and organization and kirtland was the
place where it was done the conference in june 1831 saw the
naming of twenty eight elders by name they were told who was
to travel with whom as companion where to go and general
directions about route 30 this kind of supervision continued to
be exercised by the kirtland leaders usually through the high
council 31 in early 1832 for example jared carter went from

dacd&c 52 for a good analysis of the free lance missionary during the
early stages of proselyting see ellsworth 94

see minutes of the kirtland high council CHO which council con-
cerned itself with ordinations giving and revoking licenses assigning mission-
ariesariesarles and many specific questions from the scattered branches the fluidity of
church organorganizationorganizatizat on before 1835 is indicated by such phrases as a conference
of elders a council of high priests a council of high priests and elders
and the high council of the church of the latter day saints
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amherst into kirtland to find out his assignment viz where he
should go to preach and who would be his companion during
183334183354185334185534183318531855 5434 licenses were issued to these traveling elders by either
the missouri or the kirtland high council

in 1835 a momentous reorganization took place at kirtland
when the twelve apostles and the seventy were established in
some ways the respective assignment and authority of the dif-
ferent councils remained confused for a few years but both the
apostles and the seventy had a primary obligation to carry the
gospel to the world and improvements inin the organization of
the missionary effort were quickly apparent the twelve
visited several conferences in 1835 and carefully defined district
boundaries at these conferences reports from each branch were
heard those who had taught false doctrine or otherwise dis-
rupted orderly operations were corrected or cut off improved
licensing procedures with central control were established it
would be much easiereaslereasiereasler than before to identify those elders who
were officially authorized to preach to visit the scattered
branches and officiate in ordinances both theme twelve and the
presidency of the seventy both of which had their headquar-
ters at kirtland took the responsibility of assigning elders to
specific fields of labor 3212

it would be an exaggerationexaggerationaggerationggeration to say that kirtland housed a
complex operations center a huge room with files on different
areas and a giant map carefully marked with colored pins but
it would be equally absurd to assume that there was no plan-
ning at all some discussion of areas that were promising or
inin need of visitations along with some consideration of which
missionaries were available undoubtedly took placetoplaceboplaceTo the ex-
tent that such centralized planning and commissioning existed
it was at kirtland

2 kirtland provided training for the missionaries to be
effective and to avoid confusing new members of the church
with conflicting interpretations they needed some kind of
systematic gospel study sunday meetings at kirtland accompaccompt

DHC32dhc 2 181 200 209 220ff an interesting discussion of the seventy
as a veritable flying column for missionary work by B H roberts is found
in DHC 2 203n one modern historian sees the seventy inin their original intent
at least as a permanent calling for well trained and highly competent mormon
jesuits who must in time have become highly effective fielding 117.117 in-
structions to missionariesmissionaries on the care they should exerciseexercise in preaching to children
or slaves are found inin DHC 2 26263262 63 improvements of procedures for licens-
ing are described on ppap 400 40305403 05 446 475 490
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lisheddished this to some extent there were also quorum meetings
during the week and special courses of study the lectures on
faith delivered in 1835 are a good example of an effort to
provide systematic instruction in basic gospel principles 33 secu-
lar learning was provided in a school that focused mainly on
grammar and geography 34 it was set up not as an elementary
school for children but as a kind of remedial school for the
elders ambitions were high as indicated by the introduction of
a course inin hebrew in 1836

during the off season elders living in kirtland were ex-
pected to take advantage of these special seminars and
11 workshops some living in other communities were called to
participate it is impossible to estimate how successful these
training sessions were but it seems likely that they did much
to enhance the self confidence and esprit de corps of the mis-
sionariessionaries through these schools and through conferences and
quorum meetings kirtland was the educational headquarters of
the church between 1831 and 1837

3 kirtland provided inspiration in a way the inspiration
was the most important thing of all for without it few mission-
aries would be able to maintain their fervor in the hostile world
it was to kirtland that new members came from hundreds of
miles away in order to meet and shake hands with the prophet
joseph smith often they received a patriarchal blessing nor
does it seem possible to overestimate the inspirational octane
provided by the new quorum activities the sacred ordinances
and the divine power manifested at the kirtland temple in
small groups anywhere in the world the saints could and did
experience moving testimonies healings speaking in tongues
and other gifts of the spirit but nothing could quite take the

during the winter of 1836 1I attended a high school together with
brothers joseph and hyrum and most of the leading men of the church it was
a fine opportunity for obtaining knowledge the evenings were mostly spent inin
meetings for instructions on the principles of our faith and religion it was then
and there that the lectures inin the flfirstrst part of the book of doctrine and cove-
nants were given harrison burgess sketch of a well spent life inin ladoislaboislaborslafors
in the vineyard salt lake city nd cf sketch by john A widtsoe in N B
lundwall comp A compilation containing the lectures on faith salt lake
city nd

in 1835 an announcement of the opening of school was specifically
addressed to the elders subjects to be taught inin the school were listed as pen-
manship arithmetic grammar and geography messenger and advocate 1 feb-
ruary 1835 80 cf DHC 2200 299 joseph smith according to one modem
historian saw kirtland as having the potential to become a great educational
headquarters and a spiritual mecca fielding 707170 71 cf ellsworth 176ff
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place of kirtland missionaries would return to kirtland tired
in body the spirit flickering and then in a few weeks would
be ready to go again a blazing torch it was at kirtland
more than anywhere else it seemed that the spirit of god like
a fire was burning 35

4 kirtland provided information if there is an inherent
threat to a new movement like mormonism it is that of schism
fragmentation anyone who has read more than a few mission-
ary diaries is acutely aware of the frequency of troubles among
the members of the church missionaries spent much of their
time in trying to smooth over differences or to remove offend-
ing members but it is surprising that any common faith could
be maintained when new members with little or no background
could announce their own opinions hence the incalculable im-
portance of missionary visits regular conferences and above all
the church periodicals the evening and morning star the
latter day saints messenmessenger19er and advocate and the elders
journal were the periodicals during the 1850s1830s that did much to
give out instruction pass on decisions keep the scattered saints
informed of developments elsewhere and give them the assur-
ance of belonging to a living dynamic church although the
evening and morning star was started at independence mis-
souri even from the beginning it contained important messages
from kirtland including revelations that had been received
there then as a result of the mob fury in missouri publica-
tion was transferred to kirtland in 1833185318551835 just as modern news
commentators tell us the views of washington or london or as
a modern mormon sometimes refers to the policy of salt lake
so the saints of the beginning years of the church must have
received expectantly from missionaries from letters and from
periodicals the latest pronouncements and recommendations
of kirtland 36

wilford woodruff s journal is a good example of the effect of the spiritual
experiences at kirtland A short statement by another elder summarizes the effects
of the manifestations during the dedication of the kirtland temple all felt
they hadbad a foretaste of heaven and we wondered whether the milleniummilleniurnmillennium
had commenced daniel tyler scraps of biography salt lake city nd
P 32

thehe church periodicals contained occasional private communications to
elders withdrawals of licenses instructions on specific procedures and announce-
ments of conferences virtually every issue printed letters from missionaries
describing their experiences as the following in 1836 W parrish the south
brigham young new york new england daniel stephens pennsylvania
new york connecticut hazen aldrich new york vermont ebenezer
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KIRTLANDS DECLINE AS CHURCH CENTER

kirtland s position as triumphant center was not destined to
last for long it enjoyed remarkable growth up to 1835 and as
we have seen provided important direction to the intense
proselyting carried on by fervent converts from 1835 to 1837
it was in its heyday while the poor missouri saints struggled
for survival kirtland saw the completion and dedication of its
temple the organization of the twelve and seventy and con-
tinuing economic prosperity like the sun in the firmament
kirtland was the center around which other church activities
revolved and from which they derived both light and warmth
starting in 1837 however disaster struck kirtland economic
depression the faifalfailurelure of the wildcat bank factional quarrels
and apostasy with the departure of joseph smith and the
twelve in 1837 kirtland s glow as the center of an expansive
irresistible movement came to an end and with the departure
of kirtland camp the following year the city was left a sorrow-
ful shell for a brief exciting period it had been the nerve
center of mormonism s proselyting activity the center whwhereere
more than anywhere else the lord was extending the saints
understanding those who had been part of it jared carter
lorenzo barnes wilford woodruff george A smith amasa
lyman david patten and many others would never forget

robinson ohio wilford woodruff the south heber C kimball new
york new england and erastus snow pennsylvania messenger and
advocate 3 185618561183611836 408 41315413 15 431 43940439 40 46465.46465464 65



an impressive letter from the
pen of josephsmithjosephJosephSmithsmith

LAMAR C BERRETT

because of rivalry and jealousy among the missouri saints
the piophetprophet joseph smith sidney rigdon and newel K whit-
ney were appointed to sit in council with them in april 1832

D & C 78 910.910glogio9 10 this was the second visit by joseph smith
to the missouri area

after grievances were amicably settled the three brethren
returned to kirtland by stage via st louis and vincennes in-
diana at a point between vincennes indiana and new al-
bany near greenville they had a runawayrun away when the horses
became frightened joseph and sidney jumped out of the coach
unhurt but when bishop whitney attempted to jump his coat
caught and threw him into the wheel his leg and foot were
broken in several places joseph and newel stayed at mr por-
ter s public house at greenville for four weeks and elder
rigdon returned to kirtland while attending brother whit-
ney as he recuperated from his injuries joseph smith was poi-
soned he vomited so profusely that he dislocated his jaw he
replaced it himself and then made his way to the bedside of
newel K whitney where newel administered to him and he
was healed instantly the prophet joseph smith indicated that
the effect of the poison was so powerful it caused much of the
hair of his head to be loosened he was grateful to be alive
however and said thanks be to my heavenly father for his
interference

sometime in the four weeks while newel K whitney was
bedfast joseph smith wrote an intimate letter to his wife
emma 1 his impressive account of his struggle for repentance
and his assurance of his own forgiveness is touching it is one
of the most authentic glimpses of the prophet s repentance and
effort for worthiness

dr berrett is a professor of religion and chairman of the department of church
history and doctrine at brigham young university

this letter was discovered by james R harris in 1960 in the possession
of the chicago historical society who graciously supplied us with a copy of
the letter see DHC 1271212712 for the instance of writing
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indiana
june 6thath greenville floid co

1832
dear wife

I1 would inform you that brother martin
has arrived here and draughtbraught the pleasing
news that our familys were well when he
left them which greatelyGreately chearedcheated our hearts
and relrevivedvived our spirits we thank our
hevenlyheverly father for his goodness unto

all of you
us andatettandAand A yeuyeeyettyeelyoutett martin arrived on satterday
the same week he left chagrin haveinghaleing
a properousprosperousproperous time we are all inin good heath
brother whitneyswhitneytWhitneys leg isis gaining and he thinks
he shall be able to to perform his

about
journy so as to get home A as soon as11 the
2oth20thaoth my situation isis a very unpleasentpleasentunpleasantun one
although I1 will endeaver to be contented the
lord asistingassisting me I1 have visited a grove
which is just back of the town almost
every day where I1 can be secluded from the
eyes of any mortal and there give vent to all
the feelings of my heart in meaditation and
prayrgrayr I1 have called to mind all the past

and
moments of my life and am left to morn
shed tears of sorrow for my folly in suferingferingsuperingSu
the adversary of my soul to have so much

had in times past ul
power over me as he hasahasabuthalabutbut god isis mercifmerciamercif
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and has fogivenforgiven my sins and I1 rjoicerejoice that he
sendethsenneth forth the comferterComfertcomforterer unto as many as

believe and humbleethhumbleeth themselves before him
lost

I1 was grieved to hear that hiram had A his
little child I1 think we can inin some degree
simpathiseSimpathise with him but we all must be

of the lord
reconciled to our lots and say the willabewillwiil A be done

her husband
sister whitney wrote a letter to I1awrichawhich

which was very chearing and being unwell
at that time and ffilled with much anxiety

0
it would have been very consalingconsolingConsAling to me to
have received a few lines from you but as you
did not take the trouble I1 will try to be conte
dotedrntedoted with my lot knowing that god is my
friend in him I1 shall find comfort I1 have
given my life into his hands I1 am prepared
to go at his call I1 desire to be with christ
I1 count not my life dear to me only to do his
will I1 am not pleased to hear that william
mclelinmclalin has come back and disobayeddisobeyeddisobayed the voice
of him who is altogether lovely for a woman
I1 am astonished at sister emaline yet I1 cannot
belive she is not a worthy sister I1 hope she

find
will A him true and kind to her but have

no reason to j expect it his conduct merits the
disapprobation of every true follower of christ
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but this is a painful subject I1 hope you will
excuse my warmth of feeling inin mentioning this
subject and also my inability in convayingconvoyingconvaying my ideas
inin writing I1 am happy to find that you are still
in the faith of christ and at father smiths I1

hope you will comfort father and mother inin

their trials and hiram and fezferyerusyenus jerusha
and the ojestrjestrest of the family tell sophronia I1

remember her and kalvin in my prayrsprayers my

respects to the rest I1 should like see little

julia and once more take her on my knee and
converse with you on I1 all the subjects whi-
ch concerns us things I1 cannot isis not prud
ent for me to write I1 omit all the important

things which could I1 see you I1 could make

you acquainted with tell brother will that
I1 and brother whitney will arrange the

business of that ffarmarm when we come give

my respects to all the brothern br whitnywhinny

family tell them he isis chearfulcheerfulChearful and

patient and a true brother to me I1 subsc-
ribe myself your husband the lord bless

you peace be with so farewell untill I1 return

joseph smith jr
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sources on the history
of the mormonscormons in ohio
1830381830 38

located east of the mississippi

STANLEY B KIMBALL

this study of the source materials on the mormon ohio
period restricts itself almost exclusively to sources located east
of the mississippi for a fairly comprehensive listing of source
materials found west of the mississippi especially in utah and
california the reader should consult max E parkin s 1966
study conflict at kirtland for an extensive list of all kinds of
printed primary and secondary sources he should also see eva
L pancoast s 1929 thesis mormonscormonsMormons at kirtland and robert
kent fielding s 1957 dissertation the growth of the mormon
church in kirtland ohio as well as parkin 1

the following analysis is based largely on materials dis-
covered by sending out more than 350 letters to individuals and
institutions especiaspeciespeciallyallyaily to institutions listed in A directory of

dr kimball professor of history at southern illinois universuniversoUnuniversityivers ty at edwards
ville works in two fields of historical research east european and mormon
he has studied widely on church origins and is a board member of the mor-
mon history association

iparkinparkin conflict at kirtland salt lake city 1966 privately reproduced in
mimeograph form this study was originally a 1966 MA thesis at brigham
young university titled the nature and cause of internal and external conflict
of the mormonscormons in ohio between 1830 and 1838 pancoast mormonscormonsMormons at
kirtland unpublished MA thesis western reserve university cleveland
ohio 1929 fielding the growth of the mormon church in kirtland ohio
unpublished phd dissertation department of history indiana university
bloomington 1957

524
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information resources inin the united states historical societies
and agencies inin the US and canada national union catalogue
of manuscript collections A guide to archives and manu-
scripts inin the united states and subject collections plus many
personal friends and contacts

one hundred and forty three responses were received contain-
ing information about a great variety of items held in seven-
teen collections mainly in ohio though few in number the
documents discovered are important for most have not been
utilized heretofore and many may have been unknown 221I1 would
like to think that this listing will encourage further and deeper
study of this germinal period of mormon history

my material on contemporary newspapers is based on in-
formation found in the union list of newspapers edwin alden
& bro s american newspaper catalogue and newspapers on
microfilm

this study does not concern itself with one very important
body of primary sources mormon imprints of the kirtland era
these materials including such books as the book of doctrine
and covenants and the newspapers the elders journal the
evening and morning star latter day saints messenger and
advocate and northern times deserve a separate study
which will be taken up in theme next institute of mormon studies
issue on the ohio period BYU studies 114 summer 1972

one or two comments on the geography of the area may be
helpful kirtland is in the old western reserve an eight county
area of northeastern ohio up to 1840 most of the places con-
nected with the mormonscormons were in geaugageaugh and portage counties
in 1840 lake county was cut off geaugageaugh county and as will
be evident from the following information many important
documents are today inin lake county one other oddity while

21nn addition to the studistudieses cited elsewhere in this article the following are
recommended livingston wright the first shrine of mormonism ohio
magazine 1 1906 164166164 166 william J mcniff the kirtland phase of
mormonism ohio state archaeologyarchaeologicalarchaeologlcalcai and historical quarterly 50 19411941
261268261 268 willis thornton gentile and saint at kirtland ohio historical
quarterly 63 1954 8338 33 R kent fielding the mormon economy inin kirtl-
and ohio utah historical quarterly 27 october 1959 331356331 356 and max
H parkin mormon political involvement in ohio BYU studies 94 summer
1969 484502484 502 although little effort has been made to list printed primary
source materials special mention should be made to eber D howe auto-
biography and recollections of a pioneer printer painesvillegainesvillePaines ville ohio telegraph
steam printing house 1878 and C G crary pioneer and personal reminisc-
ences marshalltownMarshall town iowa marshall printing co 1893 both of which are
larded with references to the mormonscormons in kirtland
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kirtland is today in geaugageaugh county kirtland township is in
lake county

I1 LETTERS

in the lake county historical society mentor ohio
there are three letters 1 priscilla martin st albans ohio
august 15 18561836 to her parents mr and mrs samuel whit-
ney kirtland mills ohio the letter is mainly personal but
there is one reference to a

mr kimball the man you requested to call on us was hear the
lith of july and I1 think he isis a godly man he appeared as
such hear he went up to see phebe and preached inin fayettsfayette
ville and was much liked by them all ben says it is the most
reasonable preaching he ever heard on his return from there
he came hear again and I1 think he was pennylesspennilesspennyless by his talk I1
washed a little for him and lent a little chang for he told me
that god wod pay me four fold and left his blessing with me
and prayed with us and finely I1 felt myself more than
payed when he left the house

the addressee may be the same samuel whitney who was
baptized a mormon in october 1835 in kirtland and the mr
kimball may very well be heber C kimball who was on a
mission from june to october of 1836

2 stillman perkins casenoviasenoviacasanoviaCa NY march 3 1837 to
samuel smith ashtabula ohio regarding general business
matters and containing the following information about joseph
smith the receipt for the hundred dollars and the account
of joseph smith for rent I1 have in my possession you may in-
form me what you wish to do with them As near as I1 can
find out about that account of joseph smith for rent there has
nothing been done about it the addressee probably is the
brother of joseph smith

3 PM hitchcock npap gainesvillepainesvillePainesville ohio february 14
1884 to mr haydenhayden regarding the sender s father who tried to
collect a debt from joseph smith by threatening to levy on the
temple the writer records that sidney rigdon responded
allrightalbrightAllright let him sell the temple I1 don t think any but

mormonscormons would buy it and its true no one will take it away
the addressee isis most likely amos sutton hayden author of
early history of the disciples of the western reserve cincin-
nati 1875
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two sidney rigdon letters are at the western reserve
historical society cleveland 1 to any gentleman of busbusi-
ness

i

in cleveland kirtland ohio march 15 1837 recommend-
ing our much respected citizen mr reuben haddock who is
desirous of obtaining articles to some account in the mercantile
line as also provisions 2 to john crowel of warren
ohio dated nauvoo illinois may 15 1843 concerning the
family troubles of a mrs brooks who was apparently originally
from ohio and boarded with rigdon s family in nauvoo

among the A C williams papers c 188819031888 1903 at the
western reserve historical society are several letters from
arthur B deming an ardent anti mormon of painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio
deming was the son of miner R deming onetimeone time sheriff of
hancock county during the mormon era in illinois according
to correspondence with the western reserve historical society
apparently deming was collecting statements from persons

about mormonscormonsMormons included is one he had prepared for a mrs
hanson once of willoughby ohio to sign care of A C will-
iams mrs hanson was williams s mother in law also letters
from the rev W M paden salt lake city 1900 against the
seating of apostle smoot in the US senate paden was of the
ministers association of utah

the historical society also has a letter from willard emery
madison geaugageaugh county ohio july 20 1838 to his parents
at andover new hampshire emery had recently arrived in
ohio and was informing his parents of the journey he reports
that we visited the great mormon temple that was built by
joseph smith and sidney rigdon two mormon leaders they
profess to have revelations from the lord and declared to the
people all around that the lord had given them the land all
around in the vicinity of the temple and that the fullness of
the gentiles should be brought in for their use and benefit

apparently he witnessed the july 6 exodus of the kirtland
camp of zion the last group of mormonscormons to leave kirtland
for missouri for he records that A few days since between
six and seven hundred more of them left with seventy loaded
waggonswiggons and seventy cows all started in one day together for
the promised land

the library of congress has a small group of albert brown
papers consisting of ten items 1831531831 53 which are chiefly
letters to his relative amos L underwood concerning the diffibiffi
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cultiescurties of the mormonscormons in ohio illinois missouri and iowa
brown a high priest and a member of zion s camp followed
brigham young west to utah

II11 DIARIES JOURNALS AND reminiscences
the library of congress has thirteen boxes of 468 manu-

scripts made by the works project administration s historical
records survey during 1935371935 37 A twentyfivetwenty five page inventory
by an unknown compiler of these manuscripts gives the titles
date and place of transcription and initials of the transcriber
but the brief titles make it difficult to determine which would
contain information on ohio

the library of hiram college hiram ohio has several
manuscripts 1 1 A five page typescript short history of the
foundation of the mormon church based on personal memories
and facts collected by hartwell ryder hiram ohio at the age
of 80 years copied by minnie M ryder in 1903041903 04 from the
manuscript written by her uncle hartwell ryder hartwell was
the son of symonds ryder an apostate enemy of joseph smith
and the alleged leader of an anti mormon mob at hiram the
manuscript refers in general to the origin of the church and to
some early events in hiram perhaps the most important part is
the author s refutation that his father was the leaderofleaderleaderofof the mob
which tarred and feathered joseph smith at hiram during
march 1832 for I1 can well remember that my father was sick
in bed until late the next morning

2 A thirty eight page typescript manuscript an episode
in the thirties by abraham garfield son of james A gar-
field in 1934 this manuscript was written specifically for
uncle joe presumably therefore it isis based on the memories
of his uncle joseph rudolph son of zeb and arabellarudolpharabellaarabelia rudolph
of hiram it is a well written account of some alleged experi-
ences of joseph smith and sidney rigdon when they first came
to hiram

3 A twelve page typescript manuscript the mormonscormons in
portage county 183018321830 1832 by gerald V stamm dated march
15 1939 an unimportant study based on secondary studies

the western reserve historical society has a two page state-
ment by lucia A goldsmith of painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio nd titled
sidney rigdon the first mormon elder but which concerns
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mainly a critical account of the author s hearing joseph smith
preach in the kirtland temple

the same society also has a three page statement apnp
nd about the mormonscormonsMormons written by a mr fowles father
of BC fowles of russellvilleRussellville arkansas who had been aa shoe-
maker in chardon ninenine miles from kirtland during the mor-
mon era part of the document is thoroughly anti mormon but
fowles does write the following favorable description of joseph
smith

smith was a very fine looking man viewing him with full face
but not as good looking from a profile viewview he was a

hard worker wrote considerable enjoyed the fullest confi-
dence of the sect he was a very entertaining man would
interest an audience inin a remarkable degree and was quite
popular with those who had dealing with him he was closedose
inin money matters would drive a sharp bargain always
having the advantage on his side he was nevertheless a

friend to the poor & needy & many a weary foot sore traveller
has been the recipient cf his bounty he was temperate inin
his habits rarely indisposed and usually inin an excellent
humor

about brigham young fowles wrote

brigham young was a young man when the mormonscormons were at
kirtland but remarkably intelligent he was quite hand-
some wore wiskerswhiskerswiskers while smith was always closely shaved
he was considered one of the very ablest in the sect in fact I1

heard it stated at the time that he was the best preacher

the lake county historical society has a two page state-
ment by A G riddle nd npap regarding judge ruben hitch-
cock and the famous trial of the state vs joe smith for con-
spiring to murder grandison newell in 1837

111IIIililii COUNTY AND TOWNSHIP RECORDS

the most important primary sources east of the mississippi
are the record books and the execution docket books of the
court of common pleas 1806791806 79 land records deed books

17991859179918391799 18591839 and tax duplicates 18501830391830591830 5939 in the geaugageaugh
county court house chardon ohio they are invaluable for
any understanding of the many and speculative land and busi-
ness transactions which many church leaders and members en-
gaged in the building of that zion the united order diffibiffi
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cultiescurties arising out of the question of whether mormon leaders
had the right to perform marriages the kirtland safety society
suits to collect debts and various other civil disputes between
mormonscormons and non mormonscormons 3 the county marriage records

1805511805 51 are also important brigham young s marriage to
his second wife mary ann angell on feb 18 1834 isis recorded
there for example

in the lake county court house gainesvillepainesvillePainesville ohio rec-
ords of the court of common pleas journal of entry docu-
ment no 60 tell the story of the february 1880 case between
the LDS and RLDS churches for ownership of the kirtland
temple the RLDS won

of particular importance is the two volume kirtland towns-
hip minutes and poll book for the period 18171858181718381817 18581838 and
183818461838 1846 which isis located in the lake county historical so-
ciety the mormonscormons never were mentioned as a group the
only citings were the attempts to get rid of the community be-
fore it got started through poor laws and about 1837 when
there was an obvious attempt with some success to enter local
politics 4 among the references to the mormonscormons in these
volumes are the following

on october 29 183118318511851 the families of joseph hyrum and
william smith were considered likely to become public wards
and were to be asked to leave town by the overseers of poor
on january 13 1831 the families of sidney rigdon and doctdoat

williams were put on the list of the overseers of poor
on april 4 1836 four tied local elections were recorded

oliver cowdery and thomas W donavan for clerk of elec-
tions turner shephard samuel booth and frederick G will-
iams for overseers of poor jerome bump and isaac slamen
for constable and finally edward gillett lory holmes oliver
harman jr for fence viewers these four ties were decided
by thediedle casting of lots the winners were donovan shephard
bump holmes and harman

it is more than likely that the court houses of the several
counties in the kirtland area contain information about the
mormonscormonsMormons but one would almost have to search personally in
their holdings to find it fortunately there is a typescript in

perhaps the best analysis of these particular public records isis contained in
fielding s dissertation

14I am indebted to mrs M A prusha of Chesterland ohio for this informa-
tion regarding these minute books
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ventorycentory of the county archives of ohio for each of four coun-
ties in the kirtland area cuyahogaCuyahoga geaugageaugh lake and trum-
bull

IV KIRTLAND SAFETY SOCIETY AND OTHER FINANCIAL RECORDS

the chicago historical society owns the original stock
ledger and index to the ledger of the kirtland safety so-
ciety on the fly leaf of which is written the following

cleveland ohio april 10 1885
this stock ledger has been secreted since the bank failed

in 1837 and was found by arthur B deming son of gen
M R deming under whose charge joseph and hiram smith
were killed by a mob in the carthage jail in illinois june 27th
1844 while securing evidence as to the true origin and early
history of mormonism cf deming letters mentioned above

the ledger is 287 pages long and shows the entries for 200
persons including joseph smith emma smith joseph smith sr
lucy smith hyrum smith jerusha smith samuel H smith
george A smith brigham young lorenzo young erastus
snow lorenzo snow heber C kimball david whitmer sid-
ney rigdon wilford woodruff parley P pratt truman 0
angel reynolds cahoon vinson knight oliver cowdery luke
johnson and elija able a negro convert

this source has been little used if at all and throws much
light on this complicated phase of mormon history fielding
in his study wrote details concerning the operation of the
bank are unknown no records have been preserved and all
of the principal parties to it either say nothing or are very
general in their accounts 5 and parkin stated that the amount
of specie paid in was never disclosed but most of the stock was
paid in the form of land owned by stockholders which con-
sisted of 180 charter members 6 one reason for the fact that
this source is relatively unknown is that few would suppose
such an item to be in chicago

this unique document deserves a study in itself the follow-
ing cursory analysis of this ledger reveals that the 200 indi-
viduals subscribed for various numbers of shares from 3000 to
5 with the face value of from 150000 to 50 and paid for

fielding growth of the church p 191
parkin conflict at kirtland p 215 the ledger does not bear out the state-

ment that the stock was paid for by land
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them in cash amounts varying from 4887004887.00488700 paid in by joseph
smith to 52 .5252 by alex valier

the grand totals eloquently reveal the inherent weakness of
the project 200 persons subscribed to 79420 shares worth at
face value approximately 3854000585400058540003854000 at 50 par value per share
which was paid for with only 20725 in specie heber C kim-
ball for example subscribed to 50000 worth of shares for
only 15 in cash other important mormonscormons paid in correspond-
ingly small sums brigham young 7007.00700 lorenzo snow
7977.97797 wilford woodruff 5255255.25 erastus snow 5255255.25 A few
others however were able to come up with larger amounts
parley P pratt 102.0010200 hyrum smith 169.0016900 vinson
knight 26200262.0026200 emma smith 31500315.00 joseph smith sr
5230052500323.0032300 and W J peterson 78500785.0078500

the journal of the senate of the state of ohio contains some
new and valuable information regarding the mormon efforts to
secure a charter for the kirtland safety society bank until now
about all we knew about such an attempt was through joseph
smith who recorded early in november 1836 that elder orson
hyde was sent to columbus with a petition to the legislature
of ohio for an act of incorporation which because we were
mormonscormonsMormons the legislature raised some frivolous excuse on which

they refused to grant us those banking privileges they so freely
granted to others 7 fielding7fielding who used both the journal of the
senate of the state of ohio and the journal of the house of
representatives of the state of ohio for that period could find
no further information about this application 8

apparently the mormonscormons tried again to secure a charter for
on february 10 1837 the following amendment to a bill per-
taining to the regulation of banks in ohio was presented to the
ohio senate

mr medary moved to amend the bill by adding the
following as an additional section

joseph smith jr sidney rigdon benjamin adams nehe-
miah alienallenailen benjamin bissel horace kingsbury newel K
whitney warren A cowdery hiram smith oliver cowd-
ery H A sharp and their associates are hereby made a
body corporate under the name of the kirtland safety society

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
6 vols introduction and notes by B H roberts salt lake city 1902-

12 2468
fielding growth of the church ppap 162206162 206
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bank to be established in the town of kirtland in the county
of geaugageaugh the capital stock of which shall be three hundred
thousand dollars upon which question

mr medary called for the yeas and nays and they were
ordered when the same was taken and lost yeas 11 nays
24 9

the ohio historical society has two exceedingly rare promiaromi
sory notes the first dated september 1 1837 for 269.8126981 bor-
rowed from the bank of geaugageaugh painesvillegainesvillePainesville is signed by
thirty two men few extant documents bear so many signatures
of so many important mormonscormonsMormons among the signers are joseph
smith sidney rigdon oliver cowdery brigham young noah
packard josiah butterfield and reynolds cahoon the failure
of the kirtland bank undoubtedly occasioned the signing of
this note

the second promisorypremisorypromisory note signed by hyrum smith dated
kirtland january 30 1838 is for 20.162016 due lewis robbins

to be paid in land in the state of missouri in caldwell
co is good evidence that missouri lands served as surety for
notes contracted in ohio 10

of the many kirtland bank notes scattered throughout the
country some are located in the following repositories the
dawes memorial library of marietta college marrietta
ohio has a 10.001000 bank note dated march 1 1837 signed by
J smith jr cashier and S rigdon president yale university
library s western americana collection has a loo1.00100 banknotebanknote
made out to orson pratt or bearer and signed by joseph smith
jr cashier and sidney rigdon president the boston public
library has a 10.001000 note dated march 8 1837 signed by
joseph smith brigham young heber C kimball and others
the western reserve historical society has one of the few
complete sets of kirtland bank notes in denominations of one
two three five ten twenty fifty and one hundred dollars all
signed by various members of the church the majority bearing
the names of joseph smith as cashier and sidney rigdon as
president some especially the three dollar ones are overprinted
so that kirtland safety society bank becomes the kirtland safe

journal of the senate of the state of ohio columbus 1837 ppap 365-
366 see also the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph february 24 1837 which reports on the
senate sessions

these notes are described in detail by kenneth W duckett echoes the
association of the ohio historical society 2 january 1963 1
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ty society anti banking co 11 the new york public library has
a loo1.00100 note in its william berrian collection

V miscellaneous DOCUMENTS

in the chicago historical society is a certificate of ordina-
tion certifying that sylvester B stoddard has been received in
to this church and has been ordained an elder signed
joseph smith chairman and F G williams clerk kirtland
ohio october 13 1836 on the reverse side it is countersignedcountersigned
by thomas burdick recording clerk stoddard later served in a
bishopric in nauvoo and as a missionary to maine in 1844 he
became embittered afterward however left the church and
returned to kirtland

the lake county historical society has various other im-
portant collections census records indexed cemetery records
genealogies and scrapbooks of lake county families and a
large map collection this society also has a deed regarding
land which joseph smith sold to samuel whitney sr dated
april 10 1837 geaugageaugh county and signed by J smith jr
emma smith hyrum smith and vinson knight

mr D W garber of stockton california has a valuable
collection of jacob myers papers 12 myers was a millwright who
erected mills for the mormonscormons in various places including
ohio included in these papers which cover the period 1816-
1856 is a patriarchal blessing of jacob myers by joseph
smith sr dated at kirtland september 13 1835 mr garber
also has a kirtland safety society bank note dated february
10 1837 and signed by J smith jr and S rigdon

the ohio state library has a huge collection of miscellane-
ous cemetery census family bible church and marriage records
for three counties in the kirtland area cuyahogaCuyahoga lake and
portage which was brought together by the daughters of the
american revolution

the geography and map division of the library of con-
gress has a collection of fifteen maps of ohio for the period

described in transactions of the western reserve historical society
annual111ualusi report for 1922231922 23 ppap 575857 58 see also robert R murray mormon
money lawyers title news july 1967 and lynn glaser the mormonscormonsMormons
antibankanti bank numismatic news january 1968

since this collection is west of the mississippi it is somewhat out of place
here I1 first learned of it however when mr garber still lived in perrysvillePerrysville
ohio so I1 am including it
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1830381830 38 the study of which would be requisite to mormon
movements at that time 13

there is one letter at the ohio historical society which
gives some indication as to how suspect the mormonscormons were at
times as they traveled between their two centers inin ohio and
missouri joseph smith for example crossed illinois enroute
to missouri in 1831 1832 and 1834.18341854 our attempts to preach
to the indians was particularly suspect during the 1832 troubles
in illinois with the sac and fox indians and their chief black
hawk

in june 1832 joseph antrim of vermillion county illinois
wrote to his uncle and aunt in pribble county ohio about
black hawk and the mormonscormonsMormons in reference to the latter he
wrote

I1 will inform you that we have a new sort of people inin our
country who call themselves mormanitesmormanites the preach up that
they righteous and they wicked should be separated & the
were agoing to build a new jerusalem away out inin they
plains meaning they grand frontier it is suspected that
there new jerusalem isis a fort & and the themselves are
brattishbrittishbrittish spies the have large ironbound boxes that isis supposed
to be loaded with guns and ammunition and also coffins that
is loaded with the same the also tell the indians that the
are the dissendantdissendant of the children of israel and that the shall
be restored again that the lord will fight there battles for
them

the reference to brittishbrattishbrittish spies is of course occasioned by
the fact that during the war of 1812 black hawk fought for
the british

VI THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

there appears to be little about the mormonscormons in ohio in
the national archives one possible source would be in the
land entry records of the general land office or of the post
office department A letter from richard S maxwell assistant
director of the social and economic records division stated
in order to make an effective search of the records it would be

necessary to have more information such as the names of
federal agencies that may have been involved with the mor
mons names of persons who contacted the government or

all students of this period of mormon history should consult edwin scott
gaustad historical atlas of religion inin america new york 1962
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dates and subjects of events only a person thoroughly familiar
with early mormon history would be able to determine if our
holding were pertinent to such a search

there may also be some reference to the mormonscormons in the
united states district or circuit court of ohio records con-
tained in the federal records center in chicago correspond-
ence to date however has failed to locate anything

VIIVILvid newspapers
during the time the mormonscormons were in ohio there were at

least 188 newspapers published by mormonscormons and non mormonscormons
in more than 70 communities of these 57 were published in
27 communities within a 75 mile radius of kirtland mainly
in the old western reserve these figures do not include
whatever newspapers were published in adjacent pennsylvania

only 40 miles east of kirtland A rough breakdown by
distance is as follows

0100 10 miles kirtland chardon
112011 20 miles painesvillegainesvillePainesville
213021 30 miles jefferson mantua ravena hudson cleveland
315031 50 miles lorain elyria medina cuyahogaCuyahoga falls war-

ren ashtabula conneautConneaut
517051 70 miles sandusky huron milan norwalk wooster

canton lisbon carrolton
717571 75 miles millersburgMillers burg new philadelphia wellsville

collectively this body of newspapers is a huge cache of
primary sources since it is beyond the scope of this article to do
much with these newspapers I1 can only indicate to what extent
they have been mined and suggest that there is yet much work
to be done in ohio newspapers As the following table shows
pancoast kent and parkin together cited only twenty of the
more than fifty contemporary ohio newspapers published with-
in a seventy five mile radius of kirtland

NEWSPAPER NO OF CITATIONS YEARS
ashtabula journal 2 1830
chardon spectator 13 1832351832 35
cincinnati advertiser 1 1834
cleveland daily gazette 2 1837
cleveland herald 1 1831
cleveland liberalist 1 1837
cleveland observer 1 1837
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dayton democratic herald 1 1838
elders journal 5 1837381837 38
evening and morning star 4 1832341832 34
harrison telegraph 1 1832
messenger and advocate 31 1834371834 37
millenialmillennialMillenial harbinger 3 1830351830 35
northern times 3 1835
ohio free press 1 1836
ohio star 13 1831321831 32
painesvillegainesvillePainesville republican 5 1836371836 37
painesvillegainesvillePainesville telegraph 52 1830381830 38
western courier 1 1831
western hemisphere 1 1837

VIII ARTIFACTS

in the western reserve historical society museum there is
a small iron safe which is supposed to be the safe which was
used by the kirtland safety society while it was in existence in
1836 and 1837 this safe is made of iron decorated with large
black knobs stands on four wheels and measures 25x24x29
inches the only marking on the safe is on the doorknobdoor knob it
reads DELANO PATENT NY

A jesse delano 178018671780 1867 began a hardware store in
1815 and went into the manufacturing of iron chests about
1825 the kirtland safety society could have ordered this safe
directly from new york but it is much more likely that they
secured it in nearby cleveland the only proof that this safe
is indeed that of the kirtland safety society is on p 49 of the
museum s museum accession book vol 1 189419241894 1924 where
it is recorded one iron safe once owned in kirtland by joseph
smith the prophet donated dec 8 1900 by mrs charles more-
ly cleveland

the same museum also has an oval shaped drop leaf table
of the country sheraton style very fashionable at that time
which may have belonged to joseph smith in kirtland this was
acquired by gift from laurence H norton 1941

IX VARIA ESOTERICA ETCETERA

this section is a potpourri of odds and ends which ought
to be noted somewhere the american jewish archives in cin-
cinnaticinnati ohio for example has the following material regard-
ing professor joshua seixas who taught hebrew in the mormon
school of the prophets during 1836 in kirtland A three page
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typescript manuscript joshua seixas hebraist by rabbi D
de sola pool an excerpt from a letter from N taylor phillips
to mr robert S fletcher oberlin college oberlin ohio dated
september 20 1933 regarding the former s published article on
seixas and two pieces of correspondence between lauritz G
peterson of the LDS church historian s office and rabbi mal-
colm H stern of norfolk virginia during may 1954 141

As is generally well known the famous rev solomon
spaulding manuscript found or manuscript story which
for a season was considered to have been the source of the
book of mormon a theory now discredited by all serious
minded students isis located inin the library of oberlin college
this pertains to ohio only because the president of oberlin

college discovered the manuscript while on vacation in hawaii
in 1844 and brought it back to his college and because spauld-
ing wrote it while living at conneautConneaut ohio during the years
181012.1810121810 12

lorenzo snow fifth president of the mormon church was
a student in the 1830s at oberlin college and the office of the
college archivist has an alumni file on him but it contains no
primary source materials only correspondence from the 1930s

35on
the library of congress has a two volume corrected type-

script manuscript william H whitsitt s sidney rigdon real
founder of mormonism 179318761793 1876 which contains some
pages pertinent to ohio

the drawings and photographs of the kirtland temple
made in 1934 by the department of interior s historic ameri-
can buildings survey are also housed now in the library of
congress it is listed as HABS measured drawings 17x28
inches 222522 25 kirtland mormon temple six sheets 16 the
library of the department of the interior itself has no docu-
ments on the mormonscormons in ohio

the original weathervaneweathervane of the nauvoo temple shaped in
the form of a prone angel moroni may have been in cincin

see also leroi C snow who was professor joshua seixas improvement
era february 1936 ppap 677167 71

there is some information about both lorenzo snow and joshua seixas inin
robert samuel fletcher s A history of oberlin college oberlin ohio
194194319453 ppap 222 368370368 370

most of these drawings were published in thehe architectural forum
march 1936
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nati ohio for over one hundred years this vane cannot be
completely authenticated but there is considerable evidence that
the original was somehow acquired by the salem evangelical
and reformed church of cincinnati ohio in 1867 this badly
damaged figure has been replaced and the older one was ac-
quired by nauvoo restoration inc in 1968 and is now at
nauvoo illinois

the popular cultural center of bowling green ohio has
materials relating to the utah gospel mission in an anti mor
mon movement in the 1900s the ohio historical society has a
thomas L strong letter may 1853 pleasant view utah to
james S elliott in ohio relating mostly to girls but also giving
prices of agriculture products

though hardly falling within the geographical limits of this
study it should be noted that the genealogical society of salt
lake city utah has an enormous collection of materials on
ohio it takes thirty one inches of thinner than normal cata-
logue cards to list them I1 many of which are primary there is

little evidence that anyone studying the mormonscormons in ohio has
really utilized this trove unaccountably this society which
has teams of full time microfilmersmicrofilmers roaming the world has
copied most of the county records of ohio except those counties
near kirtland ashtabula cuyahogaCuyahoga geaugageaugh lake portage
and trumbull this anomaly is soon to be corrected

for a little comic relief I1 would like to pass on the follow-
ing one of my correspondents advised me regarding the
wyrick holy stones discovered near jackstownJackstown ohio and

currently at the johnson humrickhouse museum coshoctonCoshocton
ohio and stating that these fraudulent artifacts are believed
to be authentic by the mormonscormonsMormons these interesting stones are
indeed on view in this museum it seems however that they are
fakes planted around 1860 in a desperate effort by someone to
prove that the mound building indians of ohio were in some
way connected with the lost ten tribes of israel the allegation
that mormonscormons believe them to be authentic is gratuitous 17

for a detailed account of the finding of these stones see E 0 randall
the mound builders and the lost tribes ohio historical quarterly 17
april 1908 208218208 218 since the publication of the book of mormon mormonscormons

are usually credited with accepting any fact or fancy relating american indians
to the old world for a recent serious and related article see john H wittorf
joseph smith and the prehistoric mound builders of eastern north america

newsletters and proceedings of the society for early historic archaeology
october 1970 191 9
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X NEGATIVE documentation
among the many institutions which reported having nothing

regarding the mormonscormons in ohio were rather surprisingly the
following sixteen except as mentioned above there is apparent-
ly little or nothing in the national archives furthermore
negative replies were received from the following institutions
ohio genealogical society mansfield cleveland public li-
brary the shaker historical society shaker heights ohio
case western reserve university cleveland morelymerely library
painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio early settlers association cleveland ohio
state university libraries columbus ohio university athens
the state library of ohio columbus kent state university
chardon the geaugageaugh county historical society burton kirtl-
and is in this county 18 thediedle portage county historical society
ravena hiram is in this county william L clements li-
brary of early americana university of michigan the ameri-
can antiquarian society worcester mass the archaeological
society of ohio plain city and the smithsonian institution

while this society has no primary sources it has published a pioneer and
general history of geaughgeauga county columbus 1953 which does give some
information about the mormonscormons in that area
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